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Jo-Ann Mayhew: Our Sister Our Friend 
October 22, 1998 - Memorial at Halifax 

Gayle Horii 

T hank-you, Kelly, Heather, and Denise - for this opportunity. I could 
stand here for months telling you stories about Jo - about how she 

was and remains a great inspiration, a model of REAL intellectual and 
physical Beauty. I feel very privileged to call Jo my Friend and very 
privileged to share with you just part of my perspective on Jo. 

As I have said so many times over the years, when one shares a 
space like we did: under conditions of severe deprivation and 
degradation, experiencing the oppression and cruelty of the authorities; 
and when one also shares a space governed by the repression many of us 
had locked into the child within us; there are unique moments within 
which one discovers the TRUE character and the TRUE heart of the 
person - the depths of which may not be possible to discover except 
under dire conditions of survival. 

And so it is, that the experience of imprisonment for some of us 
brought us ironically, one of the greatest gifts of all- that of the TRUE 
friendships and the TRUE SISterhood of women. 

I met Jo in August of 1986 in the Prison for Women (P4W) library. 
She was the editor of the prison magazine Tightwire. We did not hit it 
off at first - her tact and methods of mediation to achieve change were 
quite opposite from my more confrontive approach, but it was clear 
from the start that we both wanted the same things for ourselves and for 
our SISters inside. We both gave ground to each other and became a real 
team in our struggles. Jo, from the Atlantic coast and me from the 
Pacific coast, both from "middle-class upbringings", born in the same 
year, both serving life sentences, both having two grown children. One 
day in the Tightwire office, as we looked out at the looming wall in front 
of us, we turned to each other and at the same time, said, "What the hell 
are we doing here?" 

I eventually went the political route via the Prisoners' Committee 
and Jo continued to battle it out to keep Tightwire printing and to insure 
that no censorship could obscure our realties - a formidable task - NOT 
an easy job. But Jo did not care about 'easy'. She always took the high 
road and rarely looked back. Jo produced more consecutive issues of 
Tightwire than any other editor in the history of the P4W and I can say 
without any hesitation that she raised the standard of Tightwire to a 
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prison paper with clout and only because of Jo did our readership 
become international. It is extremely difficult to accomplish anything 
inside the walls. 

That Jo achieved her BA while locked in P4W and in the Mini 
P4W, with the impoverishment that comes with it, is a truly amazing 
feat. I can still hear the tap-tap-tap of her typewriter as she pushed to 
finish yet another term paper. Her cage was a few doors down from 
mine on the top of A range tier and we would take turns bringing up 
tobacco tins of boiling water for our coffee or tea - a nearly nightly 
ritual of discussion and strategy. 

Jo decided at one point to move down the wing area because it was 
quieter and she would have more room for her books. But she only lasted 
a short while and moved back, saying, "Everyone's dying down there. 
No one even cares about getting out into the yard!" And that was Jo, 
always negotiating for more yard time and gym time and achieving 
better success than we would have had if it were not for her. Jo loved the 
outdoors. She patiently gave me my first tennis lesson. Jo was a great 
teacher and always also a student, always open to learning new things 
including Tai Chi. 

Jo and others risked their own well-being to support my efforts on 
more than one occasion during the struggles which resulted in my 
transfer to B.C. Over the four years I was there we wrote constantly to 
one another and shared the pain, the misery and the joys we could find 
inside. Here are some excerpts ofletters from Jo, so that you can hear 
her own words which clearly speak to her Great Character, her 
Wonderful Heart and Her Truly Enlightening Wit and Charming Sense 
of Humour. Jo's twinkle in her eye raised my spirits more often than I 
can tell you. 

Jo's great gifts of Love and Compassion and her courage and 
commitment to the ideal of SISterhood are personified in this poem by 
her favourite poet, William Blake: 
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1989, February 12 

LOVE seeketh 
not itself to please 

Nor for itself hath any care 
BUT for another 

gives its ease 
And builds a heaven 

in 
hell's despair. 

7 

"... loneliness sets traps that are painful - if wishes were horses 
beggars would ride?" 

1989, February 22 
On the Brentwood Program that Jo fought successfully to get into 

P4W: 
" ... I have decided to withdraw for now - I really feel I need the 

freedom to identify institutional abuse when it hits me and those around 
me. In the Gospel according to B, we are not to try and change the 
cystem (sic) but to change ourselves .... How can I grow/change when 
I don't have the right to identify what I like or don't like in the present? 
... I find it personally damaging to continue on the path of wilful 
blindness. " 

1989, March 21 
On heart and loyalty: 
" ... These are the root and essence of ... being and you must answer 

them to live with the honour that is the soul food of your life - but the 
cost ... your life ... or your soul?" 

1989, March 27 
Easter Monday: 
" ... Seems to me women create their own impotency by refusing!! 

to believe they can make a meaningful contribution to their existence ... 
let alone contribute to any sort of progressive change. You know how 
small/ insignificant / invisible I have felt but I guess even identifying / 
acknowledging that problem was a Huge step in coming to a beginning 
of realistic acceptance of both human frailty - being frightening and 
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tenuous and the incredible web of our existence ... who is to say which 
strand is more important than another? All contribute but only if the 
weavers weave ... each according to her ability (Mayhew, PhillOl!!)." 

1989, June 4 
Jo's birthday: 
"... thoughts of dying and the great unknown ... still more 

adventures??? I hope if that is the case I am given a new energy pack!! 
We certainly seem to be packing a whole lot of experiences into this one 
life time!! ... All quiet on the Eastern Front ... trench warfare ... soul 
erosion by a bureaucracy in full swing." 

1989, July 16 
" ... How long can hearts remain unmoved? More frightening is a 

Social Order without heart!!" 
" ... Had a great visit with oldest daughter, Heather, her husband 

and New GRAND! !son - what a Celtic beauty - a study in charcoal and 
honey - so different from the pink/white of my babes ... much love 
restored. Seeing them makes me want to go home." 

1989, August 
A poem by Jo: 

Sunlight Dappled Flowers 
Swaying gently in the Breeze 

Velvet mosses hiding 
In the glades of 

ancient 
trees. 

Touching souls, 
Touching natures, 
Touching hearts, 
Holding hands 

Bounded by oceans not by bars 
Bounding minds .... 

Touching stars. 
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1989, November 18 
" ... Politically, I am awake as after a brieflull, always the war for 

power and control, with the women often blind pawns, and so often, 
turning against each other rather than against our oppressors !!! I still 
lament the day I loaned out my magic wand (around 4001 BC to be 
precise! I) .... Doing work with the Prisoners' Committee totally confirms 
all of my past observations ... it is an exhausting, thankless sort of work. 
This outstanding exercise in civics gives me almost unlimited 
opportunity to annoy many and only rare opportunities to satisfy more 
than a few. I was right in avoiding this 'opportunity' in the past. Apart 
from these comments I am having a lovely time writing proposal after 
proposal after proposal ... wish you were here!!" 

1989, December 
"Joy to the World! One small step. We have actually WON! On the 

food issue. AS of Dec. 1 we are allowed to take 1 serving of salad ex 
tomatoes or cereal or dessert ex fruit from the dining room!" 

Now IN THE MINI P4W 

1990, July 21 
" ... I'm beginning to wonder when our modern technology will 

come up with a 48-hour day! (to match the time it takes to get everything 
done that I want to accomplish)." 

1990, September 28 
" ... I find it amazing that the CSC has announced 1 (only) healing 

lodge and the rest are 'facilities' ... since when does 'healing' depend 
upon cultural identity?!!!" 

1990, October 23 
" ... when asked how I was 'enjoying' minimum, since I do not get 

to AA or similar; do not get to Church or similar, and have no place to 
call my own for writing & no privacy, my sense of 'enjoyment' is 
somewhat limited. With a full sociology degree plus the better part of a 
certificate for Social Work plus ??? hours of 'hands on experience', I am 
less than satisfied typing, shredding and filing paper for the cystem (sic) 
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... obviously something must be wrong with my expectations ... 
definitely a part of a much larger social issue?" 

1990, December 11 
"Congratulations to us both, we survived another year!! I am really 

tired of being asked how I feel about P4W closing ... about the same 
way I feel about visiting the 7th star to the left!!" 

1990 
A poem by Jo: 

Tonight I sat in my bath 
watched my legs 

beneath the water -
magnified veins 

scars and hairy stumps. 
Not fine porcelain as advertised 

maybe chipped and cracked kitchen china. 

They account miles walked in supermarket aisles 
list endless stairs, mopped, cleaned, dusted. 

Record marches thm villages, towns and cities 
tally pavement, fields and swamps 

recall the movement of crossing desert sands 
swimming oceans 

climbing mountains 
threading forests. 

No - not porcelain as advertised 
Nor possessions of the family kitchen as ordained 

just 
Private monuments of ordinary valor. 

1991, May 17 
" ... note of interest in the new Burnaby prison in BC ... almost no 

storage space .. NO DRAWERS!! ... one upright locker-sized hanging 
space ... one small shelf .. totally impossible for correspondence papers 
let along study materials. ... 100% short-term .. basically remand! 
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security with a slight diversion to groom your dog & arrange a few 
flowers!! !" 

1991, August 
" ... writing in the summer doldrums ... BUT I've a pass (2 days) to 

Nova Scotia in mid Sept. Can't wait." 

1992, March 11 
" ... won a minor battle getting this cook's job registered with the 

Ministry of Skills and Development ... can now do the trade paper route 
... it took 1 year to get this done ... credit to the head of the kitchen .. & 
you-know-who, in charge of the school (a bad joke) .. the reins passed 
to the least qualified ... GAD!" 

1992, August 1 
"I decided to try for day parole at 7 years, no UTA's etc. (of course 

1 was told 1 was 'a dreamer' - (dear John Lennon - I'm not the only one). 
The month in advance was HORRIBLE ... flashbacks to the terrible time 
of 'the crime', 'the trial' - my loneliness and pain would rush upon me 
whenever I thought about the Hearing ... and on June 4 it was actually 
far less terrible ... 1 WON! Day parole to Kingston E. Fry AND my 
daughter was visiting me from NS so I even had family waiting at the 
door! (A private fantasy coming true!)." 

1993, February 14 
''Words do not come close to describing how happy 1 feel at 

sending this LAST letter to you inside!! ... also heard on TV the Sol. 
Gen. is considering requests to have some women's cases reviewed. 
Maybe I can get myself an appeal? God 1 pray this would be possible -
parole is NOT optimum living!! 1 am excited/scared but filled with 
renewed 'hope' at the glimmer of such a prospect!" 

1994, November 6 
"So good to talk with you ... it takes such energy to try & rebuild 

our lives - we all can do with loads of support & encouragement." 
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***** 
From 1994 through the period that Jo came to Vancouver in 1996 

and after she left, Jo survived many very difficult times and many, many 
struggles. 

1996, August 19 
" ... I may know what's happening for me this week - possibility of 

the Healing Lodge by August 31." 

1997, August 1 
"The east coast is excellent - having the BEST summer in years and 

years - going well with my daughters and total Delight in grand!kids 
... got to attend week long Maritime Writer's Workshop in New 
Brunswick ... I was funded by the NS Writers' Federation! ... also 
expect to be retrained as a computer engineer - well ... maybe." 

***** 

In October, I learned that Jo had been granted a "suspended 
sentence" following the Inquiry and Recommendations by Justice Lynn 
Ratushny. 

In November, I learned from Jo that she had been diagnosed with 
ALS. 

1997, December 12 
"I'm doing O.K. - I 'think'? I found an apartment with Fabulous 

Karma - the view is East out of the Halifax Harbour. I'm certainly rich 
in many ways." 

1998, March 9 
The last letter: 
"My birth parents - particularly my mom - have never left my spirit 

- until ALS struck I was not strongly enough motivated to seek out these 
people - however I know it is important for my kids/grandkids to see if 
there is any genetic connection (yes MD's say this is NOT likely but 
since they appear to know almost -0- I am not satisfied with this 
opinion). Anyway, I am delighted - surprises - but NOT surprised to 
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learn both my mom and dad lived in Halifax!! No Wonder I fell in love 
with the east coast. 

... contrary to popular views I think ALS does affect the brain - my 
spelling is getting worse and I'm hopeless with numbers! - more likely 
the onset of senility! ... walker is pretty precarious but I do have 2 
wheelchairs! ... I can really bomb along streets with lots of help from 
Denise and plotting downhill strategies reminds me of navigating ski 
hills - The day was great and fresh air/Sun gorgeous ... I'm taking it one 
day at a time - Most are very good ... treats. Des' calls, Denise, help 
from friends. Kim, a new grandchild arrived in April, me going to meet 
a Medicine Person at the lodge in April too." 

***** 
From here our correspondence took the form of phone calls - I last 

spoke with 10 about a week before she died. I miss 10 immensely BUT 
I DO expect to "see" her again. 

Eternity 

S(h)e who binds to Her(him)self a joy 
Does the winged life destroy 

(But) S(h)e who kisses the joy as it flies 
Lives in eternity's sun rise. 

-William Blake 

as quoted by 10 - 1989 March 13. 
"I think this is my favourite of all ... for now." 

***** 

In Loving Memory Always of Jo-Ann Mayhew who served as a 
founding SIS board member and SIS president in 1996, Our SISter, Our 
Friend. 

With Love in the gentleness of SISterhood - Gayle 

Strength in SiSterhood (515) Society 6038 -189th Street Surrey, 
Be (604) 940-2876 & 576-0450 



Inside Looking Out: Writers in Prison 
Bob Gaucher 

The cumulative wealth of prisoners' writing over the centuries 
constitutes a firmly established and highly influential body of work 

within western literary and intellectual traditions. loan Davies (1990) in 
Writers in Prison, argues that the prison has served as an important 
symbol and metaphor throughout the recorded (text) history of Western 
thought, and its material realities have formed the immediate context and 
crucible for a influential and celebrated group of intellectuals and 
writers. Indeed, Davies (1990:3) states that: 

Much of the influential literature of Judeo-Christian 
civilization was composed under conditions of incarceration 
or involuntary exile. Indeed the Bible itself is a product of 
both prison and exile; and the Platonic dialogues, notably the 
Crito, the Apology, and the Phaedo, are centered around the 
trial, imprisonment and execution of Socrates. It is arguable 
that it is impossible to understand Occidental thought without 
recognizing the central significance of prison and banishment 
in its theoretical and literary composition. 

In his broadly comprehensive and theorized account of writing from 
prison, Davies (1990:3) directs us to go beyond the mere recognition of 
the literary and intellectual significance of "writing that owes something 
to imprisonment" and its classification. He directs us toward theoretical 
issues that help us to understand " the forms that prison writing takes, 
its content and how the prison experience might be read". To do so we 
must locate these texts within their age; the political, sociaVcultural and 
intellectual context of their production, and within the confining carceral 
culture that frames their production and against and through which they 
are written. This is an analysis of prison produced text; what it carries, 
how its ideas have been universalized, its penetration of and integration 
into western intellectuaVpolitical and literary/cultural life, past and 
present. Prison culture is still characterized by an oral tradition of 
songs and ballads, storytelling and "dead time" conversations. The 
continuous written narrative (text) Davies refers to as traversing the 
ages, is largely provided by incarcerated intellectuals and prisoners of 
conscience. It is this group of writers and their text which he relies upon 
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to ground his analyses so as to "understand how the incarcerated 
imagination has become part of Western ideas and literature" (1990:7). 
In is within the text of the incarcerated intellectual, those he refers to as 
writing from the margins of both their society and the prison, that he 
discovers the universals of the carceral experience. While recognizing 
the importance of the "common criminal" prison writer "who operates 
directly out of a prison culture" (1990: 4), as exemplified by Villon and 
Genet, Davies' primary interest in their work is as an entry to reading 
the prison itself. 

Davies (1990: 4) discovered that on one level "the writings merge 
in a collectivity of epic and self critical ur-epic* where oral stories and 
songs become part ofa folk-history ofincarceration, exile and slavery."1 
For Davies, the writer's relationship to the prison, margin versus centre, 
informs the perspective of the text/writing and the carceral experience 
it assesses and portrays. 

We might argue that the nearer the writer is to the ur-epic, the 
less his story will be about himself and the more it will be 
about the folk-memory of the collectivity, while the further he 
is from the collectivity, the more he will see the prison as alien 
and the story as his own or related to another (external) 
collectivity. (1990:15) 

The particular conjunctures and dialectical relationships of the 
"incarcerated imagination", the prison, and the society that imprisons, 
form the foundations of Davies' focus and analysis. The writing and 
expression that flows more directly from the centre of carceral culture 
has also produced a notable legacy. H. Bruce Franklin (1978, 1989, 
1998), has provided the most thoroughly documented and scholarly 
analysis of the writings of common criminals, though his focus has been 
exclusively on the USA. Franklin largely denies the scope of the 
collective unity and universals of the occidental prison tradition that 
Davies proclaims, as applied to the particular history of prison writing 
in the USA. The specificity of the history, content and intention of 
American prison writing he discovered leads him to reject 
Davies'(1990:8) more universal "community of prisoners-across the 
centuries". Franklin (1998:1) argues: "But unlike the works of these 
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individuals, modem American prison writings constitute a coherent body 
ofliterature with a unique historical significance and cultural influence." 

Franklin (1978, 1989) identifies two formative traditions, the Afro
American and Euro-American, that have (dialectically) produced the 
extraordinary volume and variety of prison writing that is particular to 
the USA. In his first major work The Victim as Criminal and Artist 
(1978) Franklin exposes the carceral roots of the broad and significant 
cultural contributions to US society of Afro-Americans. He identifies an 
oral tradition composed of the songs and poetry of slavery and penal 
servitude that provides an historical location for the current "great 
internment" and the contemporary literary expression of Afro-American 
prison writers. Within this unique carceral history, Afro-Americans 
share the circumstances, understandings and community of a people. 

It is within this context that Franklin identifies the collective 
consciousness of Afro-Americans which frames and gives meaning and 
significance to their past and current penal experiences. Like Davies 
concept of the ur-epic, Franklin identifies and explores an Afro
American epic that traverses the centuries. In distinguishing this 
tradition Franklin (1978; 1989) largely denies the "collective folk 
memory" or ur-epic of Euro-American writers, arguing that their work 
is characterized by an individualistic perspective, experience and style 
(ie., autobiographical narrative). From his location of the emergence of 
autobiographical narratives of criminals' lives in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, Franklin defines this basic form ofthe genre as intuitive to the 
era of mercantile capitalism and ensuing colonialism. The singular voice 
of the alienated individual, acting against his people and his society. For 
Franklin, it is this long and often dominant form, moving through the 
picaresque/carnivalesque2 to contemporary "convict fantasy fiction", 
that best characterizes Euro-American prison writing. 

Franklin (1978, 1998) notes another style within the latter tradition, 
that of politically conscious prisoners, ranging from late 19th century 
anarchists to the socialists and marxists of the first decades of the 20th 

centurY. He (1989: 133-38; 244) also identifies a "white convict" 
perspective emerging at the tum of the century, that adapts and reorders 
the dominant biographical narrative form, focussing its narratives on and 
against the prison and its containing society. 

Franklin (1978, 1989, 1998) argues that the oral and written 
expression produced over the centuries from within the American gulag 
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constitutes a highly significant (culturally) body of literature. This 
literature is composed of the dominant and more culturally significant 
collectively represented works of Afro- American prisoners and the less 
important, largely individualistically framed expression of Euro
American prisoners. 

Franklin's focus upon literature and especially that written by 
"common criminals", directs him to pay scant attention to the 
significance of the work of Euro-American intellectuals and political 
prisoners, social reformers and prisoners of conscience, who play an 
important part in this tradition and in the framing and understanding of 
the prison in the containing societies. Their significant contribution to 
the development and definition of the collective ur-epic of the Euro
convict tradition is lost in his analysis. 

The tight focus on America4 also blinkers Franklin's analysis and 
distracts him from considering the unity of prisonlcarceral experience 
that interconnects the colonial empires of Britain, France and Spain. 
This includes the experience of transportation and penal servitude, 
stretching from Van Diem's Land and Devil's Island, to Canada and the 
USA. The domination of colonial empire, with its movements of peoples 
and ideas provided the context for narratives addressing this shared 
experience of incarceration and penal servitude. This lacuane serves to 
substantiate his argument concerning the lack of collective identity of 
Euro-American convicts as exemplified in their written text. 

Similarly, though Franklin (1989; 133-138) acknowledges the 
emergence at the end of the 19th century of a "convict" perspective (i.e., 
the self identified subclass-prisoner) he does not see in it the collective 
ur-epic theorized by Davies (1990). It was in the 19th century that the 
prison became the dominant form of punishment, and therefore, it is not 
surprising that a prison centred culture had emerged by its end. This 
collective memory and consciousness embodied in the ur-epic is focussed 
in and on the prison, arising from the very centre of prison cultural life 
and custom. Much the same place where Franklin finds a wealth of song 
and literature produced by common criminals. 

Franklin's location of the American prison as one link in an 
historical chain of changing forms of oppression of the Afro- American 
people casts the prison and prisoner in a different relationship. Here the 
centrality of the prison is first submerged in the continuous history of 
Afro-American penal repression, and secondly, the prison itselfbecomes 
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a metaphor for the containing society. Now the prison is represented as 
"maximum security" confinement, and the containing American society 
within which Blacks were "conditioned to accept the inevitability of 
prison" (Jackson, 1972: 9), minimum security. For Rubin Carter (1974: 
210) the USA was "a penitentiary with a flag". This framing of the 
prison seems to dissolve the prison walls. However, though Davies 
(1990) may be charged with stretching his -- unity of thought shared 
over the centuries merging into the ur-epic of prison life -- thesis, there 
can be little doubt that with the advent of the prison as the dominant 
form of discipline and punishment in the 19th century, a shared convict 
perspective developed. This was the great research discovery of 
sociologist Donald Clemmer. His study of the hidden world of the 
penitentiary, published as The Prison Community (1938) showed that 
behind the prison walls there existed a prisoner culture played out 
through primary group affiliation and informal institutional relation
ships. Later, Cressey (1961) and Goffinan (1961, 1964) refashion this 
analysis of ''total institutions" arguing for the determinant role of 
institutional structures and organizational processes in the creation and 
maintenance of institutional culture and the "inmate" that inhabits it. 

The specificity of the carceral experience is such one must take into 
account the actual prison conditions under which the expression was 
produced. Through much of the history of the penal oppression of Afro
Americans, the dominant carceral form (slavery, penal servitude) 
generated a sense of collective experience. The experience of most other 
convicts between 1850-1950 was constrained by prison regimes based 
upon close individual confinement and silent systems5. This produced a 
different response, one more directly focussed upon the carceral 
institution itself, as experienced through the forced solitude ofthe prison. 
With the reformation of penal custom in the late 19th century6 and the 
liberating effects this had upon the prisoner and prison life, the convict 
perspective and prison ur-epic more clearly emerged. 

Davies and Franklin provide frameworks for locating and assessing 
the significance of prison writing and literature. In doing so they 
illuminate the interconnections and specificities of societal context, the 
prisoner, and the prison. South African political prisoner, Breyten 
Breytenbach noted: 

When you are interested in prison accounts as a genre you will 
soon see that prisons are pretty much the same the world over. 
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It is rather the peculiar relationship of power-repression which 
seems immutable, wherever you may hide. (1984: 339) 

***** 

19 

The relationship of a society to its penal institutions is also evident 
generally, in the attention given to prison writing, and specifically, in the 
popularity of a particular style of the genre. For example, the new 
international order that arose in the aftermath of the second world war 
significantly changed the societal context of the production of prison 
writing. The cold war alignment and the developing strength of anti
colonial movements produced a new roster of internationally recognized 
dissident intellectuals and writers imprisoned for their beliefs and work. 
The writing of Soviet block political prisoners and dissidents such as 
Koestler, Solzhenitsyn, and Djilas were celebrated in the cold war hype 
of the wese. However, under the blanket of cold war anti-Soviet 
ideology and McCarthyism a different type of domestic prison writing 
was popularized in Western Europe and North America. There the work 
of "common criminals" such as Jean Genet (France), Frank Norman 
(England), Brendan Behan (Ireland)8, Chester Himes, Nelson Algren, 
Carl Chessman (USA), and Frank Anderson (Canada) predominated. 

This is also apparent in the 1950s celebration of the international 
penal press in the USA, Canada and to a lesser extent Britain and 
elsewhere. For example, Tom Runyon, a 1930s bank robber serving a 
life (homicide) sentence in Iowa State Penitentiary, was celebrated as the 
editor of Presido9 and as a writer. His work and biography In For Life 
(1954) was lauded for its insights into the hidden world of the prison and 
convict, by major newspapers such as the New York Times and Chicago 
Tribune lO and by established writers like Earle Stanley Gardnerll . The 
newly created Canadian penal press (1950) also received public support, 
and was a solid player in the international network of penal press editors 
and writers. Its late start meant that it was not until the 1960s that 
contributors like Glenn Hjalmarson (1961) with Just Call Us Bandits 
and Harvey Blackstock (1967) with Bitter Humour emerge as writers 
with a broader public audiencel2. 

The first penal press magazines in Britain were produced at 
FelthamBorstal in 1935. The South House Review (later the Scrutineer) 
proclaimed that it would be the "eyes and ears of Borstal" (Maxwell, 
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1956). By 1960 there were 30-35 publications being produced in British 
prisons (Brandseth, 1972:81). The first outside directed/distributed 
magazine was New Venture (1956 or 1957) fromHMPWakefield. Like 
most of these publications, New Venture started as a prison wallsheet, 
which had become widespread in the 1930s. A few months later, Peter 
Baker (a former Conservative Member of Parliament) transformed the 
wall sheet at HMP Leyhill into a monthly, New Dawn, which gained 
national prominence in 1957 (Baker, 1961:181-84). The second issue of 
New Dawn included a penal exchange with New Venture (Wakefield) 
and its editor, Cecil Bertram, the convicted communist spy. Scientist 
"convict" Klaus Fuchs contributed a science column (Baker, 1961: 171-
85). These high profile contributors provided a significant impetus for 
the considerable public interest in prison writing and the prison in the 
U.K. in the 1950s and 1960S13 . 

In the context of the emerging radical politics of the 1960s, the 
institutional censorship that dominated prison writing and the penal 
press in the past, increased14• The resulting conflicts led to the demise of 
the international penal press network and many of its outstanding 
publications. Within this context a new type of politically and socially 
conscious prison writing arose, especially and most significantly in the 
USA. Stan Cohen (1972: 447) notes the significance of this change. 

Since the end of the fifties .... A steady stream of new political 
prisoners began moving into the American jails: civil rights 
workers, antiwar militants, black liberation activists and 
articulate middle class offenders, such as students and those 
on drug charges. And above all, the boundary line -- never 
very clear -- between political or non-political crime, started 
blurring. A generation of American prisoners, especially 
blacks who form the majority of the prison population in 
many States, began thinking of themselves in ideological 
terms. 

The reformulation of carceral identity and therefore the meaning of 
its prison location, as played out in the carnivalesque and comic of 
Genet and Norman, is revisited in this broader recasting of the 1960s. 
The alternative understanding of the being and identity of the "common 
criminal", taken for granted and celebrated by Genet and Norman15, is 
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now extended to a political identity that consciously locates the convict 
and the prison within the constraints of imperialist ideology and practice. 

In his analysis of contemporary prison writing Franklin (1978, 
1989) also comments on the new conjuncture of this period, which he 
later refers to as ''The Movement and The Prison" (1998). 

There is no longer such a clear demarcation between the 
criminal prisoner-author and the law abiding citizen-reader .... 

Now we have two overlapping groups of prison authors: the 
political activist thrust into prison, and the common criminal 
thrust into political activism. The distinction between the two 
groups tends to dissolve as the definition of crime, from both 
sides of the law, becomes increasingly political (1978:242). 

This process of relocation and redefinition of the convict and the 
prison also occurred in Canada in the 1960s, especially amongst its 
over-represented aboriginal minority16. In Britain, considerable agitation 
on prisoners' issues took place on both sides of the prison wall (see 
Fitzgerald, 1977). The Irish internment of the 1970s further established 
that at least in some instances the demand for political status was 
undeniable17. The international penal press network and its focus on 
penal custom and criminal justice issues was also displaced by political 
solidarity and association with revolutionary, anti-imperialist/anti
colonial struggles, nationally and internationally. The analyses of the 
revolutionaries and intellectuals of these struggles, often written from the 
solitary confines of the prison, confirmed and encouraged the new 
temper of domestic rage and resistance that was growing outside the 
prison walls. 

This coming together is clearly illustrated in the lives and work of 
American "common" prisoners such as Malcolm X, George Jackson and 
Sam Melville. In Canada, aboriginal prisoners' were involved with and 
informed by the American Indian Movement from its formative stages, 
as illustrated in the organizing of prison Native Brotherhoods and 
Sisterhoods, their newsletters, magazines and public pronouncements, 
and their involvement in the institutional tensions that swept through the 
Canadian penitentiary system in the 1970s. 
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Within the prison writing genre a rich mix of perspectives and 
styles mingled with the radical politics of resistance and rebellion that 
swept across the West and throughout its colonial properties. In the 
USA, the Afro-American collective understanding and broad location of 
the prisoner and the prison, further extended by reference to international 
anti-colonial struggles, merged with the perspectives and stylistic forms 
of the Euro-American tradition 1 8. In the prison writing of the 1960s and 
1970s we see a coming together of the traditional collective perspective 
of oppressed minorities (Afro-Americans, Aboriginal Peoples), the Euro
American tradition of radical dissent and class struggle, and the prison 
focussed convict (as a subclass) perspective. By the 1960s the convict 
narrative with its focus on the prison had to some extent already 
displaced the picaresque or carnivalesque style of the traditional prison 
autobiographical narrative. It was this form which carried the new 
literature into what Franklin (1998) has called the literary renaissance 
of American prison writing. 

This coming together is exemplified in the initial appropriation of 
the autobiographical narrative by Malcolm X (1965), and subsequent 
use of this form by George Jackson (1970, 1972) and the New York 
Panther Twenty-One (1971) who transform it via the collective 
consciousness and sense of resistance and rebellion of a people. The 
writings of George Jackson exemplifies the emerging understanding and 
collective spirit of resistance to racial and class oppression as played out 
in the realm of penal justice. Jackson carries the prison ur-epic tradition 
into the heart of this new account of the Amerikan gulag. Jackson's 
accounts address modern penal conditions: cell, isolation, repression and 
rebellion. In writing against and through the prison, he focuses his 
critique on prison culture and relationships, and in so doing reaffirms the 
prison ur-epic and prisoners' collective tradition of resistance and 
rebellion. Jackson reaffirms the universals of the carceral experience that 
drive prisoners. This is illustrated by the international interest and 
applaud his work received. 

The volume, richness, and significance of prison writing during the 
1960s and 1970s left an important legacy that continues to evolve in 
face of the changing penal conditions of the "great internment" of the 
past 15 years. The increase in prison populations across the West, 
especially in the USAi9 is also heightening public awareness and 
involvement, though often negatively. Censorship has increased at the 
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institutional and societal levels: in the fonn of institutional restrictions 
on correspondence, and prohibitions on carrying on the "business" of 
being a writer (Franklin, 1998: 14); and through national or state 
legislation aimed at seizing profits and therefore curtailing publication20. 
Franklin's work indicates that this trend in the USA can be traced back 
to attempts by the courts to muzzle imprisoned writers in the late 1960s. 

In fact, the judge who sentenced Reddy, like the judge who 
sentenced Imamu Amiri Baraka in 1968, explicitly cited his 
poetry as a reason to not lower bail. The judge claimed that 
the purpose of Reddy's poems was 'to mould people's minds 
to malicious ends'. This is literary criticism with a vengeance. 
(1989: 243) 

When the US Federal Regulation (Title 28: Section 540. 20b) 
constraining prison writers' relationships with the news media "was 
challenged in court by the San Francisco Chronicle, testimony revealed 
that it had been drafted in the 1970s specifically to ensure that federal 
prisoners with 'anti-establishment' views would not have access to the 
media." (Franklin, 1998: 15; ft19) 

This trend in the USA towards censorship as part of the court 
sentence, and the definition of the writing, past or future, as part of the 
offence, has been graphically illustrated in the recent muzzling of 
Katherine Power and her family21. The attempt to pass (Son of Sam) 
Bill(s) C-205/C-220 in Canada (1996-1998) clearly established that the 
intentions of the bill's supporters was to prevent the criminalized and 
incarcerated from publishing by including such prohibitions within the 
sentence. In this instance, the precipitating moral panic and subsequent 
legislative response to it, was driven by the public and political 
involvement of the organized and punitively oriented crime victims lobby 
in Canada. During the considerations of this bill by the Canadian House 
of Commons, the only type of prison writing mentioned and considered 
by Members of Parliament and during testimony to the House 
Committee (supposedly) studying the matter, was "true crime" 
depictions of the "gory details" of "heinous criminal acts". The political 
utility of masking the real issues in this way was later revealed in the 
Canadian Senate Committee hearings, where a much broader 
consideration of the writing of the criminalized and incarcerated led to 
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the rejection of the bi1l22. However, despite institutional and legislative 
constraints on the public availability of prison writing, the growth and 
development of the prison literary genre has continued worldwide. 

The considerable volume of prison writing of the past 30 years is 
richly varied in form, style, content and intent. This wealth of writing 
ranges from poetry and fiction, through autobiography, ethnography, 
social and political analysis. Its significance has been affirmed by the 
growing body of academic analysis focussed upon it23; by ''Writers in 
Residence" programs24, and creative writing classes in prison; by PEN, 
Koestler, and Prison Arts Foundation awards; by the continued and 
important role it plays in the work of political activists and their 
analysis25, and in its availability on information/resource centre 
websites26 • 

Though the fringe press has been an outlet for prison writers and 
prisoners' causes throughout this century, especially the international 
anarchist ABC network, this relationship has grown and developed in.the 
past twenty years. Prison News Service (1980-1996), a semi-monthly 
newspaper produced in Toronto by the ABC-Bulldozer Collective, had 
a distribution of over 10,000 copies per issue, many going "gratis" to 
American and Canadian prisoners. Its broad coverage of the politics of 
imprisonment and prisoners' accounts of the repressive actuality of 
criminal justice and carceral practices deems it an excellent 
representative of such publications27. Another important variety of fringe 
magazine, now well established, is written and edited by prisoners but 
produced and distributed by a group of outside supporters. Prison Legal 
News (1990-) has established itself as one of the most successful of this 
type (see Wright, this issue). Publications like Prison Writing (1992-99) 
in the UK, PrisonLife Magazine (1994-1997) (see Stratton this issue) 
and the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons (1988-) illustrate the variety 
and development of this new form of prisoner publication. 

In the current "radical politics" fringe press publication the strong 
ties between prisoners and outside political activists reestablished in the 
1960s and 1970s is apparent. Their many magazines, newsletters, 
information bulletins and polemical tracts routinely feature the writing 
and art of prisoners. 

***** 
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The absolute scope and volume of prison writing, past and present, 
demands some type of approach to its broad categorization. Cohen 
(1972: 447) argues that wealth of writing emerging from US prisons by 
1972 could be roughly categorized on the basis of the type prisoner 
author: (1) prisoners entering the penal system for ideological offences, 
(2) prisoners who became politically minded in prison, (3) prisoners 
without political motivation. Davies (1990: 4) places more emphasis 
upon the prison and whether or not the prisoner writes from the centre 
or margin of that culture and community. He alerts us to the need to 
understand the prison writer as more than participant observer, 
ethnographer, or one writing through the prison. For the prisoner is also 
a dialectical product and producer of the prison itself, ideologically and 
materially; for both the prison community and society. Therefore he 
categories prison writing (text) on the basis of its relationship to the ur
epic of carcerallife and our desire to read the prison. He distinguishes: 
(1) work written by the longtime criminal, (2) work written by the long 
time non-criminals (prisoners of conscience; many convicted of 
homicide), (3) work written by short time criminals and non-criminals. 

As previously noted, this sense of folk-memory and epic is also 
evident in Franklin's work, especially in his tracing of the carceral roots 
of Afro-American cultural (oral and written) expression. Franklin's 
categorization of contemporary prison literature, focuses upon the 
presence or absence of a political and collective consciousness which 
frames the work. He argues that the contemporary body of prison 
literature consists of works flowing from the collectivist Afro-American 
tradition and the individualistic Euro- American tradition, intertwining 
in one complex dialect (1989: 262). Thus, this body of prison literature 
can be classified on the basis of: (1) prison writers who accept the 
collective Black definition of crime in America; (2) prison writers who 
see themselves primarily as victims of class oppression; (3) prison 
writers who, lacking a collective perspective, usually replace it with an 
"I did it to myself' framing of their account (1978: 270). 

These rough groupings of prison writers/writing allow us to give 
some order to the rich variety of contemporary work. They are 
representative of the specificities we might bring to the consideration of 
prisoners' I:\ccounts and their utility in other arenas of debate. From 
Franklin's (1989: xxiii-xxxiii) engagement in academic "cultural wars" 
to radical political action, the creative expression and analyses of 
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prisoners serve as entry points and bridges to much broader 
philosophical, sociological, and political concerns and discourses. 

In the pass two decades prison populations have grown across the 
world (Christie, 1993: Weiss and South, 1998). In some jurisdictions, 
especially the USA, the rate of growth and expansion of prison 
populations and penal institutions has been astonishing. The prison is 
presently expanding into a world wide gulag of "correctional facilities", 
refugee and internment compounds, prisoner of war and concentration 
camps. In light of the increasing utilization and centrality of the prison 
as a means of control and subjugation of targeted populations, the role 
of the writer in prison is of increasing importance. As the relations of 
power and repression shift so will the intent, form and content of the 
prison writing of the future. As a means of resistance and struggle, 
prisoners will continue ''to map routes out of the prison" so as to expose 
and contest the injustices and repressions that characterize their prison 
and their society. In doing so they will continue the long tradition of 
contributing to the political, intellectual, social and cultural life of their 
society, and to the swirls of international discourse. 

ENDNOTES 

Davies (1990: 18) states: "By 'ur-epic' I mean the epic of the collective 
consciousness, not written but told. The prefix 'ur' is used because it comes from the 
beginning of human history." 
2 In locating the roots of the tradition of "carnival" Davies (1990: 10-12) notes its 
juxtaposition to the "solemnity of official culture" and its exteriority. I use 
"carnivalesque" to describe prison writing that focuses upon the prison and represents 
this exteriority, expressed as "laughter of all the people", "directed at all and 
everyone, including the carnival's participants"; "gay and triumphant, and at the same 
time mocking, deriding". Franklin (1989, 1998) applies the concept of the 
"picaresque" novel to the Euro-American tradition of "autobiographical narrative" too 
broadly. I rely upon its traditional usage as referring to the relating of the "adventures 
of rogues and villains"; often parodies of dominant social values and goals, told 
through mock confession or bravado success stories. With the development offorms 
and styles of prison writing these basic distinctions are problematicized. For example, 
Franklin (1989) locates some contemporary fiction, such as the work of Edward 
Bunker (convict fantasy fiction) within the picaresque tradition. 
3 Though noting their appearance over the centuries, Franklin does not consider 
the role and influence of the artiCUlate, middle-class prisoner both within the prison 
and beyond the wall. For example, Dr. O.C. Withrow's Shackling The Transgressor 
(1933: 3), written after spending two and a half years in "that horrible pit labelled 
K.P.", was a bombshell in Canadian society. It had a direct influence on public 
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awareness and concern over prison conditions, and was an important influence on the 
creation of the Canadian Prison Association, a refonn body whose initiatives led to 
the Archambault Report (1938) and subsequent major changes in prison regime and 
custom. See also Anderson (1997). Since the 1960s the influx of middle class drug 
users and occasional criminals has produced an abundance of what I call "you what?" 
accounts; most of which are lost in letters and or fringe publications. For an example, 
see Ferranti in this issue. 

It is surprising Franklin largely ignores significant minorities such as First 
Nations, Hispanic, CanadianlFrench Canadian prisoner writers in America. 
S It is important to take into account the specificity of penal custom in different 
jurisdictions; for example the rural Southern U.S. States' reliance upon chain gangs 
and work camps, and the urban Northern States and Canada's reliance upon the 
penitentiary. 
6 There is considerable commentary and analysis on the penal refonn movement 
that commenced in the USA in the last two decades of the 19th century. In reference 
to its effect on prison writing, see Morris (1998) and Wright's review (this issue). Of 
major importance was the easing of restraints on prisoners' interaction and 
relationships produced by penal refonn. Though the strict "lock step, silent system" 
order applied in Canadian penitentiaries until the end of World War II, its tight 
application was already badly eroded by the 1930s (Anderson, 1997). 
7 For a discussion see Davies (1990) pp.6-8. 

Though Brendan Behan was incarcerated (when a teenager) for his invol vement 
in IRA political struggles, and this "Irish" location of the "English" borstal or prison 
infonns his writing, his most celebrated work is focussed upon the prison, prison 
culture and routine. The collectivity best represented in his work is that of prisoners. 
9 Presido is the award winning penal press magazine started in 1934 at Iowa State 
Penitentiary. For a discussion see Morris (1998) especially Ch.14. 
10 Excerpts from the reviews in these newspapers are included on the dustcover 
of the book. The comment from the New York Times captures this response: "Runyon 
must seriously be regarded as a remarkably gifted convict observer of the passing 
penitentiary scene". 
11 Earle Stanley Gardner was a major supporter of the penal press and often 
featured prison writing/writers in his column "The Court of Last Resort" in Argosy 
magazine. He started a nationwide campaign aimed at securing Runyon's release, 
with his piece "The Big House", in Argosy (April, 1955). In the early 1960s, Gardner 
tried to rescue the penal press (see Gardner, 1963: 1964). 
12 For a short history of the Canadian penal press see Gaucher (1988). 
13 Philip Priestley (1985; 1989) has done extensive research and documentation 
of prison writing from English prisons over the past two centuries. See also 
Brandseth, (1972). 
14 For discussion of censorship in USA see Runyon (1959); Franklin (1989: 161-
62,261; 1998: 14-15); Morris (1998: 147-186). 
15 See for example, J. Genet, A Thief's Journal (1949) and Our Lady of the 
Flowers (1964), or F. Nonnan's Bang To Rights (1958). 
Nonnan's work was the basis for the B.B.C. Television comedy Porridge, which 
celebrated the wiley recalcitrance of the seasoned convict. 
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16 The over-representation ofFirstNations' Peoples in Canada's penitentiaries and 
jails has been particularly evident in the western provinces since the late 19th century. 
In the 1950s, Aboriginal prisoners started to use the penal press to campaign for the 
creation of Native BrotherHood groups. These groups focussed upon cultural identity 
and education, and have been a reality in penitentiaries across the country since the 
late 1960s. An examination of their many newsletters and penal press magazines 
produced over this period indicated that the "status" Indian preceded and redefmes 
that of prisoner. The writing of First Nations' prisoners presents the prison as a 
secondary level of confmement and oppression relative to the invasion of their 
territory and the cultural genocide of forced residential school attendance and 
reserves. A commonly shared conclusion is that the penitentiary has replaced the 
residential school as the pivotal institution in the suppression of Aboriginal culture 
(see Reed, 1990). 
To a lesser extent this relocation and redefmition of the prison also took place 
amongst other Canadian prisoners as exhibited in their penal press writing and 
political activities. The 1970s was the most tumultuous decade in Canadian penal 
history (see Culhane, 1979; 1988; McNeil and Vance, 1978). Dwing the height of the 
system wide disturbances in 1976; which marked the fifth year of continuous staff 
violence and brutality that started with the riotous opening of the control unit prison 
at Millhaven, Ontario in 1971; a group of politically conscious, long term "common" 
prisoners formed the Odyssey Group. One of their many initiatives was the 
establishment and observance of a National Prison Justice Day (August 10) inside 
and outside Canada's prisons (Gaucher, 1991). 
17 In the past 30 years, Irish political prisoners in Britain and Northern Ireland 
have significantly added to the already rich body of political analysis, biography and 
literature produced by imprisoned and banished Irish nationalists. See for example: 
Adams, (1990); South Yorkshire Writers,(1991); JPP,(1997: Vol. 7:1). Mac Lochlainn 
(1990) illustrates the continuity of these writings with Ireland's history of political 
resistance and struggle. 
18 The USA has been a world leader in penology since the 19th century. Christie 
(1993) argues that within the new parameters of the "crime control industry" the 
USA's international leadership and influence has increased significantly. This was 
also the case during the exceptional conjuncture of the 1960s-70s, when the writing 
and analysis of USA prisoners (especially George Jackson and Angela Davis) was 
read by prisoners and informed their resistance, across the world. 
19 Prison populations have steadily risen across the world since 1980 (see: Christie 
1993; Weiss and South, 1998). The increase in the USA has been explosive growing 
from approximately 300,000 prisoners to the current 1,800,000. This has resulted in 
massive prison construction and overcrowding, both of which have major impacts on 
prisoner/prison culture. 
20 See also: Morris, (1998: chapters 15-18); Gaucher and Elliott, (forthcoming). 
21 See Timmons, (1995: 15-18). 
22 See Gaucher and Elliott, (forthcoming). 
23 See Franklin (1 989, 1998); Davies (1990); Morris (1998); Murphy and Murphy 
(1998). 
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24 The most extensive program I am aware of is in England, where the Writers in 
Residence in Prison program is supported by the Arts Council of England and the 
Home Office. The Writers in Prison Network has produced numerous anthologies of 
the work of the writers in residence and of prisoners (see Hadaway, 1987; Hopwood, 
1995). 
2S For example; in the USA see Churchill and Vander Wall (1992); in England see 
Scraton, Sim and Skidmore,(1986; 1991). 
26 There is a large and growing number of web sites devoted to prison and related 
political issues. See for example, Prison Activist Resource Center, HrTP:II 
www.prisonactivist.org. 
27 See for example North Coast X-Press. 
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Writing on The Walls: It Isn't Just Graffiti 
Charles Hucke/bury, Jr. 

Writing is a surreal business under the best of circumstances but 
even more so for those of us in prison. Solely because of our 

status, we must overcome disadvantages free writers never face. If we 
write on an academic level, sharing our insights and experiences, the 
public assumes we are either whining or trying to advance a self-serving 
agenda. Ifwe write fiction, we also face a distinctively hostile audience, 
conditioned to reject anything created in America's prisons while 
paradoxically celebrating works from men and women jailed overseas 
by regimes inimical to American interests. In the United States, 
indigenous convict writers are viewed in the same light as garden slugs 
encountered on the patio during a dinner party. The first instinct is to get 
us out of sight and keep us there, as though we have no redeeming value 
whatsoever. And sadly, some of us have contributed to that reaction. 

Jack Abbott was a federal prisoner of some literary talent when he 
was discovered by Norman Mailer. Abbott eventually published In the 
Belly of the Beast, a moving collection of essays describing what it 
means to do hard time. He was lionized by the literati and feted all over 
New York. He could have accomplished a great deal as our ambassador, 
but shortly after Mailer got him out of prison, he killed a waiter in an 
incredibly stupid altercation over using a bathroom in a Manhattan 
restaurant. That of course enabled a sceptical and vindictive public to 
point its collective finger at Abbott and say, "See? We should have left 
him where he was". 

That identical prejudice exists from Maine to California, even 
without the validating crimes committed by authors given Abbott's kind 
of squandered opportunity. Granted, only the most morbid minds outside 
the forensic community would want to read the work of, say, Timothy 
McVeigh or Ted Bundy, but there are men and women who, like Abbott, 
write from cells and who do have something significant to say, either in 
their fiction and poetry or in their essays. Still, the philosophical 
framework in which their writing takes form clashes with the 
conventional wisdom, and it is this cognitive dissonance that produces 
a comprehensive rejection when potential readers learn that the author 
is a convict. The public immediately leaps up and screams about 
gratuitous concern for more prison amenities, accusing us of selfishly 
appropriating emotional capital better invested with their own families. 
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Stridency overwhelms logic, leaving us to face journalistic howitzers 
while armed with pop guns. 

In addition to the belligerent emotional reactions to our work, we 
must also deal with the current legislative trend to deprive us of our 
intellectual properties. Many states now have laws that rigorously 
prevent prisoners from profiting by their crimes. These measures can 
include confiscation of all monies paid as a result of interviews or book 
or movie contracts that deal specifically with the particular crime that 
got us our prison sentences. Even I find it hard to argue philosophically 
against such measures, as restrictive and prejudicial as they appear. I 
can list dozens of heinous crimes for which compensation to the guilty 
party would be morally reprehensible, no matter how the book or movie 
deals might be pitched. If such lucrative contracts resulted, then my first 
response would be to allow seizure of those assets to be distributed 
among the victims or their families, which, of course, is the rationale 
driving all of these measures. 

But many of these laws go beyond appropriation of assets derived 
from a specific crime. More draconian statutes now provide for 
confiscation of monies gained from the sale of any creative properties. 
This includes everything from magazine articles to prizes in literary 
contests to screen plays. Depending on the jurisdiction, no matter what 
you write, you might be forced to relinquish everything you gain from 
its sale. Your family, no matter how impoverished, would never see any 
of it. Most States claim that these assets go toward offsetting the 
expense of housing the prisoners whose money finds its way into the 
state's coffers. Whether you can believe legislators and members of 
Congress regarding fiscal responsibility is a subject for another essay. 
I think that instead of redistribution of wealth as the primary goal, many 
people simply do not want to see us rise above our designated station in 
life. When we do, it compounds the evidence militating against the 
standard lie that we are worthless. Thus, to eliminate the conflict, the 
public is swayed into passing laws that deprive of us the fundamental 
liberty, the freedom to create. 

My point is that writing inside prison is often a lonely and 
discouraging experience if one writes for public approval. The problem 
unfortunately is that we must if we are to alter the prehistoric attitudes 
oftoday's electorate. And who amongst us does not want recognition in 
its own right, especially after labouring over a piece conceived and 
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executed during the quiet hours, at 4:00 in the morning, when nearly 
everyone but the HBO addicts are asleep? Just a word of 
acknowledgement, even in opposition, would be nice if only to let us 
know that someone out there is aware of what we are trying to do. 
Instead, we typically earn silence or hostility for our efforts. 

But that does not mean we roll over and surrender. Although 
encouragement rarely comes, we are usually too stubborn to surrender, 
to accept what Blake called the "mind-forged manacles" imposed by 
those who do not understand and are unwilling to make the effort. We 
then learn to persist, to write for the sheer love of our craft, for the joy 
and satisfaction that using the language brings. And that is when our 
work begins to sing. 

This dedication, however, comes with a caveat: we must guard 
against an unsuspecting participation in our own vilification, not in what 
we have done but in what we write. When we commit our thoughts to 
paper, we risk both pain and discovery because our best work always 
contains a piece of us. We in effect conspire in the condemnation if what 
we write does not conform to accepted ideology or worse, attacks some 
social or cultural icon. And, of course, it usually does; those inhabiting 
society's lowest stratum are always rebellious and often unrepentant. 

If we do not, as Pericles urged, meet this danger with a light heart, 
we consequently become acutely territorial, even aggressive, about our 
work. We hurl down the gauntlet of righteous indignation and tell the 
public in no uncertain terms to go directly to hell without passing Go or 
collecting two hundred dollars. This repudiation of adverse public 
reaction turns our writing exclusively into a means of self-validation, 
often a strident one, an expression of the soul that defies attempts to 
injure or kill us spiritually. In and of itself, this transformation aids in 
our survival and protects us from those psychological slings and arrows 
we constantly endure on talk shows and C-SP AN. But to have an impact 
on local or national policy, we must be prepared to bend in the wind of 
critical response rather than categorically ignore the reasoned debate of 
people who disagree with or even despise us. 

For prison writers, myopia is more pronounced than in the general 
population. We tend to reject "outside" criticism as either unfounded or 
uninformed, believing that anyone who has not done time cannot 
possibly know what it is like and therefore cannot write competently 
about it. We believe that only convicts can write about convicts and the 
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conditions in which we exist. There is an element of truth in that 
sentiment, but such parochialism limits us even more. If we write only 
and about each other, then we maintain the dichotomy that currently 
insulates us from society and this decreases our prospects for a wider 
readership, something we clearly need if we are to change the 
antagonistic dispositions of the people who make the decisions. Even if 
the free world does not understand what we write or disagrees with it 
philosophically, we must keep our ideas and creativity fresh and 
continue to explore avenues for interaction if we are to make inroads 
against their intrinsic prejudice. That means continued writing in the 
face of rejection, never forgetting that we are neither the first nor the last 
to travel this path. Many successful authors can literally wallpaper their 
homes with rejection slips, and even Jack Kerouac took six long years 
to find a publisher for his classic On the Road. 

In view of the customary response, even without Abbott's self
destruction, I began writing with no expectations of any approval 
beyond the classroom. That was challenge enough, because, as all 
writers know, baring your soul in your work and then offering someone 
else a scourge with which to beat you is an intimidating experience. As 
I grew, I learned to accept constructive criticism and to trust my 
instincts. I also learned to ignore - at least partially - the howls of protest 
or the venomous silence that greeted my every attempt to go public with 
my work. I subsequently concentrated on fiction because I believed that 
no one would want to read academic work from a convict. I thought my 
opinions would not matter "out there", and the current political climate 
always reminded me that I was inconsequential, less than a thorn in the 
lion's paw. My attempts to approach the unfettered world in essays 
usually did not merit the courtesy of a response, although I always 
enclosed return postage. It was as if my submissions had disappeared 
into some literary black hole reserved for the manuscripts of convicts. 

Last year, for example, I wrote a descriptive, lyrical piece on the 
coming of fall in New England and the pageantry displayed when the 
hardwoods begin to tum. I submitted it to ~ magazine here in New 
Hampshire that usually features that kind of an article, but I never got 
so much as an acknowledgement. The same thing happened with other 
submissions on other topics to newspapers and magazines. Only The 
Boston Globe responded when I inquired about being a regular 
contributor to their Features section: they politely told me no, but at least 
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they told me something. In perhaps the grossest insult, a literary agent 
in Illinois returned a query for a novel unopened because the mail room 
here had stamped the envelope with the prison's name as the point of 
origin. He wanted nothing to do with any submission by a convict, 
regardless that it might cost him money over the long term. 

To anticipate such rudeness and overt hostility, I usually ask other 
prisoners to vet my work. I try to pick men who will be candid about 
what they read, similar to an editor's function in the real world, and not 
try to spare my feelings by ignoring a deficiency where it exists. This 
does not mean I restrict the process to English majors. To the contrary, 
I seek discrete levels of both education and experience, needing a gut
level response to what is on the page, especially with my fiction. When 
I write about "The Life", I strive for accuracy among those men who 
have walked the walk. 

With that in mind, I must rely on others for technical points as well 
as literary criticism. I have been in prison for 25 consecutive years and 
obviously have no contemporary experience with A TMs, late-model 
automobiles, or even something as elementary as shopping. My prose 
accordingly can suffer from my ignorance. In one of my short stories, 
for example, a character changed the station on a new Porsche's radio 
by turning the knob. Then one of my readers reminded me that car radios 
are now all digitalized. It was a small mistake, but as convict writers, we 
cannot afford them. We must be absolutely ruthless about our own work 
or risk providing our most formidable critics ammunition to pick us 
apart. Yet in a bizarre tautology, often those hardships imposed on us by 
society provide us with material for what we eventually create. (The 
richness of the blues would not have seen the light of day had not black 
men and women suffered and endured.) As with the burdens enslaved 
peoples must bear as a result of their imprisonment, we also have a 
wealth of experiences that transcend those of contemporary writers. It 
is necessary, however, to add perspective to those experiences and to 
mould them into a story that someone else wants to read. 

Even as a young man with less dramatic tales to relate, I had the 
urge. I longed to be able to write for a wide audience. I wanted to be the 
one to take readers where I decided they should go, to be a guide to 
unknown worlds and sensuous experiences beyond their own, because 
by serving as their guide, I also get to make the trip with them. When I 
write, I can leave my cell whenever I desire, and I still cheer 
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unabashedly as favourite characters succeed and despised ones fail. In 
my work, if not in the physical world I endure daily, justice does exist 
and optimism is not a chimera. Effort counts for something, and not all 
bad guys wear black hats. And it all happens with no inane commercials 
for rodeo burgers or adult diapers. It does, however, demand both effort 
and discipline if readers are to respond viscerally to the characters and 
action the words on the page evoke in their minds. 

As odd as it sounds to people who do not write, fiction writers have 
little control over their own characters, if indeed those characters remain 
the property of the man or woman who creates them. The characters and 
the events in which they participate often take on lives of their own, 
evolving in their peculiar ways and speaking dialogue that the writer 
should never have guessed would come out of their mouths when slbe 
first sat down to write. Certainly, the writer places people in specific 
environments and has a rough idea of where the piece should go, but the 
characters who populate a novel or short story become largely 
autonomous. It is precisely this sense of freedom that I think most prison 
fiction writers appreciate and attempt to cultivate in their art. 

I exercised that privilege in my first fictional efforts by doing what 
many of us practice. I created romans a clef, camouflaged 
autobiographies, as a means of sublimating my anger and frustration, 
and as a means ofliving like a normal human being. I got back at certain 
guards who had shown me more than the average amount of disrespect, 
or else I spent time with my wife in locations I could visit only in my 
imagination. Since my writing took me anywhere I wanted to go, I got 
to choose the time and place and fill the space with characters both good 
and evil. I could be Everyman or Superman, and I never had to be 
subservient to an intellectual or physical inferior, piss in a bottle while 
someone watched, or locked in a cell for count. I could sit in Newton's 
classroom or watch one of Shakespeare's plays at the Globe. To the 
uninformed, this sounds like pure escapism, but the therapeutic benefits, 
if not the financial rewards, have been boundless. And those of us who 
write from inside know how critical it is to maintain our intellectual and 
emotional poise. 

I remember a specific writing class in which maybe a dozen of us 
were workshopping our papers, reading them aloud for critical analysis 
by the other students. Something had happened while I was writing a 
novella, something that victimized one of the most decent and beautiful 
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people I have ever met, a very special woman who had been kind to me 
when she did not have to be, at a time that became a watershed in my 
life. I knew who the guilty party was, and I made him the villain in this 
particular piece. I created a graphic scene in which he was richly 
rewarded - at least in my view - for his transgressions By objective 
standards, it was brutal, but in our world of what goes around comes 
around, it was justice served. At the end of the reading, one of the other 
students in the hushed classroom turned to me and said softly that I had 
been in prison too long. I certainly agreed with him, but the catharsis 
that accompanied writing that piece and then reliving it as I read it for 
others, doubtless helped me reap psychological benefits that would have 
otherwise cost me dearly. 

These are considerations that free writers never have to entertain. 
They do not live in an oppressive environment where mental sublimation 
is the only available remedy to stave off encroaching insanity. Yes, they 
can imagine themselves in specific situations and then write something 
to redress it, but we are compelled to live the situations before writing 
about them, either in fictional or nonfictional accounts. Few oftoday's 
authors have ever seen unrestricted violence or sudden death. Fewer still 
know what it feels like to be hunted, to have no choices in their daily 
lives, or to be on the wrong end of a gun, whether in the hands of a cop, 
soldier, or bad guy. Even Thomas Wolfe did not know what it meant 
never to be able to go home again. This is not to say that experience is 
a prerequisite for good writing, but writers write best about subjects they 
know. When we write about a particular event in our lives, whether 
cloaked in fiction or exposed as the real nitty gritty, the result carries the 
authority of having been there and done that. 

The written word, unlike a passive medium like television, demands 
participation of both author and reader in a symbiosis not found 
elsewhere. People read about the characters we create, and their 
imagination brings them to life. They live lives we describe and 
vicariously share the actions of everyone else we choose to give them. In 
other words, we all think while we read (and write) and we get (or give) 
something in the process, a process that is a relentless quest for 
improvement. For me, that usually means learning to be coldly objective, 
specifically, knowing when to cut. As my writing professor once warned 
me, it can seem like infanticide, killing my own progeny as soon as it 
saw the light of day. Early on, I was loath to admit that anything I wrote 
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was defective. I was as protective as a mother who has given birth to a 
three-headed jackass. I thought my issue was beautiful and 
automatically valuable, no matter how ugly it looked to anyone else. It 
hurt to admit I could compose junk, but it is a realization all writers 
must face sooner or later. All of us who write have substantial egos, but 
we must keep them under control if we are to perfect our work and deal 
with the inevitable disappointment when we are not up to the task. Yes, 
I said inevitable. 

No matter how one approaches writing or the particular venue, do 
not be surprised on the days when your conceptual powers allow you to 
write incessantly - or especially! - on the days when nobody is home up 
there. The creative process is always a mysterious one, and if it 
sometimes seems like the sheriff has served an eviction notice on 
everyone who lives in your imagination, hang around. Chances are they 
have only stepped out for a while and will be back soon, talking and 
doing things that will surprise you. 

Whatever genre we choose, we cannot allow our cells to become 
cages for our imaginations and intellects. We must hold both dear, and 
if something smolders inside us, if we have an immense respect for the 
wordsmiths we have read through the years and a desire to emulate them 
to the extent of whatever talents we might possess, then we will take the 
necessary steps to make the required sacrifices. It is never easy. It takes 
work and dedication, but by perfecting our craft, we show the world that 
we are more than numbers on cheap garments, that we are human beings 
worthy of recognition and respect. Quality can overcome the deepest 
prejudice, and as convict writers, we cannot afford to put before the 
reading public anything less than our best efforts. 

We inside have already experienced rejection by society in general, 
and it has not broken all of us. If writing is important, we will create 
something unique and worthy, even if others do not endorse us as human 
beings or agree with our finished product. That is where our intrinsic 
toughness, the ability to weather a storm and stick to a planned course 
of action, comes into play. We refuse to quit, to lie down and accept the 
defeat that is expected of us. Writers, especially convict writers, are 
among the most durable men and women on the face of the Earth. We 
have no choice~ we must write, and that is why when we do succeed, the 
recognition - the ineluctable joy of doing something few can manage -
makes all the work, all the sacrifices, that much sweeter. 



Letter to Joanna 
Victor Hassine 

[Editor's note: Joanna was a student in an undergraduate seminar course 
focussed upon reading the prison through the accounts of prisoners. Victor 
has been a regular contributor to this course for a number of years, through 
his correspondence, writing, audio-tapes, and in the spring of 1999, via a live 
teleconference session. This piece represents his response to their collective 
inquiries.] 

Dear Joanna: 

l am going to try and answer the questions you asked in your letter, 
although your questions are much more difficult than you might 

imagine, ["Why do you do it (write) and what sort of obstacles do you 
encounter ... "]. In fact, one of the reasons it has taken me so long to 
respond to your letter is that I have had to become fairly introspective in 
order to cull "the reasons" for my writing. The reality is that there are 
tremendous obstacles prison writers overcome to 1) find a voice, and 2) 
get people to listen. 

You see, unlike prisoners of old, who could justifiably claim the 
status of "political prisoners" because of institutional racism or 
socioeconomic inequities or because prison conditions were so inhumane 
that most prisoners were actually less criminal than their jailers, I am 
regarded as nothing more than a common criminal. A prisoner living 
under relatively humane conditions considering that I have been 
convicted of a violent crime. Because common criminals lack the moral 
high ground, it is difficult for us to have our voices heard. 

A society which labels and incarcerates too many of its citizens as 
common criminals runs the risk of making such criminals future martyrs 
for a revolutionary subclass of disenfranchised and dysfunctional 
malcontents, yet the voices of these dissidents may be considered nothing 
more than noise from an angry mob. Let's face facts, Al Capone, with 
thousands of members from his crime family, speaking out against 
intolerable injustices in our criminal justice system would sound trivial 
and disingenuous, particularly when compared to Nelson Mandela 
speaking out against those very same injustices. Attempting to agree on 
why this is true would undoubtedly cause much debate, but this sad 
reality cannot honestly be denied [Was it not Thoreau who said, ''Who 
you are speaks so loudly, I can't hear what you say"?]. So there you 
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have it, one of the greatest obstacles faced by today's prison writers is 
their status as common criminals because it muffles their voice in a thick 
atmosphere of disbelief. 

While a good argument may be made that the drug laws and other 
social engineering laws wrongly make criminals out of the poor and 
addicted, solely as a means of maintaining the position of the upper 
classes, this debate has little value to me as a prison writer. The reality 
is that the tactic of labelling all oftoday's prison writings as products of 
common criminals, seems to be working, for now, and the voices of 
contemporary prisoners are ill-received by not only their keepers, but 
also by their peers. 

In order that you might better understand what I am trying to say, 
let me tell you the story of my prison writing experience. When I first 
came to prison, I was a very educated man, particularly when compared 
to my fellow prisoners who generally were limited to a sixth-grade 
education. I was also different in that I did not fear or hate the 
bureaucrats who lorded over me. As a law school graduate, I had been 
trained to understand and deal with bureaucracies and bureaucrats so I 
was able to treat/respect my keepers as bureaucrats doing their job. 

Despite my advantages, I was crippled by the shame of my 
incarceration which prevented me from daring to utter an objecting voice 
or opinion. Joanna, I cannot begin to describe how shame can cripple 
you and tum you deaf, dumb and blind. For years after my 
incarceration, I refused visits from all but my immediate family and 
lawyers. I wrote no letters home and dreaded receiving mail. I felt great 
shame when the world outside sneaked into my prison inside, shame for 
being a common criminal and so I forfeited my voice, lest anyone hear 
it, recognize my unworthiness and hold me up to further public scrutiny. 
To me, social separation from society has been much more torturous 
than the physical conditions imposed by my exile. 

So there I was in a prison that afforded me adequate shelter and 
food, provided me with other amenities, wallowing in shame while 
fearing for my life. Fear and shame dominated my day-to-day existence 
for the first few years of incarceration, and I thought and did little else 
during that time besides trying to survive and remaining anonymous. 

My first "urge" to write came after I witnessed a particularly 
unsettling suicide attempt. One early morning (2:00 a.m.) in 1983, while 
I was returning to my cell from my late night shift in the prison 
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infirmary, I saw a finger of blood growing out from between the floor 
and door of a neighbour's cell. What it turned out to be was a man who 
had savagely shredded large portions of his own body with a razor 
blade. Blood oozed from between strips of flesh as chunks of bleeding 
meat dangled from his body as if they were being peeled off of him. 

Help was summoned and the bloody man was placed on a hand 
truck, which was normally used to haul trash, and rushed to the 
infirmary. As he lay on garbage, the hopeless man pleaded to be left to 
die as he yanked off pieces of his own flesh. Once he was removed from 
sight, the cell block quickly returned to normal and most of the men 
simply went back to sleep, indifferent to what they had just witnessed. 
The block guard strolled back to his post. There was not a single display 
of sympathy or sadness. One enterprising prisoner called the guard over 
and asked if he could be moved into the cell the next day because that 
side of the block received better television and radio reception. 

I was temporarily moved beyond my fear and shame and I was 
possessed to write a poem about this ghastly scene of suicide and 
indifference. My writing was totally involuntary and I never considered 
what I would do with the poem. It was a bloody poem with a vivid 
description of what I had witnessed and it dripped with anger at a system 
that could/would foster such hopelessness and indifference. Surprisingly, 
there was also a lot of anger aimed at myself for being a silent partner 
to this brutality. 

Months later I showed a prison volunteer my poem - I am not sure 
why and neither was he - and he suggested I contact the Pen Prison 
Writing Committee, which is a New York based literary organization 
which supports and encourages prisoners to write about their 
experiences. I did, but I was not yet prepared to accept a role as prison 
writer and I continued to live an invisible life of shame and fear. 
However, I did begin to read the writings of other prisoners and wished 
I had their courage and talent. 

About a year later, I decided to give my brother a unique birthday 
present. I had been incarcerated for over three years by then, and in 
describing my prison experience, I had shared with him the rich "slang
guage" used in my prison home. I was and still am intrigued by the 
crude honesty prisoners use in their simple speech, as was my brother, 
and so I wrote a fictional account of a young man's adventures in 
prison-land. 
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I titled the story "The Adventures of Slim". I wrote it using prison 
jargon to describe actual events and tragedies, and I included a glossary 
of terms with examples of their usage. It was frightening, brutal, 
offensive and raunchy-funny, with comedy used to reflect moments of 
life within the crucible where I existed. In truth I was letting my brother 
and myself see the reality of my life from an emotional distance which 
provided us both a safe perch for observation, allowing us to laugh, 
uneasily, at my tragedy. 

The story was a breakthrough for me because it provided a means 
of bearing my soul without losing any anonymity or shame. After all, my 
name was Victor, not Slim. The fact that my brother loved the story and 
constantly asked me to "Tell me what happens to Slim", encouraged me 
to pour my heart into my storytelling. Soon "The Adventures of Slim" 
was a manuscript of 35,000 words. Of course, nobody read it but my 
brother and I, because neither of us had developed enough courage to let 
our pain go public. 

For many years I satisfied my urges to write by adding chapters to 
Slim and sharing it with my brother and we both benefited from this 
secret expression. I am not sure why my brother chose to remain in the 
shadow of this anonymity, but I remained there because the fear and 
shame engendered by my prison experiences had left me with little more 
than brutish survival instincts and a solitary existence (emotional as well 
as physical) to guide me. 

There are many tyrannies at work in a prison; the tyrannies of 
institutionalization, punishment, fear, indifference, authority, self-hate, 
loneliness and shame. Under these tyrants, not only was I limited in my 
ability to express myself, but I remained in a perpetual state of anger. 
Almost everything I did - good or bad - had the mark of an angry man. 
Because of this, I recklessly threw myself into the dangerous/deadly 
waters of jailhouse politics and prison reform with no regard for my 
personal safety because deep down inside I did not care if! lived or died. 
Living under tyranny breeds a reckless disregard for one's own life 
because the future becomes the primary enemy. 

This period lasted at least 10 years, and while I certainly 
accomplished a great deal (in terms of bringing about positive change 
within the prison), spiritually and emotionally I was dying because I had 
surrendered myself to anger which destroyed the value of any victory I 
might have achieved: mere conquest cannot quell an angry heart and 
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anger never gives way to contentment or pride. So I sued the prison and 
won, built a synagogue and half-way house, and saved countless lives 
and souls, but I could not save myself from my shame and anger. These 
were dark times for me. Times that I thought, hoped, wanted and lived 
to be nothing more than a prisoner. 

In the fall of 1986, I was transferred to another prison. This 
transfer took me far away from my friends and family. I felt as if I had 
been moved to a different country. This increased my anger and made 
me more bitter, so as soon as I set foot in my new prison home I began 
planning lawsuits and other challenges to the system. While my goals 
were noble, my motivation was not, for I first had to rise above my 
anger in order to bring honour to anything I endeavoured. 

A month after I had arrived at my new prison (Western 
Penitentiary), I found myself in the midst ofa prison riot. I had been in 
several prison riots before, but this one was the most savage and brutal 
(which mirrored the conditions in Western). I remember initially walking 
alone around the prison, as rioters destroyed everything in sight, and 
feeling a sense of satisfaction. As I fiendishly gloated over the prison's 
burning, I witnessed the most brutal and heartless savagery of my entire 
life. 

It took witnessing this extreme display of cruelty to extinguish my 
own anger because I saw what this anger would one day do to me. After 
the riot, I realized I had to rekindle the humanity within me and that 
there was only one way to accomplish this. I had to love someone. You 
see, prison had made me a deadly stem and serious man, and I avoided 
emotional attachments and displays the same way I avoided the thrust 
of a shank. You see, if I allowed myself to care about other people, I 
would have to care about myself and then I would ultimately be forced 
to deal with the demons of my own shame. Also, in prison, displays of 
the gentler emotions are often interpreted as weakness, which invites 
physical challenge. I had become more fearful of becoming like the 
rioters I had watched than I did of becoming a human being. 

Soon after the riot I met a prison volunteer with whom I fell in love 
and it was from the passion of this love that I managed to regain the 
total range of my emotions. Only then was I able to evolve into a prison 
writer. Of course, my first writings were love letters and poems but what 
better way to regain self-expression. My love for Deborah slowly 
allowed me to overcome my fear and anger. I stopped being a prisoner 
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and became a man again. That is when I was able to write about the 
tragedies around me because I could finally recognize them as something 
more than just ''the way things are". The more I loved Deborah and the 
more she loved me, the more I wrote about my prison experiences. 

It was during this period of time that I stopped hiding the things I 
wrote. I entered the Pen Prison Writing Competition and won an 
honourable mention for a poem I wrote. This achievement, made in 
absence of any anger, was a source of great pride and so I wrote even 
more. Soon everything I wrote I mailed to anybody I felt would be 
interested (friends, family members, university professors, prison 
volunteers and prison administrators). 

In 1989, I was transferred to yet another prison, but I was no longer 
an angry prisoner, I did not become bitter and I simply wrote more. 

In 1990, I wrote a play which spoke out against the death penalty 
because my new prison was the "Place of Execution" for the State of 
Pennsylvania (See Circles of Nod). This play won honourable mention 
in that year's Pen Prison Writing Competition, but more importantly, the 
Superintendent of my prison allowed me to stage the play in the prison. 
One evening, no less than 100 yards away from where the State had 
executed hundreds of condemned men, a dozen prisoners acted out a 
protest against State-sanctioned murder before 500 prisoners and 
community members. There was no burning, raping or rioting, there was 
just acting and the presentation of a point of view . It was as the audience 
rose to applaud the actors and the play that I realized I could never again 
allow myself to be held hostage by shame and fear. Now I write not 
because I am angry, but because I need to rejoin society as a productive 
human being. After all, aren't we in this thing together? 

So the greatest obstacles to prison writers today are their status as 
common criminals, their shame, the violence and indifference in 
contemporary prisons, and the lack of support from the literary 
community (the memory of Jack Abbot has wrongly led the literary 
community to turn their backs on all common criminals - Pen American 
Prison Writing Committee needs to be recognized, supported and 
expanded). 

I am not sure if this will help you, but if you have any unanswered 
questions, I will try to send further clarification. 

Sincerely, 
Victor. 



Maximum Ink 
Gregory J. McMaster 

N ot just anyone can be a writer. Ink slingers are a special breed that 
adhere to an inner calling; that voice inside their heads that drive 

and torment them until they capture their thoughts on paper. What is 
written and how it is expressed usually depends on an individual writer's 
personal history, experiences and interests. As a prison writer with 20 
years of incarceration under my belt I naturally write what I know the 
most about, prison. It is my sincere hope that what you are about to read 
captures the true essence of prison writers, the men and women of the 
steel cages who push the Maximum Ink. 

At the best of times prisons are a boring and depressing 
environment to call home. When there is excitement and action it is 
usually associated with turbulence, violence and death, Chronic boredom 
versus eternal death - how do we alleviate one while avoiding the other? 
Simply stated, some of us use writing as a form of escapism. Whenever 
we become totally engrossed in writing a story we have perpetrated a 
mental escape. Where we go in our minds and how long we stay there 
varies with each writer. We are free to take a journey and travel 
wherever our imagination desires. Even when prison writers attempt to 
expound the nuances and intricacies of their caged existence it is as if 
they are on the outside looking in, narrating the emotions and 
experiences of someone else. 

Writing exercises what can easily become a stagnant thought 
process. Sensory deprivation and an almost total lack of stimuli are a 
harsh reality of prison life. Writing stimulates the brain and allows our 
creative juices to flow. When everything clicks just right our pleasure 
centres are activated, First Draft, Second Draft, revisions and rewrites. 
When we hold that final product in our hands a flood of endorphins is 
released which leaves us feeling euphoric and at peace with our 
inhumane habitat. 

Writing is both therapeutic and rehabilitative. As we write, research 
and explore, our time is utilized constructively. Without our writing to 
sustain us we could easily fall into the common trap of tall tales, 
fantasies and overall criminogenic thinking. Prison obliterates the 
demarcation point between negative and positive. Unless we make a 
concerted effort to do something useful with our time, we will get sucked 
into the fatalistic demeanor of everyday carcerallife. 
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As we struggle to first break the surface and then to keep our heads 
above the primordial soup of negativity, we gain an incredible self 
awareness. Through writing we explore our inner souls as only the 
keeper of that soul can. "Who am I? Why do I do these things? How can 
I change my physical actions and self destructive thought processes?" 
Try as they might there is not a single correctional program that can 
supply the answers to these questions. The truth lays buried deep within 
us and writing is the tool we use to peel away the layers. 

Once we have stripped ourselves bare we need to rebuild and once 
again writing is the tool of choice. Self esteem, pride and sense of 
accomplishment can all be gained through the written word. Against all 
odds we manage to shatter the barriers of our fortified dungeons and 
proclaim to the world that we are alive. When we see ourselves in print, 
particularly for the first time, it is a confirmation that we possess a very 
special gift. Writing offers us the chance to shine, to literally become a 
beacon in a world of darkness. Learning how to deal with our unforeseen 
notoriety in an appropriate manner is yet another step in the rebuilding 
process. 

Writing with the intent of being published forces us to expand our 
knowledge base and learn marketable skills. As we target a particular 
readership, editor and publisher we learn to be flexible and adjust to 
their format. We become project orientated, set goals and have deadlines 
that must be met. Organizational skills are learnt out of necessity. 

Somewhere along the way we discover a sense of responsibility and 
moral character. As writers we suddenly have the ability to influence 
others and assist in bringing about change. Heady stuff when you stop 
to think about it, especially when we are cognizant of the fact that we 
can stabilize or incite. The old adage 'the pen is mightier than the sword' 
finally makes sense to us. 

Prison writers can offer a voice and platform to thousands of other 
prisoners who may be incapable of expressing themselves. Attempting 
to shatter classic stereotypes by representing our fellow prisoners in a 
fair, articulate and intelligent manner is an incredible responsibility. As 
we challenge our intellectual capabilities we must always remember to 
keep our blossoming egos in check. This can be difficult considering that 
once we have been published we become a permanent part of history 
with the potential to influence others long after we are gone. Ideally the 
messenger does not overshadow the message. Our blunders and mistakes 
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also become part of the pennanent record, never to be denied because it 
lays before us in black and white. 

Only a small fraction of prison writers are financially compensated 
for their efforts. Although we are usually destitute and struggling to 
survive on institutional pennies, money cannot be considered a major 
motivating factor. Instead we see writing as a positive release of pent-up 
aggression, aggravation, hostility and the ever present cabin fever. 
Whether we get published or not, the act of expressing ourselves on 
paper helps to cleanse our souls and keep the demons at bay. 

Although money is scarce, some of us are clearly mapping out 
career possibilities for the future. By building up our bio-sheets and 
gaining name recognition, we have greatly enhanced our possibility of 
employment as a writer upon our release from prison. Alternatively, 
other prison writers resort to stock piling their finished products until 
after they are paroled in order to receive a fair dollar for their hard work. 
This technique is used to counter the public's sentiment that prisoners 
should readily tell their stories without receiving a dime of remuneration. 

Writing offers a visible means of tracking our growth and change. 
This equates into tangible evidence that bolsters our supporters, counters 
the critics and influences Parole Boards. This paper trail is a unique 
approach and grabs peoples' attention. It also beats the hell out of 
saying "I've changed my ways" and expecting everyone to take your 
word for it. 

So far we have covered what can be considered the positive aspects 
of prison writing. It would be fantastic if that was the complete story 
and it ended there. It would also be totally unrealistic. Unfortunately 
there are no free rides in the Penitentiary and prison writers traditionally 
pay a heavy price. 

Chronic cell searches, harassment, censorship and long tenn 
segregation are all on the agenda. Without warning, our typewriters, 
computers, files and resource materials are confiscated. Alternatively if 
they are not confiscated, we are separated from them by being thrown 
in the hole on trumped up charges. Two of the well worn excuses for 
segregation are ''your life is in danger" and the all encompassing "threat 
to the good order of the institution". The ever popular "confidential 
reliable infonnant" clause is invoked and you have no recourse because 
you cannot challenge an unnamed source which in most cases does not 
exist. 
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Placing a writer in segregation is probably the most efficient form 
of censorship employed by corrections. Not only are we separated from 
our writing tools but also from our fellow prisoners whose situations are 
often the subject matter and catalyst of our written material. Most 
segregation units remain in the dark ages with draconian security 
measures. Ink pens are deemed a security risk and we are instead issued 
half a pencil and three sheets of writing paper twice a week. Any 
additional paper is considered to be a fire hazard. The pencils are worn 
down so small that they can no longer be held. Pencil sharpeners are 
contraband and the writer is dependent upon the guard to sharpen the 
pencil. Of course the writer has to wait until the guard makes his next 
hourly round to get the whittled down stump of a pencil back; assuming 
the guard brings it back at all. Long ago and far away this writer 
experienced several years in solitary confinement. I had become so 
frustrated, enraged and twisted in this horrendous environment that I 
actually resorted to scratching out letters in my own blood. 

Penitentiary censorship takes on many forms with the common goal 
of suppressing and silencing us. The fact that we cannot seal outgoing 
mail, and that incoming correspondence is opened and read before being 
delivered. is the main culprit. Unless we receive notification of receipt, 
we constantly wonder if our stories reached their destination or sit 
waylaid on the Warden's desk. In some instances corrections simply 
refuses to post our mail citing self protective policies to support their 
position. Of course we have the option of filing complaints, grievances 
and law suits. That is if we have the time, money and have not 
experienced a sudden security transfer halfway across the country. As 
we fight the battle to be heard we are actually losing the battle of being 
heard. We are forced to lay silent as the wheels of injustice tum ever so 
slowly. By some miracle should we win in court a mere four years later, 
it is of no consequence to corrections. Our formerly pressing issues are 
no longer timely or relevant and it is not as if the Warden pays any fines 
or penalties out of his own pocket. 

Our keepers have the ability to thoroughly dissect whatever we 
have written days before any prospective editor sees it for the first time. 
There are countless instances where phone calls are made and the 
standard correctional public relations campaign goes into effect. Our 
credibility is questioned through the most basic character assassination. 
''Who are you going to believe? A convicted and incarcerated felon or 
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a dedicated public servant of 24 years?" Unless an editor has a personal 
relationship with the writer or has previously served prison time and 
knows the name of the game, the character assassination is usually 
sufficient. If it is not, the Corrections Public Relations Officer simply 
digs an inch or two deeper into the bottomless pit of resources and 
propaganda. If the quagmire becomes too hazardous, the considerable 
political clout of corrections is called upon to make reporters and editors 
heel. 

A common problem for all prison writers is our lack of access to 
resource material which includes public libraries, university libraries and 
the internet. Complicating our already dismal access to reading material 
is the all encompassing correctional power to ban an endless litany of 
literature under the pretext of 'security'. Furthermore, interviews are 
practically non-existent because we cannot travel and in most cases the 
interviewee is denied access to us. 

Over time the dedicated prison writer creates personal resources by 
purchasing selected books and organizing files from clipped newspaper 
and magazine articles. The minute our writings aggravate a high ranking 
corrections official or some other government bureaucrat, the files and 
books are deemed to be a fire hazard and confiscated. 

'The Man' and His plan. He is never quite done with us and if 
anyone manages to get this far 'The Man' always has a few more 
obstacles to hurl. In many jurisdictions correctional policies state that we 
cannot run a business from prison unless we have specific permission 
from the Warden. Of course our writing for publication is deemed a 
business; regardless if we get paid or not. Per self protective policy, the 
Warden screens everything we try to get published. If a writer sells out 
and glorifies corrections in general and the Warden in particular, 
publication doors open upon the regime's propaganda machine and 
media connections. But if we show journalistic integrity by inscribing 
the truth, we are silenced and persecuted. The hate motivated 'Son of 
Sam Laws' round off the tools for muzzling those that would dare shed 
light on the government's dungeons. 

Unbelievably our battles are not over yet. Next in line to take a shot 
at us are our fellow prisoners, the same men and women that we are 
trying to help. Penitentiaries contain every personality disorder known 
to mankind and misguided jealousies continuously surface. We have all 
experienced unstable and malicious individuals who bear us ill will 
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simply because we are receiving attention that they are not. Moving 
along, there is the overly negative segment of the prison population that 
must be addressed. These characters assert psychological and physical 
peer pressure in support of their belief that it is taboo to openly discuss 
any aspect of our hidden society. 

In house conflicts may seem ridiculous to a citizen but it can mean 
life and death in the penitentiary. The debate over convict, prisoner and 
inmate is a classic example. No self righteous convict wants to be 
referred to as an inmate and will at times become violent to stress the 
point. The problem for prison journalists is that 'convict' carries an 
incredibly negative connotation within society, far more so than 
'prisoner' and 'inmate'. The constant dilemma faced by any prison 
writer is how do we effectively educate and inform the public about the 
realities of our lives without insulting and alienating the very people we 
are trying to help? We become tightrope walkers, forever walking the 
fine line in our attempts to articulate the facts without ostracizing our 
fellow prisoners. 

Plagiarism is a terrible crime, particularly when one incarcerated 
being steals the works of another. Many prisoners are habitual short cut 
artists and there is always a maggot or two around who will put their 
name on someone else's creation. The plagiarist only sees words on 
paper but what is really being stolen is the author's heart and soul. 

Having run the gauntlet of our insane environment we still need to 
find an editor who believes what we write, has a format we can fit into, 
and is willing to deal with the negative public sentiment in regards to 
prisoners. The sad reality is that there is an overabundance of talented 
prison writers and only a handful of editors that will take a chance on us. 
The limited market available to us is thoroughly saturated and we are all 
competing for the same column space. 

Finding the 'right' editor can easily turn into a disaster. Editorial 
liberties, the changing of just a couple of words can intentionally or 
unwittingly place our personal safety and indeed our lives in jeopardy. 
Other than the rare exceptions, magazine and newspaper editors have 
never experienced the realities of prison life and would not have a clue 
when they were placing us in harms way. Even if they were aware, their 
number one priority is sales, which equates to sensationalism. Our 
personal well being is not on their agenda. Every prisoner who has ever 
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been published, waited with baited breath until they saw the finished 
product in print. 

On an extremely personal note I have a family that is humiliated 
every time I manage to get published. I am made to feel as if I am the 
family's dirtiest little secret that refuses to stay in the closet. Siblings 
that cringe, a mother that weeps and a father that denies my existence. 
''Why do you have to write these stories, Greg?" "Can't you find 
something else to do?" "If you insist on writing these God awful stories 
can't you at least use a pseudonym?" I used to send copies of my 
published works to my family thinking they would be proud of me, 
pleased that I achieved something tangible and positive. When two of my 
award winning stories were received as if they were disease ridden 
vermin, it hit me hard and brought about some noticeable changes, I no 
longer share anything that is published with my family. Furthermore, I 
now include them in my writings when the stories warrant it. Previously 
I had gone to great lengths to avoid mentioning my family in any 
manner. 

Having covered the numerous negative aspects of being a prison 
writer you must be asking yourself why we continue to run the maze of 
harassment, retaliation and torment. The answer is pretty basic. After it 
is all said and done, we are first and foremost writers. That is what 
writers do, they write. The fact that we write from a steel and concrete 
cage instead of a lake front verandah or mountain top retreat has little 
to no bearing on our need to express ourselves through the written word. 
We are driven and compelled to write and in most cases we do not have 
a choice in the matter. 



The History of Prison Legal News: 
The Samizdat of the American Gulag 

Paul Wright 

I n May, 1990, the first issue of Prisoners' Legal News (PLN) was 
published. It was hand-typed, photocopied and ten pages long. The 

first issue was mailed to 75 potential subscribers. The magazine's 
budget was $50. The first three issues were banned in all Washington 
State prisons; the first 18 in all Texas prisons. Since then PLN has 
published over 110 issues, grown to offset printing of 28 and 32 page 
issues and has around 3,000 subscribers in all 50 states. This is how it 
happened. 

In 1987, I entered the Washington State prison system with a 304 
month prison sentence and a marxist political ideology. An oppressive 
and brutal state in theory was now a concrete reality. 

In 1988,1 met political prisoner and veteran prison activist Ed Mead 
while at the Washington State Reformatory (WSR) in Monroe. Ed was 
serving two life sentences for shooting at police during a failed bank 
expropriation. The bank expropriation was being carried out by 
members of the George Jackson Brigade (GJB), of which Ed was a 
member. The GJB was an anti-imperialist group composed mainly of 
former prisoners which carried out armed struggle in the Pacific 
Northwest in the middle to late 1970's. The GJB's first action had been 
to bomb the Washington Department of Corrections headquarters in 
1975 to support striking prisoners at the Washington State Penitentiary 
in Walla Walla. 

Ed had been imprisoned since 1976. During that period he had been 
involved in organizing and litigating around prison conditions. He had 
also published several newsletters and magazines, including: The Chill 
Factor, The Abolitionist, and The Red Dragon. In 1988-1989, Ed and 
I were jointly involved in class action prison conditions litigation and 
other political work. Ed's last newsletter project, The Abolitionist, had 
fallen apart over political differences he had with the other members of 
the editorial board. 

As the 1980's ended it was readily apparent that, collectively, 
things were in a downhill spiral for prisoners. We were suffering serious 
setbacks on the legislative, judicial, political and media fronts. Prisoners 
and their families were the people most affected by criminal justice 
policies but we were also the ones with the smallest voice, if any, in 
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deciding these policies. There was also the lack of political 
consciousness and awareness among the vast majority of American 
prisoners, like the public outside prisons. 

Ed and I decided to republish The Red Dragon primarily as a 
means of raising political consciousness among social prisoners in the 
United States. We would model the new Red Dragon on the old one: a 
50-60 page, quarterly magazine that was explicitly marxist in its politics 
and outlook. One issue we were trying to decide was how big the 
hammer and sickle on the cover should be. 

While a draft copy of The Red Dragon was put together, we never 
published it for distribution. The main reason was a lack of political and 
financial support on the outside. We lacked the money to print a big 
quarterly magazine and we were unable to find the volunteers outside 
prison willing to commit the time involved in laying out, printing and 
mailing a large magazine. In early 1989, I was also subjected to a 
retaliatory transfer to the Penitentiary at Walla Walla due to successes 
in the WSR overcrowding litigation and because Washington prison 
officials wanted to stop publication of the new Red Dragon. The 
transfer meant that Ed and I were relegated to communicating by 
censored mail, which made lengthy political discussions much more 
difficult. 

We scaled back our ambitions and instead decided to publish a 
small, monthly newsletter. One that could grow if political support 
existed. Originally named Prisoners' Legal News, we set out with the 
goal of targeting activist prisoners around the country with real, timely 
news they could use. Our blueprint and role model was Vladimir Lenin's 
What is to be Done. Lenin advocated that revolutionaries organize 
around a journal or newspaper, the flow of ideas and information being 
crucial. All things considered, the Czarist dictatorship of the turn of the 
century has much in common with the American gulag at the end of the 
century. 

With the social movements that had traditionally supported the 
prisoner rights struggle at a low ebb and facing setbacks of their own 
(i.e., the civil rights, women's liberation and anti-war movements), we 
saw PLN' s objective as one which would emphasize prisoner organizing 
and self reliance. Like previous political journalists who had continued 
publishing, carrying the torch for the next generation during the dark 
times of the 1920's and 1950's, we saw PLN's role as being similar. 
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From the outset, PLN has been an organizing tool as much as it has been 
an information medium. When we started we did not know things would 
get as bad as they have. 

In 1990, I was transferred to the Clallam Day Corrections Center, 
a new Washington prison. At that point Ed and I had our plan of 
publication and had found a volunteer, Richard Mote, in Seattle to print 
and mail each issue. Ed and I each typed up five pages of PLN in our 
respective cells. Columns were carefully laid out using blue pencils, 
graphics were applied with a glue stick. We then sent our respective 
pages to Richard who copied and mailed it. Ed contributed PLN's start 
up budget of$50. 

The first three issues of PLN were banned from all Washington 
prisons on spurious grounds. Ed was charged by WSR officials for 
allegedly violating copyright laws by writing law articles. Officials at 
Clallam Day ransacked my cell and confiscated my background article 
materials and anything that was PLN related. Eventually Ed's infraction 
was dismissed and I received my materials back. As we were on the 
verge of filing a federal civil rights lawsuit to challenge the censorship, 
the Washington DOC capitulated and allowed PLN into its prisons. Jim 
Blodgett, then the warden at the Penitentiary in Walla Walla, told me 
that PLN would never last because its politics were outmoded and 
prisoners too young and immature to be influenced by our ideas. The 
reprisals were fully expected, given prison officials historic hostility to 
the concept of free speech. 

The biggest disaster in PLN's history then struck. Richard Mote 
was mentally unstable. He refused to print and mail PLN's second issue 
because he took offense to an article Ed had written calling for an end 
to ostracization of sex offenders. Mote took all of PLN's money that 
contributors had sent us after receiving the first issue (about $50), the 
master copy for the second issue and our mailing list. For several weeks 
it looked like there would be no second issue ofPLN. Fortunately, we 
located a second volunteer, Janie Pulsifer, who was willing to help PLN. 
Ed and I retyped the second issue of PLN and sent it to Janie to print 
and mail. We were back on track. 
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THE PRESSES KEEP ROLLING 

Ed's partner, Carrie Catherine, had agreed to handle PLN's 
finances and accounting, such as they were, after Mote jumped ship. 
This was short-lived because by August, 1990, Carrie was preparing to 
go to China to study. The only person we knew who had a post office 
box and who might be able to handle PLN's mail, primarily to process 
donations, was my father Rollin Wright. He lives in Florida and 
generously agreed to handle PLN's mail for what Ed and I thought 
would be a few months at most, until we found someone in Seattle to do 
it. 

PLN's support and circulation slowly began to grow. By January, 
1991, PLN had switched to desktop publishing. Ed and I would send our 
typed articles to volunteers in Seattle, Judy Bass and Carrie Roth, who 
retyped them and laid out each issue. Ed and I would then proof the final 
version before it was printed. In 1991 we obtained non profit status from 
the IRS in order to mail PLN at lower non profit postage rates. PLN's 
circulation stabilized at around 300 subscribers. We purposely did not 
want to expand beyond that at that time because we lacked the 
infrastructure to sustain more growth. Once PLN had finalized its non 
profit status with the IRS and its mailing permits with the post office we 
were ready to grow. 

In the summer of 1992 we did our first sample mailing to almost 
1,000 prison law libraries. Since PLN's reader base had grown we 
decided to reflect this change by changing the magazine's name to Prison 
Legal News, PLN was not just for prisoners anymore. We also made the 
editorial decision to stop calling prison officials "pigs" since we were 
going to solicit them for subscriptions. PLN was now being photocopied 
and mailed each month by a group of volunteers in Seattle who would 
meet once a month for a mailing party. 

When PLN started out in 1990, Ed and I had decided PLN would 
be a magazine of struggle, whether in the courts or the prison yard, all 
would be chronicled. At a time when the prisoner movement was 
overcome by defeatism and demoralization we thought it important to 
report the struggles and victories as they occurred, to let activists know 
their's was not a solitary struggle. Our local, Washington specific issue 
was abuses by the Indeterminate Sentencing Review Board (ISRB) a 
remnant from Washington's transition to determinate sentencing in the 
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1980's. The first several years saw PLN give heavy coverage to ISRB 
issues. Despite grumbling by prisoners affected by the ISRB, struggle 
around this issue failed to materialize. 

Another mainstay ofPLN'S coverage from the beginning, which 
has met with a better fate, is the issue of prison slave labour. This is 
where the interests of prisoners and free world workers intersect. If 
people outside prison do not think criminal justice policies affect them, 
by showing how prison slave labour takes their jobs and undermines 
their wages, PLN would make prisons relevant. This was helped by the 
fact that Washington State was, and remains, a national leader in the 
employment of prisoner slave workers by private business. PLN has 
reported how corporations like Microsoft, Boeing, Planet Hollywood and 
U.S. Congressman Jack Metcalf, among others, have exploited prison 
slave labour. These stories were frequently picked up by other media 
outlets, increasing PLN'S exposure. 

In June, 1992, I was transferred back to WSR where Ed and I 
could collaborate on PLN in person for the first time since we started. 
In 1991 I had been infracted for reporting in the PLN the racist beatings 
of black prisoners by white prison guards at Clallam Day. Unable to 
generate attention to the beatings themselves, my punishment for writing 
about it generated front page news in the Seattle Times. Eventually, the 
disciplinary charges were dropped, but not until after I had spent a 
month in a control unit for reporting the abuses. The presses kept 
rolling. 

PLN BECOMES A MAGAZINE 

On PLN's third anniversary in May, 1993, we made the big jump. 
We switched to offset printing and permanently expanded our size to 16 
pages. PLN was no longer a newsletter, now we were a magazine, bound 
and everything! PLN's circulation was at 600 subscribers. 

In October, 1993, Ed was finally paroled after spending almost 18 
years locked up. The ISRB, no doubt unhappy at PLN's critical 
coverage of their activities, imposed a "no contact" order on Ed. This 
meant Ed could have no contact, by any means, with any prisoners. The 
ISRB was clear that this specifically included me and was for the 
purpose of preventing the publication of PLN. If Ed were in anyway 
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involved in publishing PLN his parole would be revoked and he would 
be thrown back in prison, perhaps for the rest of his life. 

The American Civil Liberties Union of Washington filed suit on our 
behalf to challenge this rule as violating our First Amendment rights to 
free speech. In an unpublished ruling, federal judge Bryan of Tacoma, 
dismissed our lawsuit, holding that it was permissible for the state to 
imprison someone for publishing a magazine if they were on parole. The 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals would eventually dismiss our appeal as 
moot when, after three years on state parole, Ed was finally discharged 
from ISRB custody. 

In early 1994, Dan Pens became PLN's new co-editor, replacing 
Ed. Dan had been a PLN supporter from the beginning, contributing 
articles, typing and maintaining PLN's mailing list on a computer 
program he had custom designed for PLN. (This was at a time when 
Washington prisoners were allowed to have computers in their cells.) 
PLN also switched to an East coast printer that offered significant 
savings over PLN's Seattle printer. This allowed PLN to expand in size 
to 20 pages. Within a year, PLN was no longer being mailed by 
volunteers but by our printer. 

In January, 1996, PLN hired its first staff person, Sandy Judd. 
PLN's needs and circulation had grown to the point that volunteers were 
simply unable to do all the work that needed to be done. With some 
1,600 subscribers, data entry, layout, accounting and other tasks all 
required full time attention. Dan had been moved to a different prison in 
the summer of 1995 and could no longer maintain the mailing list as he 
had before. For security reasons, we were never comfortable having the 
mailing list inside prison where prisoncrats could get their hands on it. 
The downside is that data entry takes a lot of time. By 1999 Fred 
Markham was PLN's overworked and underpaid office slave. 

By May, 1999, PLN was celebrating its ninth anniversary of 
continuous publishing, having published 109 issues and with 
approximately 3,000 subscribers in all 50 states. 

PLN goes into every medium and maximum security prison in the 
United States as well as many of the nation's jails and minimum security 
prisons. PLN's subscribers include judges, lawyers, prison and jail 
officials,journalists, concerned citizens and activists on both sides of the 
walls. The bulk of each issue of PLN is still written by prisoners. In 
addition to Dan and myself, we have added a number of contributing 
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writers across the country who contribute articles and reporting to PLN. 
This includes Willie Wisely, James Quigley, Matt Clarke, Ronald 
Young, Darcy Matlock, Julia Lutsky, Alex Friedman, Mark Wilson, 
Daniel Burton Rose and Mark Cook. We have three quarterly 
columnists, attorney John Midgley who writes about procedural legal 
issues for jailhouse lawyers, political prisoner Laura Whitehorn and 
death row activist Mumia Abu-Jamal. For stories that require further 
investigation than PLN's imprisoned writers can do, (e.g., phone 
interviews, internet searches) we can count on the support of journalists 
such as Jennifer Vogel, Ken Silverstein, Micah Holmquist, Daniel 
Burton Rose and Tara Herivel. This has allowed PLN to provide a wider 
spectrum of voices and helped us expand in size while maintaining a 
consistently professional magazine. One which has developed a 
following even among journalists for the corporate media. 

In 1998 Common Courage Press published our first book, The 
Ceiling of America: An Inside Look at the U. S. Prison Industry. Edited 
by Dan, Daniel Burton Rose and myself, the book was a PLN anthology. 
The text lays out in one place the reality and politics of the prison 
industrial complex. The book has received critical acclaim and helped 
boost PLN's profile. In 1998 I also started doing a radio show on KPF A 
in San Francisco called ''This Week Behind Bars". The show airs as 
part of "Flashpoints" and consists of news reports, mostly from PLN, 
about news involving the criminal justice system. 

PLN does not have a hammer and sickle on its cover, but we are 
unique in several respects. First, PLN is the only uncensored, 
independent national magazine edited and produced by prisoners, and the 
longest lived. Second, we offer a class based analysis of the criminal 
justice system. We continue to focus on prison slave labour and the 
plight of class struggle political prisoners in the U.S. and around the 
world. Private prisons and the companies profiting from incarceration 
policies are frequently highlighted in PLN. 

To date, PLN has remained self reliant. Despite a lot of effort on 
our part, PLN has never been able to attract much in the way of grants 
from foundations or other sources. PLN is largely funded by its 
subscribers with some additional funds coming from advertisers whose 
products/services do not conflict with our editorial mission. Book sales 
by PLN also contribute to our income. 
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The battles against censorship have been constant. Most censorship 
problems are resolved administratively. In recent years PLN has sued 
the Box Elder County jail in Utah which banned all publications; the San 
Juan County jail in Utah which banned publications sent via third class 
mail; entire State prison systems in Utah, Oregon and Washington which 
banned PLN because we were sent via third class non-profit mail; the 
Alabama prison system which required that prisoners purchase 
subscriptions from their prison trust account, and the Washington DOC 
which banned PLN from sending prisoners in that State photocopies 
PLN clippings or subscriptions to prisoners in control units. PLN also 
sued the Michigan prison system after they decided to ban our book, The 
Ceiling of America, claiming the book incited riots. To date, PLN has 
won all the censorship suits it has filed. 

PLN IN THE NEXT CENTURY 

A question I have been asked is whether PLN has been successful. 
Success is a relative term. When a French journalist asked Mao 
Tse-Tung in the 1960's if he thought the French revolution had been 
successful, Mao replied that it was too soon to tell. So too with PLN. 
The prison and jail population has almost doubled, to 1.9 million just in 
the time PLN has been publishing. By any objective standard, prison 
conditions and overcrowding are now worse than at any time in the past 
20 years. Draconian laws criminalize more behaviour, impose harsher 
punishment in worse conditions of confinement than at any time in 
modern American history. The legal rights of prisoners are increasingly 
restricted by the courts. The corporate media and politicians alike thrive 
on a steady diet of sensationalized crime and prisoner bashing, all the 
while jails and prisons consume ever larger portions of government 
budgets. 

PLN has chronicled each spiral in this downward cycle of 
repression and violence. We have provided a critique and analysis of the 
growth of the prison industrial complex and exposed the human rights 
abuses which are a daily reality in the American gulag at the end of the 
century. In that sense, I believe that PLN is successful. Even ifwe have 
not stopped the evils of our time, at least we struggled against them. 
That we have managed to publish at all under our circumstances is a 
remarkable success. 
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PLN has helped stop some of the abuses that are legion in the 
American gulag. We have also borne witness to what is happening and 
duly documented it. Recent years have seen an increase of interest and 
support for the prisoner rights movement and more attention being paid 
to prison issues by outside activists and the general public. Many of 
PLN's criticisms of prison slave labour and other issues have even been 
picked up and adopted by labour groups and some elements of the 
corporate media. 

We believe that PLN's success will be measured by its usefulness 
to activists, journalists, citizens and lawyers who, in our day, tried to 
make a difference. We also hope to be useful to historians at a later date 
who chronicle what is hopefully a relatively brief and dark period of 
modern American history. 

The main obstacles that PLN faces are those faced by all 
alternative media in the U.S., under funding and the corresponding 
inability to reach large numbers of people with our message. Without 
relatively large-scale funding from outside sources to do outreach work, 
this will continue to be a problem for the foreseeable future. The other 
primary obstacles PLN faces are prisoner illiteracy (depending on the 
State, between 40 percent to 80 percent of the prisoner population is 
functionally illiterate and thus unable to read PLN), and political apathy. 
That said, PLN has survived longer and published more issues than any 
other prisoner produced magazine in U.S. history. The need that led to 
PLN's creation has only grown. 

Despite recent changes in mail censorship policies by the 
Washington prison system, changes that seem designed to shut down 
PLN, we continue to publish under adverse circumstances. The mail 
policy changes include a ban on prisoner to prisoner correspondence, so 
Dan and I can no longer write each other or other prisoners, and a ban 
on all book and magazine clippings, limiting newspaper articles to one 
per envelope. 

Corporate media coverage of prison issues and news tends to be 
abysmal, with reporters largely content to parrot press releases from 
prison officials. Rarely is input from prisoners sought, or if obtained, 
used. Since its inception PLN has ensured the voice of class conscious 
and politically aware prisoners is heard. We are heartened by the fact 
that prisoners in other States are starting similar publications focussed 
on struggle in their States. This includes Florida Prison Legal 
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Perspectives and Voices Behind the Walls in Florida and Pennsylvania, 
respectively. 

After almost a decade of publishing, it has to be emphasized that 
PLN has always been a collective effort. Dan, Ed and I have been the 
editors, and the ones to bear the brunt of our captors displeasure at 
having truth spoken to power, but the reality is that PLN would have 
never been possible were it not for the many volunteers and supporters 
who have so generously donated their time, labour, skills, advice and 
money to PLN. The cause of prisoner rights has never bee~.,popular. In 
today's political climate, with radical chic a distant memory, it takes 
extraordinary courage and commitment to support PLN. 

The volunteers without whose support PLN would not be here 
today include: Dan Axtell, Dan Tenenbaum, Allan Parmelee, Janie 
Pulsifer, Jim Smith, Scott Dione, Matt Esget, Cathy Wiley, Ellen 
Spertus, Jim McMahon, the late Michael Misrok, Sandy Judd, Rollin 
Wright, Bill Witherup, Fred Markham and Wesley Duran, among many 
others. 

The lawyers that have advised PLN on matters as diverse as taxes 
and internet licensing, as well as representing PLN in court in censorship 
litigation around the country, include: Bob Cumbow, Mickey Gendler, 
Bob Kaplan, Joe Bringman, Dan Manville, Rhonda Brownstein and the 
Southern Poverty Law Center, the Washington ACLU, Alison Hardy, 
Marc Blackman, Brian Barnard, Mike Kipling, Frank Cuthbertson and 
Peter Schmidt. 

The organizations that have provided financial support to PLN over 
the years, often at critical points of PLN' s existence, are; the Southern 
Poverty Law Center, the Open Society Institute, the Solidago 
Foundation, and Resist. 

Ultimately, the people who have contributed articles and who have 
subscribed have made PLN possible today. Without all these people 
contributing to PLN, far too many to name, we would have met the fate 
of the vast majority of alternative, non corporate publications, we would 
have folded within a year. 

Going into the 21st century, PLN will still be around for a while. 
Underfunded and understaffed, but still scooping the corporate media, 
giving a voice to the voiceless, and still going. 



Is There Life After Prison Life? 
Richard Stratton 

Tt is over, at least for the present. ~ ~d I resigne~ as edit?rs of 
~rison Life and we are now embrOIled m an ugly dispute WIth the 
Texas partners. They reneged on their agreement to sell their stock back 
to us, thus killing any deals I had in the works to rescue the magazine. 
We managed to get three issues out after the brutal April downsizing, 
minus Chris Cozzone and Jennifer Wynn, doing the whole thing out of 
our home and using local talent. We had a fourth issue, our Christmas 
special with a cover shot of Santa in jail, at the printers ready to go 
when the Texas group sabotaged the deal we had agreed on and 
demanded $350,000 in cash. Now the future of the magazine is most 
certainly dismal. 

I do not know when I have ever been so discouraged or depressed 
by anything as I am by the failure of Prison Life. Since the first issue, 
published in June of 1994 with the legendary Herby Sperling on the 
cover, the magazine has met with unparalleled critical success. 
Subscriptions and newsstand sales grew with every issue. We became 
the authority the mainstream media turned to whenever they wanted the 
other side of the story on crime and punishment related stories. I was 
invited to colleges and universities to lecture on America's burgeoning 
prison industrial complex; I was asked to appear on TV and radio talk 
shows to express the prisoner's point of view. We provoked and angered 
a lot of people, but we kept these important issues in the forefront and 
the debate remained intense and vital. I felt alive in ways I have not since 
the early days of High Times. Now I fear the lid will clamp back down 
and the swing toward a more repressive and secretive prison system will 
continue unabated and unchallenged. 

And the magazine got better with every issue. The quality of the 
writing and art we received from prisoners kept improving to the point 
where the most exciting part of any day was opening the mail. The Art 
Behind Bars contest for this year promised to be the best yet. We 
worked long hours and on weekends for no pay, yet nothing has ever 
given me as much satisfaction as I got with each new issue. 

I think of the January 1995 issue, with our first woman on the 
cover, the photo of Karen White made by the world renowned fashion 
photographer Wayne Maser, who just loved the magazine and wanted 
to shoot a cover for us. That issue carried Busted, the explosive expose 
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on the feds' UNICOR scam, which, to my knowledge, remains the most 
exhaustive and detailed story ever done on our federal prison factories 
and how they operate. A year later we came out with our first HBO 
Special Issue on Prisoners of the War on Drugs, with a cover shot ofa 
con shooting up in his prison cell. That issue, and the accompanying 
documentary film that appeared on HBO probably provoked more 
controversy than any other single issue. Perhaps my personal favourite 
was the October 1996 issue, our knock-off of Time Magazine's Man of 
the Year, with the cover photo of former Black Panther Eddie Ellis, 
made by Fionn Reilly, and the inspiring story of Eddie's 23 years in 
New York State prison written by Pam Widener. Or the Hollywood 
issue, published in April 1996, with Danny Trejo on the cover and 
stories on ex-cons who have made it in the entertainment business. 

What upsets me most is the thought of how the prisoner readers and 
contributors will be let down when this magazine goes under, as it 
inevitably will. I think of my own years in prison and how much it would 
have meant to me to have such a publication to read and to submit my 
work to. Writing, doing anything creative in prison, is hard enough, but 
without a magazine like this giving its editorial content over to 
imprisoned writers and artists, prisoners will have even less to sustain 
their creative impulse. The Voice of the Convict has been muffled, and 
that is a tragedy for the prisoners and for the public as well. 

I suppose it was a harebrained idea to begin with. To think that 
there are enough advertisers willing to spend money to reach this 
captured audience with so little disposable income was no doubt an 
exercise in self delusion. I wanted it to work so badly that I convinced 
myself the 1.5 million and growing prisoner population was an attractive 
niche market I could tap into at least to the point where I could sustain 
the cost of putting out the publication. And then we had the added 
income of the HBO deal and other potential spin-offs. In fact, we were 
almost at the point of breaking even when the Texas group started 
hallucinating and seeing dollar signs. 

[Editor's Note: PrisonLi(e Magazine ceased publication in J997.} 



No Dope: Try to Cope 
Thomas Mann 

"What the hell is a guy supposed to do but sell and use dope?" I 
repeatedly asked myself. I had just been transferred to 

Pittsburgh Institution (P.I.), a sleepy farm camp just outside of 
Kingston, Ontario. I was six months into a seven year sentence for 
"Conspiracy to Traffic." I had lucked out and grabbed camp, right off 
the hop, so had zero to complain about. However, this camp seemed 
"different." Eighty percent of the guys did not seem to be crooks, but 
looked like they should be in psychiatric or geriatric wards. Many creepy 
looking old guys, who I later would come to know were creepy old guys, 
young punks and an odd mix of yuppie looking "inmates". I had not 
been in many joints, but this place seemed mighty odd. 

P.I. was a huge contrast to Millhaven Reception, the Maximum 
Security Assessment Unit, where I had just been. My hometown was 
more than well represented at Millhaven, making me wonder whether it 
was keen cops, or dumb crooks that brought us all together. Life was no 
hell, but there were no wrongfully convicted -Guy Paul Morins- amongst 
us, so we all just did our thing. We kept stoned, shared our war stories, 
and schemed about future scams; never once thinking our lives would 
change significantly, now or ever. 

Since "the get go," I just assumed frqm Millhaven I would go to 
Collin's Bay or Joyceville, both medium security prisons. In both places 
I had friends and potential sources for dope. For twenty years as a dope 
dealer, I was always part of a crew. There were partners, customers and 
women: always a party, always somebody around. This was the first 
time in memory I was totally on my own and did not know a soul. There 
was no shortage of guys selling dope, but not one who did not look 
"shaky" to me. I did not trust anyone, so I kept to myself After a couple 
of days, my stash was empty and hello reality. Out of default, I was 
sober for the first time in decades. It was not fun. 

A number of times during the next few weeks I thought I was 
"bugging out." I was irritable, restless and could not sleep. Night after 
night I stared up at the cobwebs and crud on the ceiling in P.I.' s 
dormitory. Reminiscing about the years of coke, booze and always, 
always smoke. By day I wandered around like a zombie, just going 
through the motions. I had absolutely no patience for anything. 
Eventually my mail began filling up the cardboard box under my desk -
"my luggage" from Millhaven. I was so restless, I had not responded to 
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anyone's correspondence for ages. One day, out of boredom, I wrote up 
a list of everyone I needed to write, and slowly began kicking out the 
mail. 

Anyone, anywhere, who I knew, or frankly some folks I did not 
know, got a letter. If! received a letter from someone, their name would 
go up on the list, and they would get a response within days. My thirst 
for good "bud," was replaced by neurotic letter writing. Every waking 
moment, day or night, I hammered out mail at the rate of 10 or 15 letters 
a day. I described my surroundings, made heartfelt explanations or 
speculations to relatives, tried to serenade the odd ex -girlfriend, and even 
wrote a poem or two. In hindsight I was being obsessive as hell, but out 
of the madness a spark was ignited. 

A few months passed, and one day in a canteen lineup, I overheard 
a familiar name: Rosie Rowbotham. Not that I had ever met the guy, but 
he was infamous inside and out. For years, I had heard stories of 
Toronto's Rochdale College, where every exotic type of dope could be 
found. Word far and wide was that Rosie Rowbotham ran the show. He 
also was a fooner client of my lawyer, so I had often heard tales of woe 
about Rosie's many legal exploits. In hindsight, I was also learning first
hand about client\solicitor privilege, or lack thereof. 

Rosie and I got to know each other when he was working with his 
old smuggling partner Richard Stratton, on an innovative publication out 
of New York, called PrisonLift Magazine. At one point he asked if! 
would help out with an article. ''What did I know about prisoners, much 
less magazines," I responded? Rosie threw it back at me simply, and to 
the point, "It doesn't matter what you know now, use your savvy to find 
out the answers. Talk to the old cons and more importantly listen to 
them." 

After a long pause, I asked about style and structure, etiquette and 
design. Rosie again lobbed all my misgivings and hesitations back at me, 
"There's three types of writing: news, features, and editorial. You start 
with the news pieces and progress from there. Keep it short, simple and 
to the point. Not boring, but no bullshit. The deadline is such and such 
... go to it." 

I was horrified to a degree, but what the hell, it was something to 
do, and Lord knows I had the time. I circled around the story a hundred 
times, but eventually got it down and off to New York it went. Weeks 
later the new PrisonLift Magazine, arrived, complete with the new 
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"Canadian Scene" page. It was quite thrilling to be published, not to 
mentioned being threatened by the Correctional Service of Canada staff 
over the content, but this story now signifies much more to me. That is 
where I started. 

Before long, three or four hours of everyday were spent at my 
computer. It was an old "386," that crashed more than it computed, but 
it did the job. Luckily the computer hacks knew enough tricks and could 
scrounge enough parts, to keep me writing. PrisonLife Magazine 
articles, letters to newspaper editors, personal letters galore; and I even 
started taking University courses and started knocking out essays. Days 
and months began whipping by, and rarely did I ever think about getting 
high. 

The next wave came with PrisonLife Television - a weekly one 
hour Cablenet television show exploring crime and punishment issues, 
hosted by Rosie. Of course my case workers would not let me be part of 
the convict crew who attended on passes from minimum security 
prisons, but Rosie kept me busy nevertheless. The mainstream media 
seemed to get a kick out of PL TV, so there were no shortage of queries. 
More challenges for my shaky 386 answering mail, writing potential 
guests and interacting with various journalists. 

My folks were all about community service and causes, but my 
only mission in life had been a buck or a buzz Now things were 
different. 

I had never done hard-time, but my life had quickly become 
inundated with men and women who had been a part of the system most 
of their lives. Brothers and sisters, parents, children, aunts - uncles, yet 
prisoners. Different names, but for far too many their stories tragically 
similar. Tough family backgrounds, if any family life at all; poverty, 
self-esteem issues, and too often histories of abuse. Instead of homes; 
orphanages, training schools, young offenders facilities, provincial 
joints, and ultimately graduation to the federal system. Many never had 
a chance, ever. This made my prisoner media projects not simply a way 
to do time, but a significant endeavour. 

My view of the prison system had changed radically from the inside 
- out. It became clear that culturally and historically we had been 
locking people up for centuries, because that is what we have always 
done. Government experts and countless studies knew what problems 
needed to be addressed within communities, but for them its not 
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politically palatable to seek results versus punishment. Often the 
argument was money, but it was clear billions of dollars were being 
spent on policing and imprisonment rather than addressing the truth. 
Systematic abuse was creating a commodity, labeling the group 
criminals, to be used as fodder for a massive, brutal, and unforgiving 
machine: the prison system. 

My disgust for the prison reality was a stimulus for me to advocate, 
which meant to write. In turn, I became so busy that time began to whiz 
by and I was "honing in" on a potential parole. "What the hell was I 
going to do for work?" I began asking myself. I had never really 
considered a new career. I had a fairly successful one for decades, but 
the downside was obvious. I had played around a wee bit with a few 
construction related jobs, some more successful than others, but my real 
career was drugs. I liked the challenges, the teamwork, the adventure, 
and the rush. I got off on beating the odds. 

Spurred on by PrisonLije Magazine and Television projects, I 
began to ponder a career as a story-teller: a journalist. I suspected it 
might be rewarding both financially and personally, and there most 
likely would be no shortage of challenges. However, I was a little shy 
about entering ''the straight" workforce labeled a parolee, or ex-con. 

I pondered how my past may be a deterrent? How would it affect 
my lengthy parole? Was I too burnt after years "on the wildside?" One 
prisoner, who was a professional writer and film-maker, just scowled 
saying ''Writers write, talkers talk. What are you doing?" He infuriated 
me, but in hindsight was a good motivator. Many prisoners around PI 
laughed at the idea. Dismissed me as a dreamer. My parents, whom I 
had become reacquainted with while inside shuddered at the thought. In 
hindsight, all likely just dismissed my murmuring as a front for selling 
dope. I could not blame them. 

In contrast, there was one person who saw things quite differently: 
Rosie. He angrily told me 

You never ratted on anyone, or forced anyone to buy your 
stuff. You've absolutely nothing to be ashamed of. Get out 
there and tell the mainstream the way its is. Its not doing 
anyone any favours. It'd be helping people inside and out to 
know the truth. To share some insight. Richard and Kim 
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(Stratton) are doing it in the States, and making a difference. 
There's lots of work for us here in Canada. 

69 

Instead oflistening to anyone else, I chose to hear my buddy. After 
a couple of years at P .I., I received the green light, loaded up myoId 
"386," and headed to a halfway house. 

Working on the weekends in a restaurant washing dishes was not 
part of my dream. It seemed a little surreal frankly, and quite a contrast 
to my previous lifestyle. At least it was giving me the time to write 
during the week, and to travel down to Kingston on Monday nights to 
work on PrisonLife TV. I was not having any great success selling any 
of my writing, but was keeping busy with pro bono newsletter pieces and 
PrisonLifo Magazine. Kim and Richard in New York were patient 
editors and it sure was rewarding to playa small part in their work. 

After writing a memorial piece about prison activist Claire 
Culhane, a story which has impacted me personally and professionally 
in many significant ways, I was horrified with the closure of PrisonLifo 
Magazine. It was for all the right reasons, but a shock. Next PrisonLifo 
TeleViSion, got the axe. Six months out, both trump cards gone. Keep 
washing those dishes! 

Seven months later, I got out of the halfway house and moved into 
my own little aparbnent. It was out in the country in a ramshackle old 
house. My landlord hated the system and had no trouble housing a 
convict, but also hated furnaces, which we lacked. He let me pay my 
rent by doing renovations and I got a part-time job at a ski hill. By night 
I fired up the computer (now a laptop), that is, when its LCD screen was 
not frozen solid, because of lack of heat. 

About this time, I heard a radio interview with a fellow named 
Harry Wu. He had done 19 years in a Chinese slave labour camp for 
speaking out for democracy. It totally fascinated me that he had suffered 
so much for his thoughts and beliefs. Through the internet I discovered 
an address for his organization and I wrote him a long letter. He was 
someone I just had to meet and interview. Much to my surprise, a few 
months later the phone rang and a quiet voice said "Hi it's Harry. What 
can I do for you?" I was floored. We discussed the possibility of an 
interview, but I certainly could not travel to the US. We concluded the 
call with the agreement he would be in touch when he was nearby and 
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possibly could fly into Ottawa. I had no idea what this would ultimately 
mean. 

Months passed, and I was still writing daily, with little success. 
Rosie and a vast chorus of ex-prisoners and prisoner advocates pitched 
in on a number of projects, helping me along the way. This is when I 
:first became acquainted with The Journal for Prisoners on Prisons, and 
Donald Marshall Jr. graciously agreed to an ititerview. 1 During this 
interview, "Junior" asked me about adjustment? It made me question my 
situation for the first time. I was a relative hermit, living in a new city, 
but in a bubble. I did not allow anyone into my life unless they were ex
cons or sympathetic "to the cause". I had become very introverted and 
suspicious, bordering on paranoia. In retrospect, it was not too healthy. 

After literally dozens of unsold stories, I rejoiced when I sold my 
first mainstream press feature. I celebrated the paltry cheque, then 
anguished over the ensuing consequent lawsuit. The high priced 
newspaper lawyer told me "the truth is immaterial". It was cheaper for 
them to settle out of court. I was fed to the wolves and treated like dirt. 
Convict prejudice? Who knows? But it was not great for my confidence. 
Next came a job layoff, then a couple police setups, funerals ... on and 
on and on. Not a high point in the career, but the laptop carried on! 

A number of cold months later, I began working part-time in a 
shelter for homeless men. During the first shift, a gritty HN positive 
alcoholic went into a grand mal seizure. I will never forget the incident, 
and luckily 'Wobbles" recovered. Within a few weeks, fights, seizures, 
suicide attempts and funerals blurred together with the commonplace. 
There was so much tragedy and suffering there just never was enough 
time or energy. Most of the staff were stressed out and very bitter. 
Predominantly aspiring law enforcement types, trying ''to pad" their 
resumes to get the big job and get out there and control. It was all quite 
insane, but the people real. A perfect place for me. 

One day I was interviewed in the local paper about Prisoners' 
Justice Day, and things drastically changed for me at the shelter. Much 
of the staff were horrified to be working with "a convict," but no one 
said a word to my face. Immediately management started playing games 
trying to torment me into quitting. The saving grace was being a writer. 
Management feared that I may write a story sharing my observations on 
their operations. On the other hand, the clients were thrilled. There are 
not many residents of homeless shelters who have not been in one 
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institution or another over the years. Most had not fallen through the 
cracks in the social web, they were born in the cracks. Regularly 
someone I had met inside would walk through the door of the shelter 
freshly out of the joint. Before long it became evident in most ways that 
I had far more in common with the residents than the staff. Many 
became good friends. Sadly I have buried too many since. 

Months later I received a call from the leader of China Democracy 
Ottawa. He said he had been given my name by Harry Wu, and they 
needed some help. Harry was planning to visit Ottawa in chorus with a 
visit to Canada of the President of The People's Republic of China. The 
goal was to underscore to the press that no human rights atrocities in 
China were being overlooked in lieu oflucrative trade deals. I admitted 
I knew little about China, and less about its human rights abuses, but 
sure I would try to help. 

After months of preparation, Harry arrived and we were greeted 
enthusiastically by all the principals of the Canadian print and electronic 
media. A highlight was an interview between Harry and Rosie, for CBC 
National RadiO, which was a huge hit. After an exhausting three days 
of demonstrations, meetings, interviews, and a presentation to the 
Federal Justice and Human Rights Committee, our efforts were deemed 
a tremendous success. Harry asked if! would drive him to the airport at 
the conclusion of his trip, and it was a remarkable moment. He asked 
many questions about my past and his final words were, "Your on the 
right path, but you're still healing. It's obvious soon you'll be able to 
accomplish all your goals. Just be patient." 

The notion of healing irritated and baffled me for a time. It shocked 
me that anything like this would be so apparent to a stranger. In 
hindsight, Harry was right. I was still coping with trying to change my 
life, adapt, find a place to fit in. All my adult life had been dominated by 
drugs, scams, and ultimately the criminal justice system. In ways I felt 
ancient and in other ways infantile. I questioned what I had missed 
during the ages 13 through 34, when I was totally buzzed out and 
preoccupied? My sense of happiness had always been making a big 
chunk of cash, or a big party, waking up with the good looking dancer. 

I manifested a lot of guilt and anger. Prison had confirmed the 
hypocrisy of our system. The experience created more questions than 
answers. However, the one redeeming quality was that I was writing 
myself "out of the mire." I was developing a new career, and it was also 
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helping me to make some sense out of "the straight world," I knew so 
little about. 

A few months later, in a positive gesture to the western world, prior 
to the OPEC summit in Vancouver, Chinese dissident Wei Jingsheng 
was released from a torturous incarceration in China. Again I was 
approached by local Chinese human rights advocates to help organize 
the visit and to lobby the Canadian Government and public by exposing 
China's violations. After that other groups and organizations inquired 
if! would help them with their press and promotions. There was never 
any pay, but I enjoyed the challenges, action and surprises. Not quite the 
rush of a border, but close. 

I have frequently been asked to speak about prison, crime and drug 
use at social groups, schools and universities. One day I received a 
phone call from a teacher in Mississauga, and after a lengthy chat, she 
asked me if! would come to speak to her class about China. It was a 
significant event for me. I was not abandoning my past, but taking a 
small step in a different direction: a different identity. It was quite 
empowering. I was developing self-confidence and spending less time 
and energy looking over my shoulder. I began to realize there were many 
in the community who shared my cynicism concerning government. Very 
slowly I was coming to realize that it was not a blanket us and them in 
society. I became aware that I did not have prisoner/criminal tattooed on 
my forehead, and there were many who would not have cared if! did. 
This was an important coming of age issue for me. I was beginning to 
let it go. I had been a pirate for years, and it was taking years for me to 
evolve, but it slowly was beginning to happen. Harry had been right. 

A little more than two years later, with some regrets I resigned from 
the shelter. Not to turn my back, but I know I can do so much more for 
the homeless and incarcerated on a macro-level, through the mass media, 
working within organizations, and by government lobbying. I am now 
a professional writer, broadcaster and video producer. Regularly I do 
both advocacy and media work with Rosie, which is always a pleasure. 
There is no shortage of ups and downs but it would be boring otherwise. 
However, if it was not for so, so many inside and out who have suffered 
so immensely, I would not have a career. 

To these scores of men and women, my desire is to always speak 
out and try to inspire positive change. In this I know there is a lot more 
for me to do, but use and sell dope. 
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ENDNoTES 

Donald Marshall Jr., Guy-Paul Morin and David Milgaard were all wrongly 
convicted for homicides in Canada, and have since been exonerated by the Courts. 



Preface 

During the most vibrant years of the Canadian penal press, 
magazines like the Kingston Penitentiary Telescope (1950-68) and 

the Ste. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary Pen-O-Rama (1951-68) were feted 
by prison administrators and senior management as exemplifying the 
new spirit of penal reform and its attendant rehabilitative regime. The 
Canadian penal press served as an adjunct to the trades/training 
programs that were the pride and focus of the prison reform movement. 
The penal press publicized the new reformative/vocational programs and 
in doing so exemplified their success. When the penal reform initiative 
began to wane in the 1960s, prisoners used the penal press to fight for 
continued change and liberalization. At this point official support was 
withdrawn and prisoner's commentary was redefined as "incessant 
bitching". This signalled the demise of the nine "original" penal press 
magazines in Canada (Gaucher,1989). 

How does one write about carcerallife without addressing its grim 
everyday realities? In the quest to reveal the "truths" hidden behind 
prison walls, the IPP also lays itself open to charges of "incessant 
bitching". The academic format and focus of the journal exacerbates this 
situation by directing prisoners to analyse the prison. However, the 
convict's adjustment to prison realities has traditionally produced a wry 
philosophical perspective, characterized by Harvey Blackstock (1967) 
as Bitter Humour. In coping with the depressing blackness and 
overwhelming futility of carceral life, prisoners assert their spirit by 
'laking up" their collective predicament. Frank Norman's (1958) Bang 
to Rights is another classic in this well establish prison writing tradition. 
This self-protective "bitter humour" also provides penetrating insights 
into the daily encounters and routines oflife in a total institution. Indeed, 
throughout the history of the Canadian penal press, it has been this style 
of writing that most infuriated prison censors. This type of article has 
been most evident in the Canadian penal press just prior to serious 
struggles over censorship and content, and often, the demise of the 
magazine in question. 

In this our lOth anniversary issue we would like to feature this 
prison writing style. Seth Ferranti, a new recruit, portrays the 
"awakening" that often accompanies criminalization, while Gerald Niles 
presents us with a travelogue of his extensive "Tour" of prison facilities. 
Greg McMaster provides a considered examination of that penal fetish, 
"the hole". While the seriousness of their topics are obvious, these 
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bittersweet takes on them exemplify the spirit of resistance that is 
characteristic of much prison writing. 
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The American Dream: Free Enterprise 
Seth M. Ferranti 

T he prison industry is booming. New institutions are being built like 
crazy, incarceration costs are increasing, and prison guard unions 

are gaining political clout. The overwhelming attitude is 'lock them up 
and throwaway the key'. If this trend continues, one day you might 
either work in a prison or reside in one. Currently more than 1.8 million 
people are locked up in the United States, and I am one of them. 

***** 
"Hey, is your mom here?" 
''No way, dude. She won't be home 'til 4 p.m." 
"OK. Wait here," I say as I run out to my beat-up Subaru and grab 

my duffel bag. Paranoia creeps into my mind as I sling the bag over my 
shoulder and enter the split-level home my friend's family resides in. The 
house is nestled comfortably in the heart of suburbia. What a perfect 
cover, I think. Reconvening in my partner's room, I unzip the duffel bag 
and remove the contents. 

"Damn, dude. How much you got?" he asks. 
''Twenty pounds, man. Now get the triple-beam and the bong. We 

have to break this up before your mom gets home." We weigh the 
marijuana out in ounces, then place the measures in zip lock sandwich 
bags from the kitchen for easy transfer to seH to our friends, and their 
friends. 

"Hey, call up Chris and John. Tell them to come over." As my 
partner-in-crime dials the phone, I fill up the water bong and hit it hard, 
anticipating the money coming my way. A few minutes later the doorbell 
rings and Chris shuftles up the stairs. 

''What's up, man?" he inquires with a smile. As smoke slowly slips 
from my mouth, I say, "Free enterprise, dude." 

***** 
At 6:27 in the morning of October 2, 1993, the cops bust into my 

hotel room, Berretta nine millimetre pointed at my face. I was 
scared-past scared. I was in shock. I was handcuffed and taken to Jail. 
I WAS GOING TO JAIL. 
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1 could not believe it. 1 was in a county Jail. 1 was from the 
suburbs. What was 1 doing injail with a plastic mattress, no pillow, no 
sheets, no nothing? 1 was in an orange jumpsuit with K-Mart special 
slip-on shoes. 1 lay on the plastic mattress and stared at the stainless 
steel toilet and sink. The walls of my cell closed in. 

1 remember crying in disbelief, in frustration. How could they put 
me here? 1 am not a criminal. 1 just sold marijuana. 1 am a businessman. 
Free enterprise, right! 1 WAS IN JAIL. 

To the guards 1 was not even a person, was not even human. 1 was 
just another number. They did not care that 1 did not like the food. They 
did not care that 1 did not have any sheets or toilet paper, or that 1 only 
had one pair of underwear and no socks, or that 1 wanted to take a 
shower. They did not want to hear it. But this was only the beginning. 

***** 
''You don't think that cop saw the joint." 
"I don't know? Just keep driving," 1 tell my girlfriend as 1 look 

back towards the police cruiser we passed on the entrance ramp. 
"Just drive real safe-like real legal-like," 1 say. She puts the joint in 

the ashtray and moves to the slow lane, keeping the car moving at a 
steady, 65. 

''What's the speed limit here? 55 or what? I'm doing 65." 
"I don't know. He's right behind us. Just be cool. We're OK." The 

cop flashes his lights and momentarily we are gripped with panic, but 
the cruiser switches to the fast lane and rockets past us. 

"Damn," my girlfriend says as she grabs the joint out of the ashtray 
and lights it. 

"Give me that," 1 say, snatching it and taking a long, hard toke. 1 
look at the bag in the back seat which has 25 pounds of pot in it and say 
to myself, ''That was close, too close." 

***** 
I was brought before the judge. My chubby lawyer asked me if I 

felt lucky. What does luck have to do with it, I thought? The prosecutor 
went on and on about how I was a machine-gun toting, skinhead, LSD -
marijuana freak, who corrupted society and deserved to go to prison for 
life. 
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My lawyer told the judge how I was a drug-addicted, mixed up kid 
who fell in with the wrong crowd, but really was a good person at heart 
who wanted to change for the better. Neither the prosecutor nor my 
lawyer was right, but at this point I do not think it really mattered. 

The judge listened to all this while trying not to fall asleep. Finally 
he says, "304 months." Three hundred and four months, I think, that is 
not bad. Wait. How long is 304 months? It clicked, 25 years, for selling 
pot and LSD? I could not believe it. I WAS GOING TO PRISON. 

They handcuffed me and put me in leg irons. They pointed 
Mossberg 12 gauge riot guns at my face and put me on a bus with other 
similarly shackled prisoners. I noticed there were not many white people 
and no one struck me as a suburbanite. 

The bus went to an airport that was surrounded by a fence with 
razor wire; nothing as simple as barbed wire here. They put me on a 
DC-8 plane waving M-16 rifles in my face to make sure I did not get out 
of line (in my leg irons and handcuffs). The plane took off. I was at 
40,000 feet in a DC-8 with handcuffs and leg irons - welcome to 
Con-Air. ''What happens if the plane crashes", I thought? ''What 
happens if I have to go to the bathroom?" No emergency exits were 
marked. There were no oxygen masks, flotation devices. or barf bags, 
and the guard-flight attendants were not serving drinks. 

If this was not enough, I got special trea1ment: the Black Box. This 
apparatus fits between your wrists holding the handcuffs in place so no 
movement is possible. A chain is wrapped around your waist and 
secured to the black box and your handcuffs. It was very uncomfortable. 
Try to eat in this set-up. I did, but not very successfully. We were 
graced with the Con-Air meal, a cheese sandwich, which the guard-flight 
attendant threw at us. 

We finally set down and they loaded on prisoners from the prison 
before they took us new recruits off. I had only been in county jail up to 
this point and I was not impressed with the occupants, but these guys 
from the prison were another story. Huge, mean-looking blacks, 
muscle-bound, tattoo-imprinted latinos, and white guys that looked like 
Thor. The lot getting on the plane were what I envisioned prisoners 
looking like -- and me, a 22-year-old-kid from the suburbs was being 
taken to live with these Charles Manson wanna-be's. 
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"Come here." 
''Where?'' 
"Back here to my room." 

***** 

''Why?'' she asks. "Are you trying to get me alone?" 

79 

''Yes,'' I respond as I lead her into my room and lock the door. 
''Why'd you lock the door? I'm not having sex with you, yet. I 

mean, I hardly know you." I laugh nervously and tilt my head at her, 
smiling. 

"What's the most money you have ever seen?" 
"What does that matter? I mean, I don't even know," she replies as 

she looks at me quizzically. I open my closet and get out a shoebox and 
throw it to her. 

"Open it up. Go ahead." 
She glances at me furtively and opens the shoebox. Astonished, she 

looks up and asks, "How much is it?" 
"Sixteen grand last time I counted. Let's count it again." 
We count out the money, placing the 20s, 50s, and 100s in their 

appropriate piles in bunches of$l,OOO. She handles the money like a 
banker. 

''Where'd you get this?" she asks. I tell her it does not matter as I 
push the money aside and kiss her. 

***** 
Federal Correctional Institution. My new home for the next 20 

years. I had a lot to learn. I had mucho to adjust to. Talk about culture 
shock. I was a spoiled rich kid. This was hell. I WAS IN HELL. 

Imagine living in your bathroom. except that there is no tub or 
shower. There is a bunkbed instead. A metal bunkbed with a dinky 
mattress and, if you are lucky, a pillow. All your belongings fit in a 3 
inch by 2 inch foot locker. You can go to the store once a week to buy 
what you need. Only once a week. The store does not offer much. Junk 
food, gray sweatsuits, toothpaste. No pizza, no slurpees, no big macs, 
no nintendo, no CDS, no nothing. 

You can buy a radio, but you are in the middle of nowhere, so no 
radio stations. The guards treat you like cattle, not human beings. They 
justify taking the cookie from you that you brought from the chow hall 
by saying they are just doing their job. You cannot accomplish anything 
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productive because policy dictates this and policy dictates that. If you 
have a problem you better deal with it yourself because the prison 
officials will say they are here to help you, but when you ask for help, 
they will direct you to so and so, who will direct you to so and so, whose 
policy is not to help. 

When I lay in my cell at night listening to my cellie snore, I wonder 
to myself, "What was I thinking?! What have I done to myself?" 

***** 
"Look dude, this has all been great. I mean free drugs, money, and 

the like, but it can't last forever. Anyhow, I gotta go back to school in 
the Fall. So, like, what are you gonna do?" 

"I don't know, man," I say, "maybe move a couple more loads or 
something, you know?" 

"Check it out dude, you should get a real job for awhile. Everybody 
knows about you. You're high profile, dude. You've been moving a lot 
of weed and acid. Chill out for a while man." 

"No way, dude, this is like my life, man. I'm pursuing the 
American Dream. Free Enterprise, you know? I'm a businessman, 
dude." 

"I know, dude, but look. You could get busted or something. You 
gotta stop, chill out for at least a little bit. Buy a new car or something. 
Take a vacation, If you keep going, you're gonna get caught." 

''No chance, dude. A couple more times and I'm out. Only stupid 
people get busted anyhow; I'll never get caught." 

***** 
I was trying to pursue the American Dream. I thought I could set 

my own rules. Thomas Jefferson did. Jerry Garcia did. Why couldn't I? 
I was a businessman. Free enterprise, capitalism, you know? Buy a 
product, sell it, and count the money all the way to the bank. 

But it is not like that. The politicians have enacted strict drug laws 
to save the country from itself. When I was growing up, I thought 
America was the land of opportunity, the land of the free. But it is not. 
You play by the rules or you do not play at all for long. 



A Decade of Diesel Therapy in the Floriduh Gulag 
Gerald Niles 

INTRODUCTION 

I n 1979, in the Wapello County Jail in Ottumwa, Iowa, prisoners were 
allowed to sit and visit with family and friends in a normal manner. 

Suddenly, plexiglass barriers were installed, with a telephone receiver on 
each side. The prisoner stood on one side of the plexiglass while visitors 
peered through the other side. The prisoner could speak with one visitor 
at a time on the receiver, hardly conducive to family visits. I wrote the 
local newspaper editor in an attempt to publicize this ridiculous 
situation. My intent was that prisoners would know that their plight had 
been publicized, people in the community would realize the way their 
taxes dollars were being wasted, and jailers would know that their 
implemented abnormality was exposed and that no one was pleased with 
their actions. Or so I hoped. 

In the winter of 1998-99, construction of a new jail in Ottumwa 
was frozen like the ice, because the public finally balked at the further 
expenditure of public funds. Possibly my letter to the editor two decades 
earlier sowed the seeds of this current public indignation in the farming 
State ofIowa. Certainly my letter started a chain of events in which I am 
still enveloped. In the past decade I have been subjected to a tour of the 
Floriduh gulag via "diesel therapy". This retaliatory ploy by prison 
officials relies upon multiple transfers to quell prisoners' resistance. My 
response is to publicized this carceral practice as played out in Floriduh. 

****** 
For me, a primary means of resistance to mistreatment or abusive 

conditions has been litigation; sometimes in the courts and often via the 
prison system's own grievance procedures. Prison officials do not like 
having their gregarious conduct corrected by captives. A typical and 
unlawful response is to transfer the prisoner in retaliation. For every 
prison transfer there is an official reason which rarely reflects the real 
reason. I will stick to the "truth". I am no fiction writer. 

A current denizen of any of the "joints" named herein will quickly 
observe changes that have occurred since I was there. Some places like 
the Leon County Jail in Tallahasse, Florida (circa 1990) do not even 
exist anymore. It had to be shut down. Furthermore, turnovers of 
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populations, construction or logistic overhauls can give a prison a 
facelift overnight. 

In 1990, the jail in Tallahasse contained the "Bundy Slammer". 
During my 11 months in that jail, a few months were spent in that 
"slammer". On visiting day, I could look out the little window in the 
door at the butts of visitors to the cell block across the hall. One day, a 
young lady broke into tears upon learning that she stood next to the cell 
which had held the ghostly Bundy. A deputy provided solace. "There, 
there, he's dead now ... ". 

The day came for my commitment to the "floriduh department of 
corruption". For six weeks there was processing at the North Florida 
Reception Centre (NFRC)-Main Unit. Each prisoner was administered 
a battery of mental, physical, and psychological tests, so prisoncrats 
could formulate ideas concerning the type of creatures that were now in 
their custody. In 1991, NFRC guards routinely beat prisoners. Countless 
times I saw a prisoner handcuffed and then pounced on by a gang of 
guards, before being dragged across the compound. Docility Training! 
A beating might be meted out for not having a top shirt button buttoned, 
for not looking straight ahead when commanded to, for "stealing" four 
packs of sugar from one's breakfast tray, or innumerable petty offenses. 
The terror lay in not knowing what they would decide to define as an 
infraction. During head count, prisoners had to sit for hours on their 
bunks, never daring to flinch, or else! Days were spent in the yard, under 
the sun, evenings in open dorms where TV viewers faced directly into 
the shower room. Of course any grievance there would be construed as 
a "request for a beating". 

In the summer of 1991, with a group of other captives I was 
crammed onto a Bluebird Bus refitted for prison transport; a big cage on 
wheels. If you are lucky enough to sit next to one of the eight windows 
(in order to breathe), you can stare through heavy mesh as obscured 
swamps and pine trees fly by. After an overnight stay in the South 
Florida Reception Centre at Miami, we wearily rolled out to be 
deposited in the "sweet camp" at Avon Park. I spent nearly two years 
there, watching snitches have foot races to see who could tell first and 
child molesters brag about it being ''their camp". They were safe there, 
and could only molest each other, having no other options. The "sweet 
kamps" are supposed to be considered privileged locales, and any dissent 
is most unwelcome. Eventually I was doomed to dungeon Hardee, 
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because my grievances never sat well with prisoncrats at Avon Park. 
Prison officials at Avon Park were determined to enforce the pettiest 
rules. However, when a prisoner utilized grievance procedures and filed 
civil suits to compel them to follow their own policies, the gestapo reeled 
off the reprisals). I never let them run things unchecked. No one could 
call me a happy camper. I could never be happy in prison. 

In dungeon Hardee "plenty" of legal action was necessary; we 
contested property seizures to beatings. Litigation in this prison led to 
the turnover of the entire administration. It was precisely "because I 
brought legal action" that I was shipped to DeSoto, a fragile regime. 
After only five weeks (my request for an inter-State transfer to Iowa was 
supposedly denied), I was on the Bluebird again. DeSoto was another 
"sweet kamp" and would tolerate no complaints. After a few days back 
at SFRC Miami, I was taken back to NFRC Lake Butler. There I was 
given the opportunity to observe guards beat up several prisoners -
always one at a time, of course. 

In the summer of 1994, at midnight, I met TRANS COR, a private 
prison transportation corporation. In vans, shackled hand and foot, for 
the next five days and nights we dropped prisoners off and picked 
prisoners up at jails and prisons in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, 
North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, and finally Iowa. There 
were no overnight stays for rest. Meals were the cheapest possible fare 
from fast food outlets. When we dropped a guy at the jail in Iowa City, 
I overheard the TRANS COR guards discuss going to Wisconsin and 
Minnesota before my destination, which I knew to be the Iowa Medical 
and Classification Centre, two miles from where we sat. It took 
considerable persuasion to convince the guards of this. They would not 
believe it until verified by local jailers and the personnel at Burger King. 

By this time, aggressive litigation had become a bad habit. Iowa 
prisoncrats, being no different than any other species of guards, reacted 
with no less than nine bogus disciplinary reports. "The first and most 
serious charge is rioting ... " began the judge. "What does that mean?" 
I interrupted. Reading from the Department of Corrections' own 
definition, the judge began, "Three or more ... " I interrupted again. 
"Because I am the only person charged and because I am only one 
person, this charge is as invalid as the other eight". The judge agreed, 
found me not guilty of three charges and dismissed the other six. 
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So in typical "sore loser" fashion, the gestapo changed my 
confinement status to "administrative", which can be based upon any 
reason or none at all. Soon I learnt of their plan. The worst prison in 
Iowa was better than the best prison in Fioriduh, so the worst thing they 
could do to me was to send me back. So they did, via TRANSCOR, with 
overnight stays injails in Jamestown, North Dakota, Dodge, Wisconsin, 
and Ashland, Tennessee. The Jamestown jail was small and new. 
TRANS COR guards made us leave our smokes in the van, telling us 
that it was a non-smoking institution. We were surprised to walk into the 
little cellblock and see ashtrays on the tables. In Minnesota we picked up 
a crack addict who became sick from withdrawal, so he was dropped off 
in a hospital in Dodge, while we spent the night in a local jail. There 
were more bodies than beds, so half of us bedded down on the floor. Our 
next stop, Ashland City, Tennessee is the dirtiest jail I have ever seen. 
The walls were smeared with faeces and maggots. Though we had no 
clean clothes we wanted to shower. In the shower, sewage seep out of 
the drain, so in the end it was more sanitary not to bathe. The whole trip 
took five days. It was not easy eating fast food in full shackles, and we 
were too cramped and weary to even appreciate the scenery; especially 
that provided by the jails and prisons at which we stopped. 

In the mid-August heat, I was deposited back at the North Florida 
Reception for further classification. I remained there for 100 days, 
during which I wrote two accounts of "Iron Fists Striking", for Prison 
News Service. These articles described the increasing frenzy with which 
guards were ganging up on individual prisoners; chaining, kicking, 
dragging and stomping them. Some devil had robbed those poor guards 
of their consciences, and to this day I wonder whatever came around for 
them. 

Just in time for Christmas 1994, I was shipped to Baker prison. It 
was cold in the cells, there was no heat. So I joined in a civil suit against 
the prison. They reacted with a half dozen bogus infractions, and when 
I still refused to drop the lawsuit they shipped me to Columbia prison. 
The Floriduh DOC had recently rewritten its policy for long-term 
solitary confinement and begun their construction blitz of new Control 
Model units. The new policy made assigning prisoners to these units 
much easier. Based upon the bogus disciplinary reports from Baker 
prison, I qualified for 13 months in the control unit at Columbia. 
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After five months, Columbia changed the unit's regime, and as a 
result I was transferred with a group of others to the control unit at 
Taylor. After a month in Taylor, I won release from the control unit by 
having the Baker prison disciplinary reports invalidated by an outside 
court. I was in open population in Taylor for only ten days, when guards 
threatened to put their boots on my throat for asking a question during 
orientation. I was immediately locked up for being a threat to security. 
Three weeks later I was shipped down the road to Cross City prison, 
where kinfolks of the Taylor guards were employed. The first day in 
Cross City, a guard came to me and threatened to carry out what his 
brother in Taylor had started. More kinfolk joined the fray with assorted 
threats. In Dixie County, Florida, always beware of the incestuous 
******* Clan, who must breed faster than rabbits. 

I reported the Cross City assault to the Warden and was locked up 
at once for being a threat to security; as if you could not guess by now. 
After a few weeks in a cell with the paedophilic son of a prison guard, 
I was shipped to Gulf prison. Ten months in Gulf brought umpteen 
bogus infraction charges, and when I beat all of those, the guards 
planted a knife in my cell. I was found guilty of possession and spent 60 
days in the "box". They committed battery against me a few times, once 
while Warden Henry Alford watched. I considered every dirty work they 
meted out to be their admission of defeat. My litigious actions increased. 

On June 17, 1997 I was shipped to the new super maximum 
Control Model Unit at Santa Rosa prison. Although the "shank" charges 
served to justify my transfer to Santa Rosa, the conviction had already 
been reversed on appeal. Therefore, the Santa Rosa officials kept me on 
indefinite confinement status, each week assuring me that they would 
hold the necessary hearing the next week. After three months I tired of 
the game and sued. About the same time, I was moved to attend the 
federal jury trial in the Baker prison "heat" suit. The jury ruled that it 
was okay for Floriduh prisoners to freeze in their cells. I pondered this 
in light of my summer of baking in Santa Rosa's hotbox. Later, a State 
Judge ordered Santa Rosa officials to hold a Control Model review 
hearing or release me to the open population. 

Upon return to Santa Rosa I was released to the open prison 
population. So that regime and I rock'n rolled on litigation and the 
inevitable assaults by guards that followed. I litigated to get yard time, 
a laundry operation, a library, usurious canteen prices reduced, and a 
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myriad of other claims. When the threats by guards came, I reported it 
to prison officials and they did nothing. So I went to outside law 
enforcement agencies for relief. Rather than act against their own 
assaultive guards, I was shipped to Marion prison to take a drug 
treatment program. 

At Marion I was able to establish that I had never used alcohol or 
drugs, therefore invalidating their justification for the transfer. They 
were unhappy at my refusal to participate because it meant the loss of 
per enrollment federal funding. They really sell the program hard; for 
example, the participants are rewarded with the best prison jobs. The 
incredible part is that the programming consists of nothing more than the 
gruesome behaviour modification tactics well known to all of us here. 
So they did their worst and sent me back to Santa Rosa prison. The trip 
was pretty much a waste of nine weeks. I caught two colds and they 
were hot! 

After four months back at Santa Rosa they asked if I wanted to go 
to DOC cooking school at Quincy prison. I said "no thanks". So they 
sent me anyway. Sitting here now pondering the various cells, bunks, 
and "holes" (CMs) in 17 prisons I have visited at least once for an 
overnight stay, I suspect that my travels through the Floriduh gulag have 
not come to an end. I guess they have 50 more jails and prisons I may 
yet visit during my life sentence. Then I will be able to say ''Now I have 
seen them all"! 

ENDNOTES 

For an elabomtion of the revenge tactic schematics of the Floriduh penal staff, 
see; Niles, G. "Submission, Subservience, Model Inmates and the Fear Factor: 
Observations from a Sweet Kamp down Florida Way", JPP, 1993, vol. 4:2,11-114; 
Gaucher, B. "Editor's Introduction", JPP, 1993, vol. 5:1,2-3. 

POSTSCRIPT 

[Editor's Note: The last correspondence we receivedfrom Gerald Niles was dated 
November 19, 1999. He writes: 

Finally Quincy got rid of me. There are three prisons in this Hamilton 
complex. Things are going okay. By that I mean Resistance is 

progressive. I have been getting back into advocacy here.} 



Hole Time 
Gregory J. McMaster 

Take a journey with me. A walk on the dark side. Traverse the 
dungeons that blacken men's hearts and wreaks havoc on their 

souls. Control Units, Segregation, Isolation, The Digger, Special 
Handling Units, Disassociation, and The Back End. Different States, 
different joints, different names. Call it what you will, fancy 
correctionalist titles or back home regional slang, the bottom line is you 
are going to The Hole. 

It makes no difference what institutional infraction you allegedly 
violated. It does not matter if you are innocent or that everything is a 
simple misunderstanding. A floor officer has made the call, and the 
Goon Squad cometh. You are handcuffed behind the back, and a gorilla 
firmly clamps onto each arm. Investigative questions are not asked, 
explanations are not given, and your associates stare bewildered as you 
are crudely shuffied off to the hole. Incarcerated life as you have known 
it just changed dramatically; your first peak at the belly of the beast. 

As you walk through the door of the segregation punishment unit 
your senses are assaulted. There is an odour that you recognize at once. 
It is the stench of human misery and despair. You instinctively know that 
shattered minds and unbathed bodies dwell here. A chill runs down your 
spine. Your eyes detect no movement. This is a waste land, bleak and 
empty. No bodies hustling about, no card games in progress. There are 
not any tables on the main flag. The wide open space is cold and 
unnerving. Your ears have not popped, nor have you lost your hearing. 
It takes a few seconds to comprehend that every single sound is different. 
There are no televisions blaring or radios competing for your attention. 
Gone are the loud boisterous conversations. Taunting challenges and 
slamming dominoes cease to exist. The constant buzz and din that took 
you so long to adjust to has suddenly disappeared. What you hear 
instead is every footstep of the escorting squad members. The rustling 
of their pants, the breath on their lips, the pounding of your own heart. 
You have entered the netherworld, the prison within a prison. 

You are taken to the shakedown cell and strip searched. Goon 
squad and segregation guards surround you at close proximity. Orders 
are barked: 
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Show me your hands. AIms over your head. Run your fingers 
through your hair, then pull your ears forward. Open your 
mouth and move your tongue. Let's have a look under those 
lips. Lift your sac. Tum around, show me the bottom of your 
feet and wiggle your toes. Bend over and spread 'em. 

All of this is done while the guards joke about how fat you are, what a 
small cock you have and how pink your asshole is. Dehumanization and 
degradation are the name of the game. Your blood boils. You want to 
lash out, but you are completely naked and it is eight to one. You 
stockpile this rage with all of the others and silently swear "someday, 
pig, someday ... ". 

Personal clothes are bagged and tagged and you put on the 
segregation issue. Your skin crawls at the indignity of wearing 
communal underwear and socks. You remember the stories about lice, 
crabs and scabies. The jumpsuit is tom, tattered and oversized. Nobody 
looks good in head to foot fire engine red. You fight the gag reflex as 
you slip on worn out three dollar deck shoes. The insides are blackened 
with crud and fungus. Your toes begin to itch immediately. Brief medical 
and personal information is taken down while paper-thin bedding and a 
lumpy pillow are handed out. You are given a sheet of rules and 
regulations and told "keep your mouth shut, nose clean and you might 
make it out of here". 

Handcuffed, you are led out of the shakedown cell and walked 
down the main flag. Suddenly you are the centre of attention. Faces 
crammed to the cell bars, checking out the newcomer. Rows and rows 
of them. Too many to count. The enormity of the punishment unit hits 
you. Four tiers high, 32 cells long. The prison has bigger cell blocks, but 
you never imagined all of these men were in the hole. You are reminded 
of a scientific research laboratory with animals in cages stacked to the 
ceiling. The similarity ends when you realize that mankind is the subject 
of this experiment. 

You walk past the rubber room with its hole in the floor and padded 
steel door opened to air it out. Then the two observation cells. High 
powered external security lights illuminate them 24 hours a day. The 
two cells are barren except for what remotely resembles human beings 
curled in fetal positions on cement block beds. They are naked, other 
than the fireproof suicide dresses; the infamous baby dolls. An ominous 
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reinforced solid steel door is next. The Quiet Box. You hear a soft 
whimpering emanating from within. 

Too much is happening too fast. Your brain cannot process all of 
this foreign information. With mouth hanging open and eyes forgetting 
to blink, you stumble along. You tell yourself that none of this is real, 
that it cannot be true. These are the scenes of horror stories and 
demented fiction. A screaming prisoner snaps you back to reality. ''What 
the fuck are you staring at, Punk!" There is a steel-meshed cage that 
encloses six cells and forms a narrow walkway. The cell bars are 
covered with the same steel mesh. The Assaultive Cage. Peering through 
the offset mesh and shadow from the overlapping second tier, you can 
barely make out the human forms within. You mumble some feeble 
apology as the guards chuckle and prod you along. 

Finally you reach the stairs. This you can handle. You understand 
stairs. All too soon you are on the third tier, walking past cells again. 
Each cage contains a man, each man a set of eyes that burn right 
through you. These are the monsters ofthe midway and you are on their 
turf. Tattoos, muscles, scars, and personality disorders. Black, white, 
and brown, to you they all look the same; dangerous. These are the 
living legends that all prisoners hear about, but only a few get to meet. 
You are marched to the middle of the tier, cell 316. Your door is 
slammed, cuffs removed, and you inventory your new nine by six 
surroundings. Toilet, sink, steel bunk, and piss-stained mattress. The 
pitiful bedding you carried up completes the picture. Home sweet home. 

When the guards' footsteps are no longer heard you are bombarded 
with questions. ''Who are you? What are you back here for? Did you 
bring any dope? Got any smokes? Did Crazy Bob make parole?" You 
ask yourself, "who the hell is Crazy Bob, and what am I doing in this 
nightmare?" 

That covers the first-timer's 30 minute introductory experience, 
leaving them dazed and confused. Now to the other end of the spectrum, 
and a look at the hardcore depravity of long term hole time. 

Your tour guide is 39 years old and 18 years into a life sentence. In 
three years I will have spent half my life in prison. I started young. My 
history includes segregation punishment units in different states, 
different provinces, different countries. I knocked off five years in the 
hole, four flat during my younger days; most of that in some form of 
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isolation. The musical group, ZZ Top said it all, "I was bad and 
nationwide" . 

Been there, seen it, done it. Have many regrets. Would not want to 
wish it upon anyone. My attorney/fiancee warned me this would be an 
emotionally difficult story to write. The old wounds are being opened up 
in the hopes that some younger prisoners will look deep inside and 
determine that this is one path they should not follow. 

Watches are contraband, and there are no wall clocks. You soon 
learn to tell time by meals, count, industry whistle, and lights out. No 
books other than the Bible and Chaplain Ray's "gangster to God" series. 
You are a little monster so you read the criminal exploits and trash the 
book at the first mention of salvation. No newspapers, no magazines, no 
novels; just you and "God's Prison Gang". T.V.s and radios are not 
happening either. You are beat for news on the outside world. 1 learnt 
that President Sadat of Egypt had been assassinated two years after the 
fact. 

Visits are severely limited, by appointment only, and non-contact. 
The visiting phone/speaker is bugged. Visiting days and hours are 
separate from the general population. Your visitors miss out on car 
pooling, the community-based visitors' bus and are forced to visit during 
traditional working hours. Cancelled visits become the norm. 

As always, the mailroom snoops your letters, both incoming and 
outgoing. The major difference being that the segregation guards receive 
perverse pleasure reading your mail too; possibly to see if their demented 
actions are having the desired effect. Phone calls, if available, are 
monitored. All private/confidential contact with the outside world is 
severed. Your communications become superficial and suppressed from 
Big Brother's paranoia. This has dire consequences on personal 
relationships, particularly impacting spouses and children. Having never 
been in your shoes, they cannot grasp the concept of being smothered 
through perpetual audio/visual surveillance. 

A minimum of 23 hours per day is spent locked in the cell. Your 
exercise period consists of walking the length of the caged-in or plexi
glassed tier. It is crowded, with men stretching their legs and working 
out the kinks. Beefs are settled and the cock of the walk is established: 
pecking orders, even when there is nothing left to peck. The converted 
shower cell is a bustle of activity as everyone has to shower within the 
single hour. As usual the shower is filthy. Mould and fungus add an 
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interesting colour scheme. You make a note to bring it to the cleaner's 
attention - again. He does not live on your tier or use your shower, so he 
does not care. You decide to make him care. 

Outside exercise is offered twice a week. You take it or forfeit 
exercise for that day. This is your only opportunity for fresh air, circling 
the large cage. Modem correctional philosophies have brought back the 
dog kennels, dividing the cage into individual runs. The surrounding 
buildings cast shadows, and direct sunlight is rare. I have been known 
to climb the cage and suspend myself, needing to feel the sun's life
giving properties on my face. Desperate men know no shame. 

Banishment to isolation is like falling off the end of the earth. You 
become an inanimate object and are treated like garbage rotting at the 
dump. I spent five months on the fourth tier by myself, never seeing 
other prisoners. Guards strictly enforced the silent treatment. Just as 
well. I had nothing to say to them anyway. Another time I did 30 days 
in the quiet box with the cell light on the whole time. The food slot 
would be opened and a bag lunch thrown in. That is the extent of human 
contact. The doctor, dentist, and visits may all be cancelled while you 
are in isolation. 

Some isolation cells have a small foyer added to their front. This 
allows the guard to step in, feed you through the cell bars, and then step 
out, closing the solid door behind him. The only light is in the foyer, and 
it is always off unless the guard is present. You lay there in the 
darkness, tucked away in a concrete cocoon. My longest stretch in one 
of these isolation cells was two months. 

Many segregation punishment units wall off a small comer of the 
cellblock and tum that into isolation. The standard routine is one 
blanket, no sheets, no pillow, no exercise, no smokes, no shoes, and one 
shower per week. A mattress is given to you at 10:00 p.m. and removed 
at 6:00 a.m. Your mail is held until you are out of isolation, if they give 
it to you at all. 

Generally speaking, segregation guards exhibit major attitude 
problems. Many of them are rejects from population cellblocks and form 
a core group in the hole. An asshole convention. I once asked a 
particularly nauseous Sergeant what was behind the bullshit headgames. 
He replied, 
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"the instant you walk through that door, you become an 
asshole. You wouldn't be here unless you were an asshole. 
Everybody back here is an asshole, and they will be treated 
like assholes until they walk back through that door." 

I suggested that he hurry home and strip search his children, as I was 
sure they missed him. He failed to see the humour. 

The few decent guards soon get with the program. With constant 
staff peer pressure and irrational prisoners screaming in their faces and 
throwing cups of urine, it does not take long. I have seen basically 
decent people psychologically scarred for life. You do not work in the 
hole and come out unscathed. 

Long term segregation prisoners see themselves as prisoners of war . 
No other analogy comes close. Behaviour modification is the scheduled 
agenda. Everything becomes a test to break your spirit, to bend your 
will. The longer you resist, the harder the enemy tries. If you cannot be 
broken, prison administrators take it personally. It is their camp, they 
are in control, and you cannot be seen to have beaten them at anything. 
Your keepers interpret determination and unity as a virulent disease that 
must not spread. Instead of setting examples for other prisoners, you are 
made the example. Prisoncrats clearly understand rule number one of 
ultimate power: use it or lose it. 

The months pile up and you begin to lose touch with reality. All 
you know is the hole. Guards become your mortal enemies and the 
warden the Director of the Evil Empire. Ironically, you have become 
totally dependent upon the very guards you despise. Food, clothes, 
shaving supplies and mail are all delivered to your bars. You cannot 
wipe your ass unless a guard brings you a roll of toilet paper. They get 
indignant when you do not say please and thank you. You feel neutered 
for having to ask at all. Neither side comprehends the other's ill-will. 

After a year or two, your world collapses in around you. No 
sunlight, total lack of stimuli, and the constant oppressive atmosphere 
leads to spiralling depressions. Sensory deprivation is a malignant 
cancer that slowly eats away at you. I crashed and burned for months at 
a time. I literally lived off of hate. 

Death becomes your neighbour in the hole. Suicide, murder, drug 
overdoses, and heart failure. Attention seeking suicidal gestures become 
common occurrences. Men hanging themselves just as the guard walks 
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on to the tier. I have seen light bulbs eaten and balloons of Draino 
swallowed. Spraying blood from cut wrists becomes routine. Self
mutilation turns into an art form. One man wrapped his entire body in 
toilet paper and torched himself. The nylon jumpsuit melted into his 
flesh. He did not die; he just looks like he did. 

During an emergency situation, a rookie guard got locked onto my 
tier. Within minutes he started trembling, crying and ripping his hair out. 
Like a pack of vultures tearing into carrion, prisoners tormented and 
cheered him on. Later that night, the rookie died of a brain aneurysm. A 
blood vessel in his head exploded from the stress. Not a single prisoner 
knew his name, but most rejoiced in his death. Hate was all 
encompassing. 

Some of that hate is justifiable. If one accepts the reality that 
physical and psychological abuse takes place in prison, commonsense 
dictates that the hole is the hotbed of this activity. Beatings, being 
chained to the bars, four-point restraints, forced injections, chemical 
irritant abuse, and being denied medical attention are all on the menu. 

You hate for what has been done to you. You hate for what you 
have seen done to others. Totally forgotten is the crime that brought you 
to prison and the infraction that landed you in the hole. Insanity rules the 
day. The very people charged with your rehabilitation are themselves 
committing acts of brutality on a daily basis. Nothing makes sense, and 
hate becomes your only constant. Hate is pure, focussed, and reliable. 
It will never let you down or leave you alone. As long as you hate, you 
have something to live for. 

Screaming nut cases keep you awake all night. They belong in 
psychiatric hospitals, but the State closed them down. Instead they serve 
their entire sentence in the hole. You learn to appreciate it when sadistic 
guards apply physical therapy to silence the crazies. You never want it 
too quiet though, for the moans and muffled sobs of "normal" men will 
drive a stake into your icy heart. Your mind works the night shift and 
you sleep sporadically throughout the day. 

You read, write and exercise. Masturbation becomes a favourite 
pastime. There is not much else to do locked in an empty cell all day. 
The toilet becomes a stair master and roman chair for situps. I honed my 
writing skills and wrote extensive poetry about - you guessed it - hate. 
My first Q!Q se prisoners' rights suits were drafted in the hole. 
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Creativity surfaces in surprising fonns. With only a pencil, artists 
tum cells into elaborate murals. Craftsmen resort to soap carvings with 
contraband paperclips. Spiders are kept for pets, traded and fought. One 
lost soul had a dead bug collection (22 different kinds) hanging from the 
bars with dental floss. Executioner's row for insects. I must have been 
really ********* that month. 

The hole houses many illiterates, and I often wondered how they 
maintained. Unable to read or write, their miniature world was half the 
size of mine. They became fantastic story tellers and the keepers of our 
oral history. I spent many nights gratefully lost in their renditions. 

Meals can be a test of your character and resolve. The food is often 
undercooked, always cold, and the portions small. Your so-called 
brothers in the kitchen have forgotten all about you. Out of sight, out of 
mind. Prison food was never anything to write home about, but a trip to 
the chow hall is like a four star restaurant compared to this. You close 
your eyes and eat the slop. It is the only sustenance you are going to get. 
Once in a while untouched trays are fired from all the cells in protest. 
The show of unity does little to bolster your hunger pains, but it serves 
to bolster your pride. 

Whether you call him the Mayor or the Boss of the Floods, when 
a charismatic leader gives the word, most of the segregation unit rocks. 
Plugged and overflowing toilets create massive amounts of water, which 
rolls off the upper tiers and thunders to the floor below. Niagara Falls 
never looked or sounded better. Toilets and sinks are ripped from the 
walls and broken water pipes spew like open fire hydrants. Fires are lit 
and everything is burned; sheets, mattresses, pillows. Burning sail boats 
made from milk cartons cruise by your cell. Hobby craft with a twist. 
Stainless steel toilets become battering rams, and you wear yourself out 
chipping away at your steel and concrete cage. 

Eventually the goon squad shows up in full riot gear. They go from 
cell to cell dealing out their personal brand of retaliation. You pray they 
start at the other end so they are less energetic when it is your tum. Not 
much you can do to ten large men with body armour, helmets, shields, 
and clubs. The guards rotate, and ten fresh ones take over. You take 
your lumps and hunker down for the miserable months ahead. 

For the first week the tier becomes your toilet. Shit and piss is 
everywhere. Remnants from the flood, piles of ashes and everything that 
used to be in your cell mixes with the excrements. Acidic ammonia 
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tortures your smoke scorched lungs. Bag lunches three times a day. The 
guards spit in your food, they spit in your face. Your friend is naked and 
chained in the padded cell. He had tied his cell door shut, greased up the 
floor, had shank, and threw a homemade bomb. First he was gassed into 
respiratory arrest and now he is getting the full treatment. War is hell. 

You are locked in 24 hours per day and have not had a shower in 
weeks. There is no running water or a sink to wash up in. Teeth are 
scrubbed with your finger and warm milk. You rot in the same clothes 
you rioted in. Open sores and lesions cover your body and scalp. If you 
are lucky, the state health department forces the warden to pass out 
plastic potty buckets during the third week. You look on the bright side -
life just got a whole lot better. Repairs are made, attitudes last about two 
months, and the Punishment Unit gradually returns to the shit hole it 
always was. The Mayor was put on the highway so you elect a new one. 
Life is hard at the top. 

Once every year or so you skip the destruction and do the hunger 
strike. On my best effort I lost 47 pounds in 52 days and literally 
thought I was going to die. Me and Bobby Sands. Unlike the I.R.A. 
martyr and legend, I did not have what it takes. My co-hunger striker 
and chief of the Native Americans organized 400 citizens to march on 
our behalf. We did the perfunctory media interviews and actually won 
a few concessions. Oddly enough, I had a toilet for this excursion, but 
had no use for it. Nothing in, nothing out. 

Violence and brutality come in all shapes and sizes. I listened 
helplessly while a close friend was severely beaten by guards in the cell 
directly below mine. My buddy suffered a fractured skull, broken nose, 
four broken ribs and a punctured/collapsed lung. They put the boots to 
the wrong man this time as he was a much loved radical leader. Three 
hours later a population cellblock rioted in response. Numerous guards 
were sent to area hospitals, some with particularly gruesome internal 
mJunes. 

I had a front row seat when the rioters were brought into the hole 
one by one; all 90 of them. Every man was naked and cuffed behind the 
back. Hanging from each man's mouth was a brown shopping back with 
his last name printed boldly on it. The rioters were forced to walk their 
already bruised bodies through the gauntlet. Twenty guards, ten on each 
side, armed with ax handles and night sticks. The blows rained down 
freely on legs, abdomens and backs. In order to deny abuse, facial 
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bruising was deliberately avoided. If the paper bag was dropped, the 
individual was made to walk the gauntlet a second time. The leaders of 
the riot were set aside for special beatings in the shakedown cell. Zap 
gloves make a distinctive thud. 

One man's riot is another man's sudden release from the hole. 
Other than 15 hardcore incorrigibles and psychotics, the entire 
segregation population turned over in a matter of hours. Those of us left 
behind suffered right along with the rioters. No distinction was made 
between who did and did not riot. Within a couple of days, I acquired yet 
another assault on staff charge. My "segregationalized" existence made 
sense again, there was a cause and effect that I could relate to and 
personalize. I was being dogged for a reason. 

Christmas in the hole is a trip down misery lane. General 
population has tournaments, movies, church and illicit parties to offer 
as necessary distractions. Segregation offers the darkest blues and 
deepest depressions. Haunting memories from Christmas' past. Family, 
friends and children's glowing faces. Happiness, love, giving and 
sharing. It hurts deep. Tears silently roll down your fu.ce. You sit on the 
floor, back to the cold wall as you do not want to soil your bed with this 
guilt and self-pity. 

I had been sentenced to life for taking a man's life. I found myself 
thinking of his family and their Christmas without him. I realized that I 
had done much more than kill a man. I had ripped the heart and soul out 
of two fiunilies; his and mine. Apparently I had to bottom out completely 
(prison, the hole, Christmas day) in order to understand the magnitude 
of my actions. Sometimes it takes sinking to the bottom before you can 
start climbing to the top. 

Setting aside psychological defects, most of us experience the 
maturation process as the years tick by. Our thoughts and feelings 
change, sometimes completely. Men who had never been to the hole 
puzzled me. I assumed segregation was a rite of passage, that you could 
not be stand-up unless you had howled with the hounds from hell. Now 
that I am older and wiser, I realize it was me that was screwed up, not 
the men that managed to honourably avoid the insanity. There is nothing 
but despair, loneliness and hatred going on back there. Who needs it? 
Incarcerated life is hard enough without intentionally making it worse. 

At the time I served those four straight years in the hole, prison 
psychiatrists had little experience or interest in the effects of long term 
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segregation/isolation. With the advent of maximum security S.H.U.s 
springing up all over the country, correctional watch dogs and the courts 
are finally taking notice. Now the shrinks ask me how I managed to 
survive and why my eggs are not scrambled. Unbeknownst to me, I had 
become an unofficial case study. I neglected to ask if I passed the 
audition. 

All of the time I spent in isolation did have at least one extreme 
positive effect on me. It allowed me the freedom to conduct an intensive 
self-evaluation. Why did I think the way I did? What led me to prison? 
How did I end up in the quiet box again? Why were people afraid of me? 
Why was I always in physical confrontations? What could I do to 
change myself, my reputation and how others interacted with me? In 
short, how could I make myself a better person? Had I not done the 
extensive hole time and instead been caught up in the hustle of the 
mainline, I doubt very seriously if I would have taken time out for the 
painful, but much needed internal adjustments. 

Too bad the madness cannot end on that positive note. The sad 
reality is that every State in the U.S.A. and most Canadian jurisdictions 
are faced with prison overcrowding. Cells are too scarce to leave empty. 
The hole stays full. When one body leaves another takes its place. This 
equates to a steady stream of petty rule violations, fabricated incidents 
and new arrivals waiting for a population bed. But that is no big deal 
because, like the Sargeant. said, "Everyone back here is an asshole". 

[Note: Hole Time was awarded First Prize for essay writing by the 
Prison Arts Foundation of Canada for 1997.] 



PRISONERS' STRUGGLES 

The ACA Accreditation Fraud 
Dan Cahill, Muldoon, James Pryor, 

and Robert Woodman 

For more than five years, prisoners in Ohio and throughout the U.S.A. 
have been condemning the American Correctional Association 

(ACA) accreditation program as a sham and a fraud. In 1993, prisoners 
at the Madison prison in London, Ohio, issued the Ohio Prisoners 
Rights' Union (OPRU) position paper on the accreditation program. It 
stated: 

ACA accreditation lends credibility to fraudulent claims by 
prison officials, and is used as a defence against lawsuits 
through false documentation. Prison officials claim that 
accreditation demonstrates a 'good faith' effort to improve 
prison conditions. In reality it's an attempt to mislead the 
public into thinking prisons have better living conditions than 
they really have. 

Prisoners don't have access to the ACA accreditation 
standards and aren't involved in the accreditation process, and 
have no way to compel prison officials to comply with those 
standards. 

Until prisoners are actively involved in the ACA accreditation 
process and have access to the ACA standards - the 
accreditation program must be recognized for the sham that it 
is. Prisoners and their outside support groups must fight the 
ACA accreditation program. 

The OPRU position paper was distributed to all of the Citizens 
United for Rehabilitation of Errants (CURE) State chapters by Eunice 
McAllister of South Carolina. [CURE has recently become the Prisoner 
Advocacy Network (PAN)]. Ms McAllister also sent evidence and 
reports from prisoners across the nation to National CURE exposing the 
accreditation program as a fraud. The evidence compiled was presented 
at a workshop at CURE's national convention. Indeed, Little Rock Reed 
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and Ivan Denisovich had condemned the ACA accreditation in ''the 
American Correctional Association: A Conspiracy of Silence" (IPP, 
1995, Vol. 6: 2, pp. 21-40) as fraudulent and malevolent. 

However, in National CURE's Fall 1998 newsletter, CURE clearly 
supports and promotes the accreditation program. Dianne 
Tramutol-Lawson, Chair of Colorado CURE has even gone so far as to 
accent an ACA invitation to be Vice-Chair of the Volunteer Partnerships 
Subcommittee. Kay Perry, Chair of National CURE, is proposing ACA 
standards. CURE's continued support of the ACA lends credibility to 
the entire fraud prisoners have been attempting to expose for years. On 
this issue, CURE is out of touch with the movement and much worse, is 
working against the prisoners they claim to be helping. 

Prisoners who litigate on prison issues know first-hand how 
detrimental fraudulent ACA accreditation can be. When a prisoner sues 
an accredited institution, they are faced with a mountain of 
documentation as counterevidence in the court. To win, the prisoner 
must prove that the documentation and accreditation is false or 
irrelevant. If he/she fails to do so, the prisoner loses the case, and the 
conditions which led to the lawsuit remain unrepaired. 

In Reception Perceptions (July/August 1998) a newsletter for the 
Correctional Reception Center, there was an article titled ''What Is 
ACA?". The article said accreditation is " ... a defence against law suits 
through documentation of a 'good faith' effort to improve conditions of 
confinement, ... and enhanced public credibility for administration and 
line staff .... " It does not seem to matter that the entire process is a sham, 
or that the documentation is false. 

The current president of the ACA is also the Director of the 
Department Of Rehabilitation and Correction (DORC), Reginald A. 
Wilkinson. Considering how much of the taxpayers' money DORC 
spends with the ACA each year through the accreditation program, and 
the purchase of ACA literature, this appears to be a serious conflict of 
interest. The ACA is a special-interest group which represents those 
whose livelihoods depend on Federal, State and County prisons and jails. 
Is it any wonder that they lobby legislators for larger prison budgets to 
continue expanding the prison systems? 

During October 5-7, 1998, the Orient Correctional Institution 
(OCI) commenced an ACA audit for accreditation. Prior to the ACA 
inspection, prison officials had more than 60 dump-truck loads of what 
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they called '~unk and clutter?? taken to the dump and thrown away. This 
'~unk?? consisted of hundreds of chairs, couches, filing cabinets, wooden 
and steel desks, unused office supplies and cleaning supplies, computers, 
keyboards, tape players, TV's, unused medical supplies and wheelchair 
padding, walking canes, crutches, file card boxes, typewriters, 
bookcases and shelves. Some of this '~unk?? was brand new and still in 
the original boxes. Now prison officials are in the wocess of purchasing 
supplies and equipment to replace what was just recently thrown out! 

The audit team consisted of three individuals, who spent 21 Yz days 
at this prison. Most of their time here was spent reviewing policies and 
procedures to ensure compliance with ACA standards. No effort was 
made to verify that policies and procedures were actually carried out! 
They ignored broken windows which were covered with plastic, and 
made no effort to determine if showers, toilets, sink fixtures, fire alarms, 
or lights really worked. They ignored sewage dripping from pipes in a 
dorm set aside for disabled prisoners, lack of ventilation and smoke 
evacuation systems, an inadequate water sprinkler system (in one dorm 
there is no sprinkler system), and extreme overcrowding. They ignored 
the condemned dorms with their crumbling foundations, cracking and 
buckling floors, and leaking roofs. They brought no instruments to check 
noise levels, and in many dormitories, they did not even enter the bed 
areas. In 2E dormitory, only one auditor inspected, spending less than 
five minutes in the dorm and checking nothing. He did not even have a 
clipboard to take notes! Moreover, several prisoners who had previously 
filed complaints with the ACA had an opportunity to speak to the 
auditors about specific problems. All the prisoners who talked to us 
about their interviews with the ACA reported that the entire affair was 
ID:Q forma. In effect, the auditors were talking to the prisoners because 
the rules said they had to. The auditors really did not care at all what the 
prisoners with complaints had to say. 

It was predetermined months before this audit that OCI would be 
accredited. For months guards and prison staff spoke openly in front of 
prisoners.saying "The fix is in; we'll pass the ACA inspection.?? This 
was not hard to figure out since the DORC director is also the ACA 
president. But were problems actually addressed? No! Problems were 
plastered up and painted over, but not really fixed. So called '~unk?? 
(paid for by taxpayers or purchased by prisoners' families) was 
confiscated and destroyed in order to meet ACA standards. However, 
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when prisoners tried to research what those standards were, they were 
denied access to ACA's published guidelines and standards. 

One problem in 6E dorm was (and is) water leakage. A week after 
the auditors left OCI, part of the roof and ceiling in B-Bay of 6E 
collapsed from age, rot, and water damage. Only one auditor came in 6E 
and never checked (much less noticed) the conditions of the roof and 
ceilings of 6E. Yet OCI was accredited. 

The purpose of this audit was to ensure that necessary 
documentation is in order. The ACA was not concerned about the fact 
that OCI does not actually comply with the ACA standards, so long as 
there is plenty of documentation which SAYS they are in compliance. 
Moreover, just to give one example, how did the paperwork, 
demonstrate the Quartermaster in compliance? OCl's Quartermaster 
does not furnish prisoners with adequate winter clothing (long johns, 
wool socks, water-proof boots, rain coats, adequate winter coats), and 
not infrequently runs out of socks and underwear. Yet the 
Quartermaster, like the rest of OCI, passed the accreditation. Did 
someone cook the books or were the auditors just not looking? This is 
the documentation prisoners must disprove in court if they attempt to 
bring about any improvements through litigation. Legislators will not 
force any reforms on a prison system that is ACA accredited. That is the 
enhanced public credibility the DORC refers to! 

A prisoner who once possessed a copy of the OPRU position paper 
on the ACA accreditation program was charged with possession of 
contraband and gang activity, placed in isolation for almost two months 
in 1993, and has suffered many forms of reprisals over the past five 
years. Exposing this fraud is necessary if we ever hope to see any 
positive changes made in the prison system. 

We know that by writing this article we may be subjected to 
reprisals. That fear keeps most prisoners from speaking out. Our efforts 
to expose this fraud, and to educate the public about intolerable living 
conditions are crippled so long as CURE, and people like them, buy into 
the ACA's lies and cooperate in perpetuating the accreditation deceit. 
Can we ever hope to convince the public? CURE is the nation's largest 
prison reform organization, and part of their mission is educating the 
general public and legislators about the inhumane conditions and 
corruption which is inherent in the prison system. In supporting and 
promoting the ACA accreditation program, CURE participates in the 
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oppression of more then 1.8 million people. CURE is out of touch with 
the prison reform. movement and should give some serious thought to 
the concept of "solidarity." CURE needs to condemn the ACA 
accreditation program for the fraud it is, help expose such activities, and 
stop working against prisoners. 

OCI will be accredited, along with all Ohio prisons. We stand by 
what we have written and challenge the ACA to prove otherwise! We 
also ask all thoughtful people on the outside of the fences to contact their 
legislators and ask them to stop accepting the accreditation lies from the 
ACA. Are your tax dollars well-spent by letting prisons and the ACA 
cover up serious problems with a blizzard of fraudulent paperwork? 



If They Were Going to Kill My Brother 
Standing Deer 

I f we are to vent our riotous anger let it be before they try 
to murder Mumia Abu-Jamal, not after. 

-- Michael Parenti, 
Martin Luther King High School, 

Berkley, June 25, 1995 

We are at a point beyond candle vigils that reflect little 
besides moral indignation. 

-- Ray Luc Levasseur 

Think of sister Assata. We don't need another martyr. We 
need our brother Mumia breathing, smiling, laughing, alive 
and well among us, talking that talk and writing those words 
as only he can do it. 

***** 

If they were going to kill my brother 
I would raise him ... rescue him 
steal him away from the murderous 
thugs of the state. 
They don't need his life nohow! 
They can't sell it for twice what it's worth 
'cause there ain't that much money in the world. 
So what for do they want it?!? 
He don't mean nothin' no way 
'cept to those who love him 
and need him 
and can't do without him. 
I always wonder why we let freedom fighters 
rot their lives away in some jail 
or go down in a murder for hire plot 
rigged by the state. 
Folks be marching and hollering 
and carrying signs crying his name 

-- Standing Deer 
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demanding his freedom, but 
if signs and words could free him 
he woulda been free a long time ago. 
This is not about revolution and we don't need 
the masses to rise up and wrest away 
the means of production 
from the criminal class. This is about 
our brother's life. His LIFE! 
And it only takes a few of us 
WHO DON'T WANT HIM DEAD. 

There is no magic in a uniform and badge 
even if the State, Nation and World Rulers 
are behind those symbols 
so if somebody wants him free, there he is 
over there in that dungeon 
guarded by folks who bleed when they're hurt 
just like you and me. 
Jonathan the man/child had the idea 
and the brains 
and the courage 
he just didn't have the understanding that 
the state will throwaway 
functionaries within their apparatus 
as if they were dirty toilet tissue 
and never look back. 
Frederick Douglass said: "Power concedes nothing 
without a demand. It never has and 
it never will." 
Carlos said: ''You do things with bullets 
because bullets are real." 
It has to start somewhere and sometime, 
what better place than here? 
What better time than now? 

FREE MUMIA ABU-JAMAL!!!! 



RESPONSE 

An Interview with Victor Hassine 
Bob Gaucher 

I n the spring of 1999 I organized a teleconference with Victor Hassine, 
currently serving a life sentence in Pennsylvania, for the 

"Socio-Politics of Incarceration" (honours) seminar course I was 
teaching. This course focussed upon prisoners' writing as an entry to 
reading and understanding the prison. Approximately one-half of the 
class had read Hassine's Life Without Parole (1996) in previous 
courses, and all were familiar with his contributions to the JPP. We 
were all surprised that it was possible to arrange a live teleconference 
with a lifer and prison writer incarcerated in the USA. As Victor 
commented, "we had gone international". 

The arrangements with the prison administration at Albion (P A) 
required a set agenda of questions, which were to be approved 
beforehand. After providing a short biography of Victor's life, and 
discussing his work in class, we composed a series of general questions 
or areas of possible discourse. Since the topic "prison writing" did not 
focus upon the penal management and custom of Pennsylvania's prison 
system, our general questions were readily agreed upon. 

On March 31, 1999, 25 (honours) students at the University of 
Ottawa discussed prison writing with Victor Hassine. The transcript of 
this (l.5 hour) discussion has been edited and reduced. 

***** 

In recognition of the bilingual tradition ofthe University of Ottawa, 
Victor opened with a poem by Fran~ois Villon (1431-?), "Ballade des 
pendus". 

VICTOR HASSINE: This poem was written from the Bastille, where 
Villon reflected upon the executions he could observe from his cell 
window, and his own pending death. 

Freres humains qui apre nous vivez, 
N'ayez les cuers contre nous endurcis, 
Car, se pitie de nous povres avez, 
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Dieu en aura plus tost de vous mercis. 
Vous nous voiez cy attachez cinq, six: 
Quant de la chair, que trop avons nourrie, 
Elle est pieca devoree et pourrie, 
Et nous, les os, devenons cendre et pouldre. 
De nostre mal personne ne s' en rie; 
Mais priez Dieu que tous nous vueille absouldre! 

And for those that do not speak French: 

Brother men who after us live on, 
harden not your hearts against us, 
for if you have some pity on us poor men, 
the sooner God will show you mercy. 
You see us, five, six, strung up here: 
as for our flesh, which we have fed too well, 
already it has been devoured and is rotten, 
and we, the bones, now tum to dust and ashes. 
Let no one laugh at all our miseries, 
but pray to God that He absolve us all. 

And basically I stand where Fran~ois Villon stands, and I understand 
now better than ever the need for mercy, not for mercy sake, but for all 
our sake. 

QUESTION: How did you start to write? What was your motivation 
and intent? Has the experience/intent changed as a result of your 
accomplishments? 

HASSINE: Everybody has a method in which they express 
themselves, and it's irrelevant whether you're in prison or on the moon 
or dying or saying your last words after having eaten some bad food in 
Mexico or something. But from the first cave drawings where man 
expressed himself and liked it and while they were running from 
dinosaurs and hunting they found the time to draw and to express 
themselves. People have found ways, even where none seem possible, 
and prison is like that. People have to express their experiences. 
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The question isn't should people express themselves in prison 
because they will one way or another, whether it's through violence, 
insanity, kindness, hatred~ the question is how will people express 
themselves in prison and is it possible to channel it, to get them to 
express themselves in an acceptable way through cave drawings or 
literature. My personal opinion is if you can ... and I can only share with 
you how I came into it ... I never thought to be a writer, I never thought 
that I would find myself in a position to have to write, whereas I was 
trained to be a lawyer and you write to a degree in that area but it's 
more technical writing and you're not writing about things, you're 
writing for people. I never thought that I would have to be a person who 
was a chronologist, a person telling about dying. 

But all that changed when I came to prison and I suddenly found 
myself immersed in misery ... not only my own misery, but misery that 
people had experienced, including myself, troubled childhoods, injuries 
that they might have had, abandoned families. Prison is just one tragedy 
after another, and you have to express it somehow. Some people express 
it through anger. I chose at some point to express it through writing, and 
the way I did it was I wanted to share my experience with my brother 
and I had a hard time describing to my family what was happening. I 
was at Graterford at the time, and those of you that read the book, Life 
Without Parole, it was a very violent experience and you don't want to 
upset your parents and you don't want to let them know that you're 
living in a semi-barbaric place. So I did it through a parable, I made up 
a character called Slim and I wrote this short story called "The 
Adventures of Slim" about a young man that comes to prison and he 
goes through these comical experiences, but they're not really comical. 
And it was my way of expressing myself to my brother without having 
him worry about me. 

That was my first writing. It was my first cave drawing, my first 
attempt to show the animal that I was hunting down. And that began it 
because my brother liked it, he read it, he understood, he didn't. The 
quality of writing was weak, it was poor, but it's not the quality of a 
writing that makes the writer a writer, it's the story, the depth of the 
story, it's how he writes and what he's writing about, and the meaning 
it had for him. He encouraged me to write and that took me out of a 
cocoon, and this is why I believe writing can be directed because it does 
help a person deal with life. It's cathartic, it makes you think about your 
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environment because if you have to write about it you have to think 
about it; it makes you organize it because if you want to be a good 
writer you have to organize your thoughts. And in that organization, in 
that thought process, it helps you find your way. 

I guess the cave drawers who drew the animal that they hunted 
down, as they looked at it and saw the impression of themselves chasing 
after it, they understood that they were hunters, and I understood more 
about myself in my writing than I ever believed possible. I think it is a 
testament to all our humanity; whether you're a criminal, a free man, a 
doctor, a poet, an Indian chief; our ability to write is what makes us all 
great, our ability to express ourselves. I think it can be directed and it 
needs to direct. 

QUESTION: Stephen Reid stated "that writing was what brought me 
back and plugged me back into the world" (SSCLCA, February 12, 
1998: Issue 14:8). So are you also arguing that the process of writing 
is in itself invaluable? 

HASSINE: Absolutely, from the person who writes a letter to his 
lover, a letter to his boss that he hates, it does affect him. I think what 
happens is technically speaking the writing process involves greater 
portions of your brain. To hear and to listen are smaller regions of the 
brain, but for me to write I have to coordinate my sight with my hands, 
with my memory, and I have to limit it and put my thoughts into words 
that sometimes constrain what I want to say, so it makes me be creative. 
And I think in that process, it does magical things to us. It forces all our 
members to work together, so whether you're in prison or whether 
you're anywhere, whether you're going to be a lawyer or a doctor, you 
need to write because it's a self-discovery. And if prison is about reform, 
and if prison is about rehabilitation, then I think the attempt should start 
with at least getting everybody able to express themselves either orally 
or in writing, and not merely to write but to understand how to write and 
to express themselves in some permissible way. I think that will click in 
and cause a lot of positive changes. 

QUESTION: Victor, a supplementary part of that question is how has 
the experience, your intent, changed with your writing accomplishments? 
I know you have a book published, we keep finding and discovering your 
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writing allover the place. Obviously you've become quite prolific. Has 
this experience and the actual reasons you write changed? 

HASSINE: On a personal level, it has actually made it harder for me 
to write because I find myself having to outdo the last thing I wrote and 
it becomes tough because what makes my writing good are the people I 
write about and the thoughts I write about. I mean, I don't think I'm a 
Hemingway in my style, but I think the stories that I have bumped into 
and that I've been able to retell are as great as anything Hemingway has 
ever written. Tragedy ... it has it all. 

And so I guess I face what other writers have had to do in that you 
become self-critical and I don't want to write about anything cheesy 
anymore, I have to write something better than writing about the ... the 
gentleman's name was George ... I forgot, what was the title ... 
"Interview with David" ... the guy's real name was George. Having to 
beat something like that it becomes more and more difficult for me. 

So on a personal level, it just lifts the bar up a little bit, and so it 
changes what I'm looking for, it makes me more deliberate in looking for 
a deeper tragedy, some greater meaning, it makes me more reflective, 
which in tum makes it harder for me to write. So as I write more, I come 
to a process where I write less, I'll become less prolific, and I've 
actually gotten into that, it's hard for me to find something to write 
about now. 

As far as that part of it is an internal change. It didn't change me 
externally. I still see the things I do, I still feel strongly, probably more 
so because when I see something I break it down into words and think 
about writing it so I understand it better. But my life with people has 
changed, for example, with the penal authorities. I've had an experience, 
people that are in the system generally don't like it, they don't like 
prisoners writing stuff so you get a mixed bag, you get some staff 
members who have found out that a prisoner has written a book and they 
do not like it simply because it's a prisoner writing a book and they 
shouldn't do these things. And you have the Mumia case where ... in this 
jail system they stopped him and he had a lot of problems. They didn't 
like him, they didn't like the ideas, and so there was controversy and 
there were problems. 

On the other hand, you have some guards and some staff members 
... I shouldn't say guards, just staff members ... that like it, that 
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appreciate it, that think it's good, they like what it's done. But they're 
mostly in the minority. It's not common for a prisoner so it makes you 
an odd person. In prison ... to survive living in a prison, the best way to 
do it is to be anonymous, to be the invisible man. The minute you stand 
out for something, whether it's good or bad, you're going to get people 
on one side of you or the other, and you can't handle that in prison 
because the guy that's on the other side of you today may be 
insignificant, tomorrow it may be the warden and you're in trouble. So 
it has put me on that level. So right now the people that know that I've 
written a book, most of them appreciate it in this jail. In the other jail 
that I was at they resented it. I actually had pressure not to publish the 
book, they asked me not to ... to decline publishing it. And the minute 
they asked me to decline I insisted on publishing it. 

The funny part is I've just recently been in teleconference with a 
Professor from Troy University. He was at the time ... well, this was 
about month ago. In 1996 ... '95, '96 when the book was first being 
published, he was the administrative assistant to the Commissioner of 
Corrections, which to me is the administrative assistant to God. He was 
the man that could do anything in the prison. And he was against it, he 
was against the book. The Commissioner was for it and assigned him to 
handle whatever clearances I needed to publish the book with Professor 
Tom Bernard. He resented it. I met him after permission was granted 
and spoke with him, and I'm not guessing that he didn't like it, he told 
me he didn't like the fact that I had, he didn't like me because I was a 
jail litigator. I had sued this institution many times and I was looked at 
as a thorn and they didn't know how I would slant it or tilt it, they had 
no idea, and they didn't like the idea and they didn't like an "inmate" 
writing a book to give him notoriety. 

Well, he leaves the Department of Corrections, becomes a 
Professor, and this book that he didn't like is now required reading for 
his students, and where he didn't like talking to me in prison, he goes 
through the trouble of getting on the phone, calling and having a 
teleconference to get all the information that he could have had for free 
or without any problem while he was at the Department of Corrections. 
His whole view turned around, his whole perspective turned around. My 
being in prison didn't change, the goals of prison didn't change, the 
contents of my book didn't change, but by virtue of the fact that he was 
now a Professor and had to analyse it critically suddenly he found 
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himself supporting my book where he originally had stopped me or tried 
to stop me from publishing it. So that's the kind of weird things that 
happen in prison. 

Oddly enough, most prisoners dislike the fact that I wrote a book 
because it sets me apart and it creates a lot of jealousy. Most prisoners 
can't read so they can only guess at the content. When I first came to 
this jail, I had a problem with some prisoners who believed that I was "a 
snitch" for having written a book that told about prisons because how 
could you write about prisons and not tell on somebody. These people 
are functionally illiterate and you just have to deal with that. 

When I was at Rockview, the last prison I came from, two 
prisoners sued me or tried to have me charged in court because I wrote 
the book and one of the reasons for doing that was because they thought 
that I was somebody that was making money from the book. Jealousy ... 
there's a reason why jealousy was the first crime committed in the Bible, 
it's because the most common negative fact of human beings is jealousy. 
It causes a lot of problemS and you see it most in prison. 

Outside, it's been very warmly received, surprisingly, not only by 
Professors and criminologists and experts, but also by Departments of 
Corrections and staff members who believe that the book should be used 
as a textbook. It has been suggested to my publisher that the book be 
modified to be used as a workbook for people entering the correctional 
field. So I've gotten a lot of outside support. 

The one thing I didn't expect was the Prison Society who are a 
non-profit group in Pennsylvania that kind of looks after men in prison 
and makes sure the prison system treats men in prison properly, I have 
worked with them closely and I have been very close friends with all of 
the members, and when I sent them the book I thought they would love 
it. But they didn't like it because they said that the book tended to 
demonstrate or give the impression that people in prison were 
sub-human or bad people, that it didn't give the good stuff, how 
voluntarism is really great and how volunteers make a difference and 
how wonderful people they are at the Prison Society. The problem is 
what it meant for me, they wanted me to write about the exception to the 
rule and omit the rule of prison at Graterford. When I wrote them we got 
into a debate about that because their view of prison as volunteers was 
very different than my view of prison having lived in the same place. 
And whereas if I were to write a book about how wonderful volunteers 
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are and how great, I would have been lying. I would have been lying to 
the majority. That was kind of weird to me, that the people that I thought 
would support me were against me and then years later the people that 
were against me support me. 

QUESTION: Just let me back up a little on that, did your book go 
through prison censorship, before you were allowed to deal with the 
publisher? 

HASSINE: If you read the book, you found out that I wasn't looking 
to publish a book. I was trying to just write short stories and send them 
out to whoever would listen. It was my way of putting a little note in a 
glass bottle and sending it afloat. Dr. Bernard from Penn State 
University, a criminal justice specialist, saw it and without telling me he 
sought to get permission from the Department of Corrections; which was 
the Professor Thorsley who I just discussed who is now the Professor at 
Troy University, and Commissioner Leeman who is now in Washington 
State, the commissioner of Corrections there. 

I didn't know this was happening. Now, the law in America ... I 
think you may have the same law, referred to as the Son of Sam Law. 
The Son of Sam Law only affects writing that discusses your case. So 
if you notice, my book does not mention much about my case because 
if it did, it would have been subject to the Son of Sam Law and subject 
to censorship. The way the Department of Corrections in Pennsylvania 
deals with it, it was discussed and decided in the Mumia case. They had 
a general rule that you are not allowed to make money or enter into a 
money-making enterprise while you're in prison. Therefore, Mumia 
Abu-Jamal wrote a book and collected the royalties to pay his lawyer, 
they considered that entering into a business, they gave him misconduct 
and they sanctioned him for it. The court ruling was that the Department 
of Corrections can sanction you for that but they cannot stop you from 
writing. So that's the rule. 

I could have published a book without permission of the 
Department of Corrections. In tum, they could have given me a class 
two misconduct, which is like a misdemeanor, and given me three days 
in the hole, and then that's it, and I could have published the book. 

QUESTION: What about the proceeds from it? 
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HASSINE: I gave the proceeds away ... but technically I could have 
kept the proceeds. The Son of Sam Law does not disallow you from 
earning money from a book that you do not discuss your case because 
you'll not benefit from your crime. Nothing in my book discusses my 
crime. But I would have run afoul of the Department of Corrections rule 
against conducting a business. But I had never intended on making 
money from a book and I never even looked into it and I would have 
published it anyway and I just gave the money away, and it took away 
any objection they could have had. Any prisoner can write a book and 
give his money away as long as he's not writing about his own case. 
And I think every prisoner should do that. I think there's a need, I think 
there was a backlash in the 1980s against Jack Abbott. I think editors 
and publishers were afraid to trust prisoner writers, and I think in tum 
a lot of prisoner writers just don't want to do it. I think people should 
write for the sake of writing, give the money away and get the story out. 

QUESTION: You have published articles in academic books and 
journals, which are not "commercial transactions". Have you 
experienced censorship or such difficulties in these endeavours? 

HASSINE: Absolutely. Everything that's written in prison for use 
and circulation within the prison is censored. They make sure they read 
it. When you write ... for example, they have a contest when you write 
prison poetry. The jail system has a contest in which you can win $25 
if you win or $50 if you win first prize, but they tell you right off the top 
you cannot write anything that's against the prison or against the prison 
system or against a particular guard or staff or stuff like that. You can't 
write anything that can incite dissent. Prisons are about control. They're 
not about exercising freedom. The concept is if you want freedom, stay 
out of prison. That's basically what they tell you. When you come in 
here we're going to censor you, we're going to tell you what you can 
write, we're going to tell you what you can't write and we're going to 
watch everything you do. 

As far as my writing about my own story and publishing it outside 
the prison, I could do that. They can't stop it but they can punish me for 
it. And their theory is if you want the freedom that you suddenly 
discovered that you need in prison, get out of jail, do it then, don't do it 
here, because their main and only goal is to keep the prison intact, 
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operating and to keep you where you're at and quiet. That's the only 
intent of a prison. All the guards, all the medical staff, everything these 
days are for that purpose, to keep two million Americans or whatever 
the number happens to be in prison, contained safely and appropriately 
with no riot, no escapes, no injuries. That's the main goal. So absolutely 
there's censorship on everything. 

QUESTION: Victor, what are the benefits of writing in prison? Is it 
therapeutic? 

HASSINE: People are going to express themselves. If they're not 
going to write about it or draw on the walls about it, they're going to 
beat somebody up, they're going to express themselves with their fists, 
they're going to express themselves through cursing, they're going to 
express themselves through suicide, they're going to express themselves 
through tattoos. They must express themselves. 

Writing is therapeutic. It is something we love. It is something that 
has separated us from other animals and other life forms, it has made us 
unique, it has made us able to live the experience of our fathers and talk 
about places that we've never been before and understand them before 
we've been there. 

If you don't have writing in prison, if you don't encourage it 
through educational means and you don't tell a guy if you're angry write 
about it, curse about it, just don't beat a person up; if you do not give 
them a way to express themselves, give them the ink to write on the 
walls, the expression is going to come out. People don't understand that 
riots are a form of expression, they're an art form, it's people saying 
something. The fact that we don't choose to listen doesn't mean they're 
not saying anything, they're saying a lot. We tend to look at it as just 
violent, random, it's not, it's an expression of anger, of frustration, of 
pity, whether it's self-pity, whether it's deserved pity, whether it's 
people that deserve it, they are going to express themselves because 
we're humans and it's needed. And you might as well give them the tools 
and just fix the walls and paint over the walls than have to deal with it 
in human writing of blood on the walls, whether it be their own. Even if 
in prison the only violence people do is kill themselves, is that what we 
want to do? As a society, do we want to encourage suicide? You have 
to take a look at the bigger picture. 
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I think writing is under-utilized in prison because most of the 
people in prison are functionally illiterate. So in order to get to the 
writing stage, you must teach people how to write ... or ... I like what 
they do in England and Europe, plays ... encourage people to act, to 
perform. The Greeks did it. Most Greeks could not write, but they all 
put on theatre and drama and it caused the birth of a civilization, of an 
empIre. 

Certainly if they can do it, we can do it, but it's not considered. I 
don't know why. I don't know whether they don't think we deserve it or 
they don't want to pay the money, but I think in the long run it's not only 
therapeutic, I think from a correctional standpoint it creates more 
harmony and it makes it easier to maintain people, to control people if 
you're dealing with their expressions in writing and in theatre than if 
you're dealing with their expressions with a fist or a violent act of some 
sort. 

Apparently in Canada and America, it's not well thought of, but I 
did stage a play here. And let's understand people. If you're going to go 
into the people business, if we're going to lock two million people up in 
America and heaven knows how many in Canada, that's a lot of people. 
You're dealing with small countries. You're dealing with ... well, not 
countries, definitely a State ... you have States in the Union that don't 
have two million people. You have whole provinces in Canada that don't 
have two million. You have to understand that you're dealing with 
people and you have to ask yourself what kind of people are they. Well, 
the majority of people in prison are functionally illiterate. Well, is that 
a coincidence? Well, since we don't believe in coincidences, you know, 
we've invented so many things that there's no such thing as a 
coincidence, there must be some relationship between coming to prison 
and illiteracy. And there is because if you're illiterate nowadays in this 
technological marvel of a life that we live in, you can't function, so 
where else can you go but to a place that will feed you, house you and 
keep you alive? That's what prison is and that's why you're catching so 
many people that can't function. The question is once you bring them to 
prison do you just want to punish them or do you want to make them 
functional? Well, you get tired of punishing people after a while, and if 
you punish somebody forever it's stops being punishment, it becomes a 
way oflife. At some point you should try to make them functional. Well, 
how do you make people that are functionally illiterate functional? Well, 
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the reality is some people learn by reading, some people learn by 
watching, there's some people that will never learn how to read, their 
computer in their brain doesn't work that way. But if they look and they 
watch and they have a great memory, they'll be able to catalogue every 
vision that they see and understand more from what they see on TV than 
anything they could ever read. A lot of attention deficit kids are like that, 
they're only attention deficit when they're reading a book or having to 
talk to somebody. If they're watching a movie and listening, all of a 
sudden you can't take them away from TV. 

Knowing this to be the case, I think corrections in Canada and 
America are fumbling the ball by not encouraging theatre troops in their 
prisons to encourage people to express themselves in a way that they feel 
comfortable doing. Who's to say that writing is the best way to do it? I 
believe that within 50 to 100 years writing is going to be passe, 
everybody's going to be doing digitized thinking, speaking monitors. 
Who's to say that you should reach out to these people in that kind of 
form when you have 60 percent of a population who can't read. Fine, let 
them perform it. Let them learn their lessons by watching them. Let them 
learn their lessons by having books on tapes pumped into them. Let them 
get those experiences in a way that they can understand, and that's 
prison theatre. And I think it needs to be done and I think it's not done 
enough. 

The Greeks by no means were literate people. If they could form an 
empire strictly using theatre and talking about their ideas in open forms, 
then certainly the idea can work in prisons, and it needs to be done and 
it's cheap. You're spending $25,000 a year in this State on prisoners. It 
would cost next to nothing to have an actor come in here and teach 
people to perform and allow them an opportunity to express themselves. 
Everybody wants to draw in a cave, give them the tools. 

QUESTION: I have a supplementary question to that. In Canada, 
prisoners, especially Aboriginal prisoners, have long exhibited an 
affinity for visual arts. From my own experiences I would suggest that 
an extraordinary proportion of prisoners have the ability to draw, to 
paint, or express themselves in some visual art form. Is that your 
experience in the USA as well? 
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HASSINE: Absolutely. Absolutely. When I was at Rockview, I took 
a course, they have an architect who teaches drafting, architectural 
drafting there. And I took the course and after I took the course I ended 
up being his aide, his assistant. And one of the things I talked him into 
doing was to opening up his course to people who couldn't draw. Before 
I got there and started working with the man, you had to test into the 
course, people would have to test and the test was like a seventh grade 
test, but in prison a seventh grade test might as well be the LSAT. Only 
people that could pass that test got into the course, so most people that 
took the course were literate; generally it was more white than minority, 
richer not poorer; it was not reflective of the prison population. Those 
guys ended up in the program, and we already know how those people 
are going to do. If they can already read and already draw and pass the 
test, it doesn't do anything. And I convinced him to do it the other way 
around, to take them as they came. He was a little shaky about it, but he 
took them. Soon the class reflected the prison, it was majority minority, 
most of them hadn't graduated from high school, they had to take an 
entrance exam test, but the test was much easier. And the amazing part 
is, after nine months, people that had played hooky, that were truants, 
that did more stealing pens and pencils than drawing, all wanted to be 
architects and all could draw much better and had more discipline 
because they could see the product of their labour. As they drew they 
could see something coming alive and they felt attached to it. Soon we 
couldn't get them out of there. These were people that ducked school all 
their lives, suddenly we had to order them out of the area because they 
wanted to stay and draw more and draw more and draw more. And the 
worst thing that happened is they used to fight over who would stay for 
the second nine-month period ... there were two nine-month periods. 

And so it does work. Creativity. They have a program here called 
art therapy, but based on the theory that art has a therapeutic value as 
well as an artistic value. Everything that engages the human mind to 
self-express, to identify himself as more than just one of the cogs in the 
wheels and that makes him unique is worthwhile and is something that 
not only people in prison are missing but people out on the streets are 
missing. That self-actualization through creation. And that's what 
artwork does, theatre does, writing does, drawing does. That's my 
experience. 
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PROFESSOR GAUCHER: Maybe we can move over to the second 
page with questions on the process of writing in prison. 

QUESTION: On what basis do you choose topics? 

HASSINE: That's the hardest part, that's gut instinct. Since I'm in 
here, what I usually do is something that strikes me as something that 
most people wouldn't know about prison, so when I write about prison 
I don't want to write what you already know, what 9,000 textbooks are 
written about, I want to write the juicy stuff. I want you to read it. I 
want you to understand prison better, not as a cliche, but as a real life 
experience. So generally, since we're all human beings and we tend to 
normally react the same to tragedy, when I find a particular tragedy or 
find a pattern of behaviour or a pattern of doing things that I find weird 
or absurd or interesting that I didn't know about before I came to jail. 
Because I stood in your shoes, I was a student, so it makes it easier for 
me to think what did I know back then, what would I consider fun to 
have read if I had read it. The stuff that I read was just as dry and 
unpleasant as the stuff that you're reading now. I mean, it was really 
boring and put me to sleep. So that's what I use. And so what strikes me 
loudest are the tragedies. 

Again, prisons are houses of tragedies. People don't come to prison 
because they want to. Maybe a handful of people come in here because 
they're outside on the street and they say I like prison, I like the food, let 
me go meet a couple friends there and do something good. People come 
to prison because of some chain reaction of tragedy after tragedy in their 
lives that somehow landed them in a situation that put them in jail. If 
you grab any person at random, take them to the side, ask them, ''What 
did you do?" "I'm a burglar." And then you take them back through the 
chain reaction of causation, you would find most of the time some kind 
of tragedy, broken family, assault, abuse,juvenile centres, having been 
raped, having ... now, that's no excuse, but excuse is a moral question. 
It's a reason, it's an understanding. And so when you're submerged in 
this kind of tragedy, you have so much to write about. The question is 
ferreting out all the things that you think would be the most interesting 
and the most valuable. That's the hardest part, and that's what I do, I 
listen, I talk, I think, and I go by my gut and what affects me and what 
shocks me. And that's what most people do, and that's what you're 
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seeing, the things that have shocked me. And there's going to be more. 
I'm working on the third edition. 

And that's how I pick it. I have written about IllY because at the 
times I wrote about it it was relatively new and nobody talked about 
IllY in prison. And IllY in prison is very very important because if you 
don't contain it in prison, you have two million carriers that will bring 
it to the rest of the country and bring it to its knees. That's the reality of 
mY. And it's not the mY infection that's going to get you, it's the stuff 
like tuberculosis that you get, the opportunistic diseases. And 
historically that had been the case with prisons, the fact that it spreads 
diseases, and we seem to have forgotten it, we imprison more people and 
we think that our medicine is going to save us from anything that prison 
can produce. And it's just not true. Madness. This movement toward 
putting people in jail for 23 and 24 hours a day, it leads to madness. 
We've known it for decades. We knew it when the Quakers first started 
it. Charles Dickens wrote about how it created madness. But we seem 
to have forgotten that, it's come back and nobody's writing about that. 
Although last week in the States on the 20/20 program Geraldo Rivera 
talked about madness in prison. So it is coming out now. But nobody's 
writing about it because think about it, if you're mad you're not capable 
and need somebody else to write about it ... or read about it. So it's hard 
to write in prison now because you don't get out as much, it's real 
crowded ... it's real busy in prison. And it's tough to write, it's tough to 
find the time or the place or the incentive to write. They keep you pretty 
busy in here. 

QUESTION: Noting the ethnographic quality of your writing, how do 
you separate yourself, as a writer, from your own situation as a 
prisoner? What I'm getting at, Vic, what I find amazing about your 
writing, is your apparent sense of distance that allows you to be the 
observer. 

HASSINE: That's a good question, that's one of the reasons I started 
offwith Fran~is Villon. He did the same thing I did. I had experience 
in the criminal justice field, I mean, I was working as a lawyer and I 
worked in the Manhattan DA's office and I had touched it here and 
touched it there, and I had an idea of what the prison looked like from 
the outside. So in order for me to write from the outside, I just placed 
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myself to a point that I was before I came to prison, and I asked myself 
what would I have seen, what would I have not wanted to see. You have 
to detach yourself. The hardest thing in the world is for a person who 
wants to help the poor to have to live amongst the poor. You see so 
much misery, you see so much strife because poor people can be nasty, 
and if you have to live amongst them to help them, you will find that 
most people wouldn't. That's what makes Mother Teresa so special, she 
helped them and lived among them. That's why they're going to saint 
her. I'm not a saint, and it's very difficult for me at times to live in this 
environment and still write objectively without hate not only for guards 
but for prisoners, for the ignorance in this place, ... for the thievery. 

So what I do is I do detach myself and I have to or else I would 
have so much hate because being crammed in this prison in these small 
cells with so many angry and hurt people and injured people makes you 
hate, and you can't write objectively with all that hate in you. And so 
part of my pleasure in writing is that in order to write objectively I have 
to remove myself from prison. And although I don't remove myself 
physically, my mind is removed and then I'm a little more free, I'm a 
little less hateful, and I can better deal with it. And so there's an actual 
separation from mind and body and it has to take place, at least for me. 
I don't know how Jack Abbott did it, but that's how I have to do it. 

QUESTION: In opposition to the monster image of prison writers 
"recounting their gruesome tales" that tends to dominate official 

. discourse on the subject of prison writing, Stephen Reid argues that "it 
takes heart" and social sensitivity to write. 

HASSINE: Absolutely. I was watching a program that had Lucas, the 
guy that did Star Wars. Are you guys familiar with him? He was talking 
about writing, and he referred to writing as allowing yourselfto bleed on 
paper. Every time I write a story it is very very difficult for me to do that 
because every edit I put into it I relive it, I feel it. That's where the 
courage has to do. Not only ... I mean, I don't like the fact that I have to 
confess to you that I live in a sub-human world and at times I have to 
live like that. That's obviously the message from what I wrote. I mean, 
I wasn't saying that I was the only guy that wasn't acting like that, I 
lived in Graterford. You couldn't be human and survive there. You had 
to act like a convict, and I had to relive those things. And the tragedies 
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that happened. And that's where the heart comes in. Not everybody can 
handle looking at themselves as they are where they are when they are. 
It is a hell of an experience. And it's a tough one. So you have to be 
brave, very brave, and you have to allow yourself the ability to bleed on 
paper because with every word I do I bleed. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: We have about fifteen minutes. 

HASSINE: I liked your questions. Of all of the other questions that 
I've received (I have done about five of these conferences), these are the 
best that I've had. One noticeable absence is questions about my crime, 
and I appreciated that because I think that's irrelevant. I think we should 
have this discussion whether I'm the best inmate or the worst because 
what needs to be done needs to be done for the best or the worst. So I 
appreciate the fact that those questions weren't there. 

QUESTION: Having written fiction, plays and poetry, how do you see 
yourself as a writer, what do you most enjoy writing? Where do you get 
your joy? 

HASSINE: I've not talked to you about this, so it's to the benefit of 
your students. I've tried like heck to have my fiction published. But for 
some reason, publishers and academics that I send it out to just send it 
back to me and said, "Leave the fiction alone. Get back to the 
non-fiction." And it's hurt my feelings actually to be honest with you. I 
like to write fiction. I guess the reason I like to write fiction is I can 
write stories and detach myself more and not feel as painful about 
writing it. It enables me to talk about people in the third person and so 
I have less of a direct experience on the experiences I write about and it 
also frees me up to talk about things that I might not be willing to talk 
about in the first person. I'm trying to write fiction. I'm trying to do it 
better, trying to find out why I'm not writing it as well or can't, but 
that's where my heart is. I want to write fiction. And probably the 
reason I want to write fiction is because it's so painful to write 
non-fiction, I'll be honest with you, because I'm not that brave and I'm 
not that strong and it does hurt. And when I reread the stuff it does 
bother me. 
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PROFESSOR GAUCHER: It's quiet now. 

HASSINE: I don't want to put you guys in tears. Let's bring up some 
happy questions. How do we make beer in here or something. 

QUESTION: Has/does your university education and legal training 
affect your experience of incarceration? Did it prepare you in anyway 
for this experience? 

HASSINE: It made it worse. When I came to prison I had a good 
understanding, better than most in prison, of the system or how it 
functions from the outside looking in. The problem is it doesn't function 
like that from the inside looking out. It just doesn't work like that. And 
then when you try to say, "Wait a minute. The Constitution and the laws 
don't allow this," and you have somebody come up and tell you, ''Well, 
the laws don't have to have that, we can do what we want to," it offends 
you more than it would if! didn't know about the law and I'd always 
been subjected to the heavy hand of the law in that manner. 

I'll give you an example. After I got assaulted in Pittsburgh and I 
got transferred to Camp Hill, another prison in Pennsylvania, travelling 
with me was a court order for certain medical care. The Judge at the 
time directed the Department of Corrections to provide me with a very 
specific medical therapy treatment, wrote it down, signed it, the 
Department of Corrections swore and it was a legally binding contract. 
Well, I get it to Camp Hill, 200 miles away from where the contract was 
signed, department head comes in, tells me he's going to put me 
immediately in the hole, no medical treatment. I show him the certificate. 
He says, "That's not worth the paper you wrote it on. Judges don't 
understand prisons. We run this. You don't like it, it's too bad." 
Fortunately, I had one phone call to make. I called my lawyer, and the 
Judge convinced him otherwise. But when you have an experience like 
that, it shakes your foundation. 

So in that respect, understanding the system and believing in it ... 
believe me, I believe in the American system ... I like America. I've been 
to Canada, I like Canada, but I like America. I like living here. It's 
better than ... I came from Egypt. It's better than living in Egypt. The 
problem is there's a far cry between its stated goal and the reality of its 
enforcement and especially in prison. 
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So it affected me in that way. The fact that I came from a humble 
origin, that I came to this country a refugee and worked my way up and 
had felt the bite of poverty as well as the champagne of success, it gave 
me a broad spectrum to draw from experience-wise. But it was more 
painful for me going from a good life to a bad life than it was going from 
a bad life to a good life. And that's the problem. 

When I came here, incarceration was significant for me because I 
gave up so much more. I gave up a lot. And that bothers me. But the 
good part is it enabled me to find myself, it enabled me to escape, 
mentally, physically, it enabled me to do something meaningful in my 
life even though I'm in prison. Many people come to prison, die in 
prison and never experience meaning in their lives. If I were to die 
tomorrow, I wouldn't like the fact that I died in prison, but I can't say 
that I haven't contributed to life in some way, haven't done something 
meaningful. So therefore, I have a limited amount of happiness that I've 
been able to grab for myself, and I couldn't have done that without 
university education or literacy or understanding which lent to my 
understanding of my need to have that kind of meaning in my life and 
then to the ability to go out, find it and grab it and make it happen. 

HASSINE: Any questions unrelated, just regular quick questions I 
can give quick answers to? 

QUESTION: Victor, do you feel very much alone? Have you made 
comrades with the other prison writers or ... I'm just wondering if you 
correspond with other prison writers. 

HASSINE: When I got published I was president of the lifers group 
over in Rockview and I ran a writing contest much like the Pen Writing 
Contest and tried to encourage prison writing. I wanted to form a writing 
community, but prison teaches people, especially when you have a lot of 
long-timers, to be solitary people. You don't share. If you share, 
somebody will take it away, somebody will tell on you, the 
administration will find out and find some objection. 

So the problem is writers want to share and it would probably 
enhance the writing and make it better because when I read other 
prisoner's writing it encourages me to write. It's kind of like a 
competition. You learn new forms and what works better. But the way 
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prisons are now with so much informing going on ... that's how prisons 
run, on the infonnant system now ... writers can't be open about what 
they write, even if they write about nonnal things, good things that have 
no objection. They're worried about it getting stolen, being told on, 
being misunderstood, being destroyed. So it needs a community but it's 
not happening. 

Also, at one time prisons used to encourage prison community 
writing. They discourage it now because they're worried about people 
writing and encouraging the population to want to know more about 
prisons. They don't want to go through the sixties again. They want 
prisons to be anonymous, they want what they do to be out of the 
limelight, and you can't do that if you have too many people writing 
about their experiences. 

So on the one hand, I'd like to see it and if I saw one I would 
definitely get with him and we would talk. But on the other hand, the 
likelihood of two writers in prison talking about it now would not exist 
because we would be at odds, we would be worried about who the other 
person is and there's a lot of paranoia in prison, and it's a shame. What 
needs to happen is the administration of prisons needs to encourage this 
kind of stuff and encourage writing communities, encourage that whole 
writing process and not worry about the sixties because the sixties 
weren't as bad as they are now. We didn't have two million people in 
prison in the sixties. So no matter how bad it was, it couldn't have been 
as bad as it is now. 

QUESTION: How in the world did you get involved in this book on 
prison theatre? Maybe you can tell us how that came about. [HASSINE 

WROTE PREFACES FOR THEATRE SECTIONS IN PRISON THEATRE: 

PERSPECTIVES AND PROCEDURES (I 998>,.J. THOMPSON (EDITOR>, 

LONDON: .JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS.] 

HASSINE: Interesting story. When I moved from the Pittsburgh 
prison to Rockview, I was moved to a prison that did executions, and I 
was against the death penalty even before I came to prison. And all of 
a sudden we ended up with a Governor whose promise on coming into 
the Governorship was that he would execute. So I find myself in what 
I call the slaughterhouse because I was walking every day in a death 
house and it gave me an uneasy feeling and I didn't like it. And at that 
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point I had done some writing and I figured it was time to write, and I 
wrote a play about the death penalty. I sent it to you, Bob, it's called 
Circles of Nod. And so I wrote the play, sent it to the warden up here, 
I sent it up to Pen Writing. It won an award. I sent it to the warden at 
that prison, and he was against the death penalty. So he did like the fact 
that I objected to the death penalty, but he liked the play, so he allowed 
me to stage the play in the prison using a prisoner cast and crew and 
being directed by a Pennsylvania University former drama instructor. 
And it was very very successful. 

As a result, I sent that off to ... how did I get ... somebody sent me 
the name and address of a group of people that were doing research into 
prison theatre out of England which is very big ... where were they at ... 
Manchester, England, University of Manchester in England. And I sent 
them a copy of the play and they responded and it was a Professor 
Thompson who wrote me back and we entered into correspondence and 
he sent me stuff that the British were doing and I sent him stuff that I 
had done, articles. I started sending him a bunch ... I wrote a couple 
other plays and we talked about it. He ended up doing a sabbatical in the 
United States in Texas. When he came to Texas he began writing a 
book, and he asked me to write something for it. So I wrote about my 
experiences in producing the play in America. He liked it so much he 
used it as the introduction to three of his chapters. And I think that's the 
book that you have. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: That sounds like it. 

HASSINE: So you never know where your writing's going to end up. 
I had no idea when I wrote the play that it would end up in England or 
anything like that, but it worked out and that's the power of writing, it 
is why we need to do more of it. It is the strength, it is setting a ripple in 
the ocean and not knowing where it lands. It is a tremendous power. We 
need to use it. I can't imagine, no matter how bad somebody writes or 
how terrible it is, that you should ever discourage it. We can deal with 
bad writing, we can't deal with bad lives. 

QUESTION: In the short biography you provided, you note that you 
received an "inmate of the year" award. I have never heard of such a 
thing. What is it? 
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HASSINE: And you should have, shame on you. The Prison Society 
awards it once a year ... it is really a big thing for prisoners. I actually 
got a half a day furlough, they actually let me out. I had two guards on 
either side of me but I was in street clothing, I had a tie and jacket on, 
I went out and I had a little luncheon, I gave a little speech, my folks 
were there, my friends and family were there, and for six hours I was a 
civilian again. Then the shackles and handcuffs came back on. But it is 
a big thing here. And once a year they pick an inmate, and they picked 
me that year because of my litigation in the Tillery case which was a 
landmark case in Pennsylvania which found Western Penitentiary unfit. 
It caused a lot of changes, caused me to be transferred. It caused a lot 
of changes. They honoured me for that because it took a lot of ... I got 
assaulted in the process, transferred. It was a terrible experience. But it 
was all worth it to be able to be with my family for six hours as a 
normal civilian, as a member of society, and it felt good. That's a big 
thing here. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: What's the time element? 

HASSINE: He said we're entitled to one more follow-up question. 
Any question will do. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: How about you leave us with a question? 

HASSINE: Okay. I'll leave you with a thought and not a question. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: All right. 

HASSINE: All of you are going to enter some ... most of you are 
going to enter some kind of prison career, either as a lawyer or 
correctional officer or policing or even if you're just a citizen that votes 
on an issue, and what I'd like to say is I don't want to ... I'm not here to 
try to sway you into my way of thinking. I want you to think critically 
about what you're doing, about the policies that are happening in 
prisons, think critically. Don't do what's easy, do what's right, and then 
determine what purpose do you want. 

One of the things that is gone out of prison is that prisons don't 
have a purpose. Housing or holding human beings isn't a purpose. 
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Whether you want to beat them or fix them, that's a purpose. If you 
want to beat us, then beat us. If you want to fix people, then say you 
want to fix them. Pick a purpose. But I want you to use reason in 
dealing with people. 

When Fran~is Villon was sitting in the back field and he's 
watching these people hang for the first time, he was a nobleman and he 
had heard about them and he talked about it and probably laughed at a 
few as he walked by them ... suddenly he's looking at them through the 
windows and visioning himself being the next guy there because that's 
how they dealt with overcrowding back then. They just put you on the 
gallows and they were getting mighty crowded. 

So understand that it could be you, it could be a friend, it could be 
somebody. But more importantly, if you want to do what's best for the 
country, whether it be Canada or the United States, you can't act in a 
way to be mean just to be mean. If you're going to be mean, have a 
purpose to it. The worst thing in the world is if a guy punches you and 
doesn't tell you why he's punching you. Please, don't add to my misery 
by not telling me what you hope to gain by it. And if you don't know 
what you hope to gain by it, then maybe you shouldn't punch me, maybe 
there's something else you need to do. 

And thafs what I want you to do. All prisoners are not scarred, 
toothless people looking to jump on you and kill you. They're human 
beings. They have good to contribute. All of us have good to contribute. 
The question is can we pull it out of them. That's the purpose, that's the 
question. And if you think you can do it through beatings, then say you 
want to beat us. If you think you can do it some other way, then do it 
some other way. But think about it and don't just do it because 
everybody else is doing it. 

God bless you. Good luck to you. And au revoir. 

PROFESSOR GAUCHER: Thanks a lot, Victor. 
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Little has been written about the prison press. Jailhouse Journalism 
is a first step in chronicling the history of prison publications. The 

book is organized largely in chronological order combined with 
biographical information about various prison editors. In the book's 
introduction Morris outlines the frequent hostility of prison officials to 
prison publications, the censorship that occurs when prisoncrats are the 
de facto censors of what news is "appropriate" and the trials and 
tribulations of prison editors. 

In some respects Jailhouse Journalism is a history ofthe American 
prison system. The first prison paper was started in 1800 in a debtor's 
prison. Forlorn Hope was published by New York lawyer William 
Keteltas. Keteltas was in prison for being unable to pay his debts, which 
was common at the time. Abolishing debtor's prisons was the paper's 
main goal. Subscriptions cost $3 a year, allowing its independent 
publication. At one point Forlorn Hope ran an ad for the sale of a slave 
which prompted outrage among some of its readers and later led to the 
paper supporting abolition. It appears to have published for less than a 
year. 

The idea of prison papers did not gain widespread acceptance until 
the 1870s when prison reform became popular. Prison officials in that 
era considered the newspapers of the day to be corrupting and immoral. 
Their solution was to create prison newspapers that did not "offend or 
startle the inmate." The first of these prison newspapers was The 
Summary, published at the Elmira Reformatory in New York which 
appeared on November 29, 1883. Warden Zebulon Brockway ensured 
the paper was sanitized and devoid of anything he found objectionable, 
such as "sensational court or criminal news ... horse racing or 
prizefighting." Brockway saw the paper as a tool of prison reform and 
circulation grew outside the prison's walls as well as spawning imitators 
in prisons across the country. Between 1880 and 1890 prisons in more 
than a dozen states established newspapers. This included the Prison 
Mirror, started by the Younger Brothers (members of the Jesse James 
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gang) at Minnesota's Stillwater prison in 1887. The paper is still 
published. 

Coming into the twentieth century prison papers complained of 
prison slave labour and work conditions for prisoners, issues which have 
hardly disappeared. Among the more famous prison editors chronicled 
in the book is Julian Hawthorne, a journalist and the son of famed author 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, who was imprisoned on federal mail fraud 
charges for a year. Hawthorne was assigned to edit Good Words at the 
federal penitentiary in Atlanta. Papers in other federal prison soon 
followed. 

Morris chronicles the influence political prisoners from the 
Industrial Workers of the World and the Communist Party USA had on 
prison publications. This included fiction written by William "Big Bill" 
Haywood in The Can Opener at the Chicago jail in 1917, to a section 
on labour news in the federal McNeil Island penitentiary's New Era 
written by Communist prisoners. 

One of the most fascinating parts of Jailhouse Journalism is its 
discussion of the newspapers published during World War II in the 
Internment camps where some 106,000 Japanese Americans were 
incarcerated. The first of these papers was the Manzanar Free Press, 
started by former newspaper writers at the Japanese dailies and weeklies 
that were shut down when the U.S. government rounded up Japanese 
Americans. Unlike virtually all other prison papers, these were not 
propaganda sheets put out by the camp administrations. Financed by ads 
from Sears Roebuck and other companies as well as subscriptions and 
the War Relocation Administration, the papers were largely independent. 
Their coverage included reports on internees arrested by the FBI. 
However, censorship did occur. In December, 1942, the Free Press was 
censored and shut down for two weeks for attempting to report an 
incident where three internees were shot and killed and 10 wounded by 
U.S. army troops when they protested the arrest of the detainee accused 
of beating an informant. 

Jailhouse Journalism also chronicles the little-known story of 
papers put out by the almost half million German, Italian and Japanese 
Prisoners of War (pOW) held in American POW camps during World 
War II. While most of the papers were started as a means by which 
camp administrators could communicate with the POW's, one began as 
a secret project of the U.S. government's POW Special Projects 
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Division. Its purpose was to expose Nazism as vicious and impractical 
and inculcate "democratic" ideals in the POWs. When the project started 
in 1944, German and Italian POWs were publishing at least 80 camp 
newspapers. U.S. officials were dismayed to learn, after analysing the 
papers content, that at least 50 were openly pro-Nazi, three were ante
Nazi and the rest were in between. 

The U.S. government then secretly funded Der Ruf (The Call), 
aided by POW Gustav Rocke, a former correspondent. Morris reports 
that most of the German POWs were unimpressed and denounced the 
paper as "a newspaper of traitors and deserters." By its fifteenth issue, 
Der Rufwas printing 75,000 issues and selling 90 percent of the print 
run at 5 cents each. It was actually making a profit. By July, 1945 the 
government could report that only three of the camp newspapers were 
still pro Nazi. Of course, Germany's defeat and surrender two months 
earlier might have influenced this more than Der Ruf did! 

A common theme running through Jailhouse Journalism is the 
ongoing battle of censorship between prison officials and editors and 
writers. The book is replete with example after example of prison editors 
being fired if they did not toe the administration line of the day. By the 
1970s prisoners were filing lawsuits over the censorship of prison 
newspapers. In many cases they won. Unable to win in court, prison 
officials responded by simply closing the papers down. The result, as 
Morris notes is that the prison newspaper is a dying institution despite 
the proliferation of prisons and prisoners in the last 20 years. 

Anyone interested in the topic of prison journalism will fmd, 
Jailhouse Journalism worth reading simply because it is the only 
modem book on the topic. That said, the book does have its 
shortcomings. By focussing almost exclusively on the "official prison 
press," namely those publications that have appeared with the blessing, 
censorship and financial support of prison officials, Morris misses the 
boat. 

Morris devotes only two paragraphs in the book to what he calls the 
"underground" prison papers, despite observing these were "often the 
only ones with accurate information." The only paper from the 1970s 
that is mentioned is First Step published by draft resistor Joel Meyers at 
the federal penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. 

It is a real shame that Morris did not see it to include the real prison 
press in his book: the publications prisoners have published, often in 
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considerable adversity, without the sanction of prison officials. A few 
that come to mind, and there are many others, include The Marionette 
(published by Bill Dunne at the federal pen in Marion); The Red Dragon 
and The Abolitionist (published by Prison Legal News (PLN) co
founder Ed Mead); The Iced Pig (published by Sam Melville at Attica 
before his murder by police during the 1971 uprising); Jericho, Florida 
Prison Legal Perspectives, Voices Behind the Walls and many others. 
Hopefully someone will take up where Morris left off and tell this still 
untold story about prison journalism. The Samizdat of the American 
gulag. 

The impression I got from reading Jailhouse Journalism is that 
Morris actually researched and wrote the book during the late 1970's 
and early 1980's, could not find a publisher and let it sit. When he did 
find a publisher he hurriedly ''updated'' the manuscript to make it seem 
more current. The 1980's and '90's are largely missing from the book. 

Morris mentions PLN on the last page of the book in a chapter 
titled "Prison Journalism Writes 30". It has some minor errors (PLN 
started publishing in 1990, not 1989. In the appendix on prison 
publications Morris states that PLN ceased publishing "at an unknown 
time.") The result is that while the book is extensively footnoted it makes 
me wonder if everything else, that I do not have firsthand knowledge 
about, is accurate. 

At $41.50 for a hardbound edition the book is pretty pricey. 
Contact: McFarland & Co. P.O. Box 611, Jefferson, NC 28640. (336) 
246-4460. 

Reprinted with permission from Prison Legal News, April, 1999 
Volume 10:4, pp. 6-7. 
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Victor Hassine's Life Without Parole: Living in Prison Today is an 
important and timely contribution to prison literature, providing us 

with an insightful ethnographic account of modern prisons. 
Life Without Parole is divided into three substantive sections. In 

the first, and arguably the strongest section, "Prison Life", Hassine 
escorts us through the physical and emotional process of prisonization. 
Framed in terms of his own experience at Graterford State Prison in 
Pennsylvania, he offers an discerning exploration of prison dynamics, 
including race relations, violence, the underground economy and prison 
politics. Hassine, middle class and with a degree in law, is not a typical 
prisoner and it is perhaps his particular location as 'outsider within' that 
allows him perceptions that might escape more acculturized individuals. 
The result is a rich and detailed account punctuated with illustrative 
stories and enlivened with people that allow us to vicariously share 
Hassine's journey of discovery as he seeks to survive and make sense 
of his new environment. 

The second section, "Interviews" is a deeply disturbing series of 
interviews with fellow prisoners that serve to exemplify how particular 
situational dynamics (AIDS, sexual victimization, solitary confinement) 
function to shape the experience of incarceration. By allowing other 
voices to speak, the diversity of prison life is made real for the reader 
and, more importantly, we begin to appreciate the multiple levels of pain 
that operate in this most unnatural of settings. 

Hassine's final "Op Ed" section is a series of essays on prison 
conditions, which in various ways deal with the implications of 
overcrowding. Perhaps because these submissions are styled as opinion 
pieces, Hassine allows himself more licence than in the earlier material. 
Unfortunately the result is a presentation punctuated with stereotypes 
that are not only inconsistent with his approach throughout but function 
to distract from an otherwise valuable analysis. 
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Unlike some other texts of the genre (cf. Caron 1978; Abbott, 
1982) Hassine does not engage in self pity or self glorification, nor does 
he focus on his 'criminal career'. Nonetheless, Life Without Parole is 
more than just a book about prison. It is also about Hassine and his 
relation to the institution as he, often with superb self deprecating 
humour, takes us on his personal journey from victim to survivor and 
ultimately to agent. It is simultaneously the story of one of the most 
oppressive regimes imaginable and man's ability to resist and conquer 
the walls that contain the body, but obviously not the soul. This 
inspirational and affirmative dynamic is what really sets Life Without 
Parole apart from most criminological work. 

Ultimately Life without Parole is a compelling indictment of prison 
and an excellent exploration of the ways emerging social problems and 
right wing criminal justice policies have transformed the prison. Shifting 
effectively and smoothly between analytic and discursive levels, the test 
is an accessible and useful pedagogical tool. 



Prisoners' Guerrilla Handbook to Correspondence 
Programs in the United States and Canada 

By Jon Marc Taylor 
New Brunswick, ME: 

Biddle Publishing/AudenReed Press (1999) 243 pp. 
Reviewed by Bob Gaucher 

J on Marc Taylor (BA, MA) has been imprisoned in the State of 
Missouri for the past two decades. During that time he has earned 

four college degrees and certificates and his research and analyses of US 
penal justice and carceral practices has been widely published in 
academic journals and popular news focussed magazines. 

He was the recipient of the prestigious NationlI.F 'stone and Robert 
Kennedy Student Journalism Awards for his reporting on the debate over 
Pell Grant educational funding for prisoners. Taylor's writing had a 
significant impact on that debate, and his numerous articles on education 
and imprisonment have been important contributions to academic 
discourse on this matter. Taylor brings a recognized expertise to this 
Educational Resource Book for prisoners. 

This comprehensive guide provides detailed information on 212 
educational and vocational Correspondence Programs available to 
prisoners in Canada and the USA. These programs are classified as 
High School, Paralegal and Vocational, College and University, 
including graduate studies. This well organized and accessible catalogue 
is much more than a listing of programs and institutions. 

Taylor notes the effects of the slashing of prison educational 
budgets and grants across the USA, which also occurred in Canada 
during the 1980s and early 1990s. This has heightened the need for other 
avenues, and accredited correspondence course programs offer the best 
possibility of filling the void. There are other guides to correspondence 
programs, including PEN'S Prison Education Opportunities, but none 
address the problem from the inside situation and perspective of the 
prisoner. Taylor brings an experienced eye to the unique problems and 
prejudices that the prisoner-student will encounter with prisoncrats and 
program administrators. This is evident in his presentation and 
evaluation of available programs of study. This evaluation addresses 
time limitations, accreditation for work, possible linkages amongst 
programs of study and institutions, to a consideration of costs. 
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This Guerrilla Handbook will serve as an invaluable directory for 
prisoners, especially longterm prisoners, who are seeking ways of using 
time instead of doing time, through pursuing their education. 

In the past decade I have corresponded and met with an increasing 
number of prisoners who have achieved undergraduate and graduate 
degrees while imprisoned. Most members of the Infinity Lifers' Group 
I worked with between 1986 and 1991, completed university degrees in 
the course of their sentence. The convict criminology that John Irwin 
and his associates have been developing also reflects this trend. Jon 
Marc Taylor's work will enhance this possibility. 



Up the Ladder: An Autobiography 
by Frank Anderson 

Saskatoon: 
A Gopher Publication (1997) 231 pp. 

Reviewed by Bob Gaucher 

Tn 1935, at the age of 17, Frank Anderson was convicted of capital 
hurder for the death of a prison guard killed in a failed jailbreak from 
a Manitoba provincial gaol. Orphaned amidst the turmoil of prairie 
drought and economic depression of the 1930s, Anderson was serving 
a one year term for minor "hobo" and railrider thief charges at the time 
of the attempted escape. His original death sentence was later 
commuted, largely because of his age and circumstances. 

On the surface this is a remarkable, though traditional tale of 
damnation and redemption. This is a saga of every man's journey 
beyond that decisive moment and its possible fatal result. Most of us 
have experienced moments in our youth, where good luck and the Grace 
of God saved us from serious harm or perdition. Anderson's vivid 
account of coping with such a fatal mistake draws us into his story. 
During the fifteen years he served at Saskatchewan Penitentiary, 
Anderson completed high school and all but two science courses need for 
a general B.A. from the University of Saskatchewan. This was unheard 
of in Canada's penitentiaries at that time. Education proved to be his 
route out of prison and upon release he attend the University of Toronto, 
where he graduated in 1957 with an MSW degree. In 1974, Frank was 
appointed to the National Parole Board of Canada, where he served as 
a regional member until retiring in 1979. 

Anderson's considerable talents are evident in the varied activities 
of his life; in his college teaching and course design; in his involvement 
with the creation of Canada's social services net, and in his extensive 
research and writing on crime and local social histories. In the 1950s 
MacLean Magazine published a feature article on him, and C.B.C. 
Radio aired a week long series on his life. His Frontier Books series of 
local histories and stories became the basis for a successful thirteen 
week television series in the 1960s. 

An historian and archivist, as well as a publisher, Anderson 
received awards for his historical research and publications from the 
Alberta Historical Society, and the North American State and Local 
History Society in the USA. He researched the use of capital sentences 
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in Canada and made an important intervention into the debate over 
capital punishment with Hanging In Canada (1973). 

However, this up the ladder voyage of a depression era orphan is 
much more than the personal saga of Frank Anderson. Written in his late 
seventies, this is a studied reflection on his life and times. This is a social 
history of the era of penal reform in Canada, told from the shifting 
perspective (margin-centre) of a former prisoner. Indeed, Frank was a 
role model for the goals of the new reformative penology, and an 
important contributor to the professional and public debate surrounding 
its attempted implementation. Anderson was instrumental in integrating 
the reformative/rehabilitative discourse of the prison reform movement 
with the broader public discourse on social welfare. 

I found his account of the legendary and infamous Warden Lt. 
Colonel Cooper and his penal code, insightful, and revealing of penal 
management practices and convicts' responses to it. His portrayal of 
prison custom on the Canadian prairies during 1930-1950 is an 
important addition to our penological study of this era. I used this text 
in a large second year university course which provides an introduction 
to Canada's penitentiary system. It was very well received ("interesting" 
- "fascinating") and covered an important period in Canadian penal 
history which is only accessible through textbooks. I recommend it as a 
good read and as an academic text. 




